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INTRODUCTION

A "Revolution in Reading" does not look to gimmicks, to
sophisticated machines, or to tricking a student into knowledge. It

is a revolution that aims at stimulating the range of a student's
natural curiosity--making available a variety of materials, not
simply textbooks but "real" print and non-print media--and thereby
preparing him to meet the rep. -ling demands for functioning and surviving
in society.

The Maryland State Department of Education developed a functional
reading program which ensures all students will acquire the skills
necessary for survival in our society. This program should be an
integral part of the ongoing reading program in each school.

The success of this program will depend upon a continuous program
that begins in the kindergarten and elementary grades and continues
through high school. Such a program contains practite in five goal

areas:

* Following directions on various levels.
* Locating references in various fields.
* Developing personal interest through reading.
* Applying information for school, vocation, society, and home.
* Understanding forms for reporting personal information.

This resource manual (Volumes I, II) contains a sampling of

activities, games, and ideas to help the teachers of the State better
understand the competencies in the area of functional reading. These

activities are designed not as a means to an end but as a beginning.
They are not identified by grade or reading level but should be adapted
to the needs of the students. An individual teacher's interest, creativity,
and understanding of the reading level of students will enable him
to expand the activities presented to students.

The activities, games, and ideas presented in this resource book

were compiled from three sources: the reports sent in from school in

the 1973-74 pilot program, demonstrations at the 1974 summer workshop,
and materials written by the curriculum writers:

1. Pilot Schools That Contributed Materials

Region I

Allegany County: West Side Elementary School
Washington Junior High
Flintstone Senior High

Carroll County: Manchester Elementary School
Taneytown Middle School
Francis Scott Key Senior High
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Frederick County: Urbana Elementary School
Brunswick Junior High
Catoctin High

Garfett County: Accident Elementary School
Northern Garrett County Senior High

Howard County: Ellicott City Elementary School
Glenwood Middle School
Glenelg Senior High

Montgomery County: Burtonsville Elementary School
Farquhar Middle School
Paint Branch Senior

Washington County: Greenbrier Elementary School
Williamsport Middle School
Williamsport Senior High

Region II

Calvert County: Huntingtown Elementary School

Charles County: Gale-Baisley Elementary School
Matthew Henson Junior High
Lackey Senior High

Prince George's County: Bladensburg Elementary School
Bladensburg Junior High
Bladensburg Senior High

St. Mary's County: Dynard Elementary School
Park Hall Elementary
Margaret Brent Middle School
Chopticon Senior High

Region III

Anne Arundel County: Read All About Functional Reading

Baltimore County: Fullerton Elementary School
Deep Creek Junior High

Eastern-Vocational-Technical Senior High

Harford County: Havre de Grace Elementary School
Havre de Grace Junior High

Havre de Grace Senior High
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Region IV

Cecil County: Chesapeake City Elementary School
Bohemia Manor Junior-Senior High

Kent County: Millington Elementary School
Galena Junior High

Somerset County: Greenwood Elementary School
Woodson Junior High
Crisfield Senior High

Talbot County: White Marsh Elementary School

Wicomico County: Bennett Junior High

James M. Bennett Senior High

Worceste7 County: Buckingham Elementary School
Pocomoke Middle School

Stephen Decatur Senior High

2 Demonstration Teachers and Resource Teachers in Summer Workshop

Mary Cage

Nancy Field
Lynn Green
Barbara Kapinus
Gale Lynch
Jane Sims

3. Curriculum Writers

Clara Mae Boender
Nancy C. Edwards

8
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4

FUNCTIONAL READING COMPONENT OF A TOTAL READING PROGRAM

A. Characteristics

A functional reading program has the following characteristics:

1. It identifies the essential survival reading behaviors to be
achieved, such as the ability to read road signs, to follow
directions on a payphone, to fill out a form for a motel
room, or to read ads in the mail.

2. It identifies levels at which the essential survival read-
ing behaviors are learned, reinforced, and observed,
such as the mastery of reading streets signs by age 12,
their introduction at age 6, and a reinforcement of this
skill between ages 6 and 12.

3. It accounts for the individual differences by the timing,
pacing, and differentiating of tasks, such as the
ability of all 12-year-olds to follow an emergency
direction in case of fire and the further ability of many
other 12-year-olds to go beyond this in reading "build-
it yourself" model directions.

4. It directs all students toward reading mastery at the
basic level, proceeding as quickly as possible toward
independent lifetime usage.

5. It involves all students, staff members, parents, and
community in the mastery of functional reading in order
to survive in society.

B. Identifying Essential Achievements

Five goal areas with examples in each were identified and agreed
upon by the citizens of Maryland:

1. Following Directions
Can he understand directions given
in sequential order, caution on
labels, and other warnings? Can
he find a location?

2. Locating References
Can he locate references within a
single resource, a multi-volume
resource, a multi-resource center?

3. Attaining Personal Development
Is his personal development geared
to gain personal satisfaction, to
acquire additional knowledge for
himself, or the entertainment
of self and others?

9



4. Gaining Information
Can he use information needed
in his school, vocation,
society, and home?

5. Understanding Forms
Can he interpret forms for
reporting personal information
and financial agreements?

C. Essential Behavior Components

The Maryland State Department of Education identified the
"what" and "when" components for each of the five reading goal
areas with concomitant nastery age expectanc'es. Each local
educational agency is expected to implement these goals into
its reading program. Each agency is responsible for teaching
prior to the mastery age expectancy these surival performances.
But local agencies are allowed to decide the introduction age
and reinforcement time.

Mastery for the 12-Year-Old

It is recommended that the following goal performances
be introduced at th earliest, most beneficial level for
the student, then m intained and strengthened at subsequent
levels until maste is achieved at the ages indicated.
It is imperative t at students with special needs continue
toward mastery of the basic functional performances.

All of the performances may be introduced as part of the
total school program and in a natural reading setting. Thus,
each school system has the right to implement this component
according to its school population, organization, and needs.

Age indicates mastery expected. No age level is listed for
attaining the Personal Development goals because this area is
a continuous one and is never completely mastered.

Functional Goals for 12-Year-Old

Goals Sub-goals Examples Age Suggested Sources

Following Following a
Directions Basic

Direction

Following
Sequential

1. General directions 12

2. Road Signs 12

3. Building Signs 12

4. Textbooks 12

1. Emergencies (fire) 12

2. Teacher directions
and company direc-
tions for assign-
ments 12

10

Lists, such as
Wilson, EDL
Core Vocabulary
(Grades 1-6)

thalkboard, learning
stations, Monopnly
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Goals Sub-goals Examples

3. Games

4. Do-it-yourself
kits

5. Child care

Age

12

12

12

Suggested Sources

6. First aid 12 Scout Manuals
7. Telephone usage 12 Pay telephone

Following

directions
on caution

1. Survival signs
(poison, high
voltage)

12 Grocery Products

signs, labels, 2. Medicine 12 Medicines
and other
warnings

3. Food labels 12

Followiqg 1. Local community 12 Street signs
directidns
about a
location

(own street)

2. Wor1' schedule for

(subway, air)
Bus and work

daily routine 12
3. Maps (local,

state, and nation) 12

Locating Locating a 1. Use of the Table
References single of Contents 12

resource 2. Headings 12

3. Subheadings on
titles 12

4. Index 12

5. Glossary 12

6. Footnotes 12

7. Bibliographies 12

8. Appendices 12

9.. Copyright 12

10. Preface 12

11. Almanac 12

12. Catalog 12

13. Textbook 12

14. Travel book 12

15. T.V. guide 12

Locating a 1. Telephone book 12

multi-
volume
resource

2. Encyclopedia . 12

Locating a 1. Library card
multi-
resource

catalog
2. Reference

12

center materials 12

11



Goals

Attaining
1-ersonal

Development

Sub-goals

Attaining
personal

development
through

satisfaction

Examples Age Suggested Sources

1. Choice of
alternatives

2. Knowledge of
selected

material
3. Time spent
4. Share activities

5. Self concept re:
reading

All teachers

Entertainment 1. Reading to others
2. Reading to oneself

The use of
other areas
of personal
growth

1. Hobbies
2. Self goals

Gaining Gaining 1. Basic prescribed
Information information

for school
list 12 Appropriate

textbooks
2. Assignments 12

Gaining 1. Public
information announcements 12 Bulletins on TV
for society 2. Emergency 12

3. Newspaper materials 12

Gaining
information
for home

1. Newspaper materials 12

Understanding Understanding
Forms forms for

1. School (name,
address, phone

personal

information
number)

2. Others (place of
birth, father's
name, mother's
maiden name,

parents occupa-
tion, number of
brothers and

12

sisters) 12

Understanding 1. Sales slip
forms for
financial

(amount)
2. Cash register

12

agreements slip 12

12 7
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Mastery for the 15-Year-Old and 18-Year-Old

The following performances may be achieved through the
reading' program, the subject matter, an interdisciplinary
approach, or any other feasible means of implementation.

Two administrative approaches are suggested. First,
units including these survival needs should be a part of
the social studies curriculum. A team of teachers should
help with the mastery of this performance. Second,
content teachers should be assigned the performances
related to their field. The suggested disciplines are
listed.

Age indicates the mastery expected. No age level
is listed for the Attaining Personal Development category
because this area is continuous and never mastered.

Functional Goals for 15-Year-Old and 18-Year-Old

Goals Sub-goals . Examples Age
Suggested
Disciplines

Following Following 1. Core list 15 English

Directions directions 2. Road Signs 15 Driver Education

Following 1. Basic cooking 15 Home Ec., Ind.

directions 2. Basic sewing 15 Arts, and

in sequential

order

3. Basic utility
household

Social Studies

appliarces 15

4. Voting machines 15

5. Child Care 15

6. Test directions 15

7. Voting directions 15

8. First Aid 15

Cautions 1. Labels (ex. house
cleaning care for
clothing, for car)

15 Home Ec., Ind.
Arts

2. Medicine 15

Locations 1. Local community Social Studies

maps 15

/

2. Local mass
transportation 15

: ......,

Using Single 1. Textbooks 15 All chosen

References Resource , 2. Tradebooks 15 disciplines

3. Job Manual
4. Consumer's Guide 15- Library, Social

Studies

13



Goals Sub-goals Fxamples Age

Multi- 1. Encyclopedia 15 18
volume 2. Reader's Guide 18
Resource 3. Index volumes 18

4. Atlases 18

Multi- 1. Library Catalog 15 18
resource

Center
2. Reference books 15

and materials
18

3. Collect titles for
a chosen subject

Attaining Attaining 1. Choice of alternatives
Personal personal 2. Knowledge of final
Development development

through
personal '

satisfaction

entertainment

material
3. Time spent
4. Share activities
5. Self concept

re: reading

1. Read to others

the use of
other areas
of personal

growth

2. Read to self

1. Hobbies
2. Projected goals

Gaining
Information

For school 1. Basic vocabulary 15

list

2. Assignments

For vocation 1. Training manuals 15

2. Safety and job
requirements 15

3. Memorandum 15
4. Want ads 15

5. Work schedules 15
6. Company policy

statements 15

7. Union contract

For society 1. Public announcement 15
2. Legal documents 18

3. Emergency announce-
ments 15

4. Newspaper materials 15
S. Political materials 18

For home

Suggested
Disciplinls

Library, English
Library
Library, English
Library, Social
Studies

Library

A41 areas

Each area

Appropriate
Career Areas

Social Studies

1. Newspaper 15 Social Studies
2. Bills 15 Math
3. Sales Policies 15 Math

14
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Goals Sub-goals Examples Age
Suggested
Disciplines

4. Consumer Information 18 Approrpiate
5. Government pamphlets 18 Career

Education Areas
6. Contracts 18 Math, Social

Studies
7. Lease agreements 18 Math, Social

Studies
8. Day Care Informa-

tion 15 Home Economics

Understanding Understanding 1. School 15 18 Guidance
Forms forms for 2. Income 18 Math

reporting 3. Taxes 18 Math
personal 4. Social Security 15 Guidance
information 5. Medical 18

6. Vocation 15 Guidance
7. Applications 15 Guidance
8. Armed Forces 18 Guidance
9. Driver's license

or learner's permit 18 Driver Education
10. Work Permit 15 Guidance, Career
11. W-2 Form 15 Guidance, Career
12. Welfare Forms 15 Guidance, Career

Understanding
forms for

1. Sales slip
2. Mail order purchase

15 Math

financial
agreements

forms

3. Credit Card
15 Career Education

policies 15

4. Bank statements 18

5. Notes and loans 18

6. Sales and rent
agreements 18

7. Subscriptions 15

8. Long term agreements 18

9. Hotel reservations 15

D. Assessing Essential Achievements

Each student should be able to demonstrate the mastery
of his skills by two means: performance of observable
behaviors and success on a criterion - referenced measurement.
The performance of observable behavior should be based on
first-hand learning experiences, such as reading the following:

1. Labels of cans and bottles,
2. Pages from the telephone book,
3. Tapes from various cash registers,
4. Directions on medicine bottles.

15



The criterion-referenced measurements should be constructed
by teachers and students. Fach item should have these features:

1. Stated objective
2. Simply stated directions
3. Survival reading material based on th.. stated objective
4. Questions about the objectives

Statewide evaluations will be held periodically to assess
mastery at ages 12, 15, and 18. The assessment tool is the Maryland
Basic Skills Reading Mastery Test. From this evaluation, an
item-by-item evaluation of strengths and weaknesses in the
students' survival reading can be measured. Based upon the test
findings, programs can be refined through improved instructional
emphasis. The completed list of test objectives follows:

Reading Objectives: Goal I-Following Directions

1101 Students will read to interpret basic directional-
type vocabulary from road signs.

1102 Students will read to interpret basic directional-
type vocabulary from buildings signs.

1103 Students will read to interpret basic directional-
type vocabulary from textbook instructions.

1201 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to know what to do in case an
emergency.

1202 Students will read to follow directions wri.tten in

sequential order to complete a school or job assignment.

1203 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to play a game.

1204 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to assemble an item from a "do it
yourself kit."

1205 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to prepare food from a recipe.

1206 Students will read to follow direction's written in
sequential order to make a garment from a pattern.

1207 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to operate a househOld appliance.

1208 Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to use a voting machine.

11
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1209 Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to provide care for children.

1210 Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to administer first aid.

1211 Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to complete a gas and electric meter form.

1301 Students will read to interpret cautions, and warnings in the
environment to know how to protect themselves from injury or
inconvenience and to care for children and possessions.

1302 Students will read to interpret labels on packages and
containers to know how to protect themselves from injury or
inconvenience and to care for children and possessions.

1401 Students will read to find a location in a building, on a
street, or in the local community by using maps and trans-
portation schedules.

1402 Students will read to find a location for a job by using a
work schedule or map.

1403 Students will read maps to find a location in the

county.

1404 Students will read to find a location in the vicinity by
using mass transportation maps.

Reading Objectives: Goal II-Locating References

2101 Students will read to locate references within a textbook
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

2102 Students will read to locate references within a tradebook
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2103 Students will read to locate references within a job manual
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.
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2104 Students will read to locate references within a dictionary
for ase in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2105 Students will read to locate references within a newspaper
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2106 Students will read to locate references within a magazine
for use Ak school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2107 Students will read to locate references within an almanac
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2108 Students will read to locate references within a phone book
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2109 Students will read to locate references within a catalog
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or subheadings.

2110 Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to administer first aid.

2111 Students will read to locate references within a TV Guide
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
(where applicable) the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, Libliography, and headings or subheadings.

2201 Students will read to locate references within a multi-
volume resource (encyclopedia) for use in school, on a job,
or at home by utilizing headings, indices, and cross

references.

2202 Students will read to locate references within the Reader's Guide
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing headings,
-Indices, and cross references.

2203 Students will read to locate references within index volumes
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing headings,
indices, and cross references.

2204 Students will read to locate references within atlases for
use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing headings,
indices, and cross references.

ki 13
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2301 Students will read to locate references within
center for use in school, on a job, or at home
the card catalog in the library.

2302 Students will read to locate references within
center for use in school, on a job, or at home
reference books and materials.

2303 Students will read to locate references within
center for use in school, on a job, or at home
section titles.

a multi-resource
by utilizing

a multi-resource
by utilizing

a multi-resource
by utilizing

Reading Objectives: Goal III * -Attaining Personal Development

3101 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by comparing and selecting
among various activities (such as watching TV, other
curriculum areas), including reading.

3102 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indj.cating\which reading
materials are available in school and public libraries.

3103 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating the amount of
time spent engaged in non-required reading.

:!04 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating how much time
they spend sharing ideas discovered through non-required

reading with parents and peers.

3105 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating how they feel
about themselves as readers and how they feel about reading
as an activity.

3201_ Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating how much time
they spend reading to others.

3202 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal develoy_ent by indicating how much time
they spend by reading for entertainment.

3301 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating if reading has
enhanced their ability to enjoy hobbies or games.

A. l
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3302 Students will affect the degree to which reading contributes
to their personal development by indicating how often or how
much time they spend reading to acquire information about
life goals or possible career opportunities.

*These non-cognitive objectives are designed to measure
attitudes and behaviors not directly related to reading ability.

Reading Objectives: Goal IV-Gaining Information

4101 Students will read to identify words from a list of prescribed
vocabulary words considered essential for gaining information
for school, work, and living in society.

4102 Students will read to elicit necessary information for school
from textbook assignments.

4201 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from training manuals.

4202 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from safety and job requirements. (Time cards,
punch-in notices, quota charts, production records)

4203 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
a vocation from a memorandum.

4204 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from want ads.

4205 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from work schedules.

4206 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from company policy statements.

4207 Students will read to elicit necessary information for a
vocation from union contracts.

4301 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from public announcements.

4302 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from legal documents.

4303 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from newspaper materials.

20
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4304 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from political materials.

4305 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from a calendar.

4401 Students will readato elicit necessary information for
the home from newspaper ads.

4402 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from bills.

4403 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from sales policies.

4404 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from consumer information.

4405 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from government pamphlets.

4406 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from contracts.

4407 Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from lease agreements.

Reading Objectives: Goal V-Understanding Forms

5101 Students will read to report personal information on
school forms.

5102 Students will read to report personal information on
tax forms.

5103 Students will read to report personal information on
insurance forms.

5104 Students will read to report personal information on
social security forms.

5105 Students will read to report personal information on
medical forms.

5106 Students will read to report personal information on

vocational application forms.

5107 Students will read to report personal information on
application forms.

21
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5108 Students will read to report personal information on
armed services forms.

5201 Students will read to translate financial agreements, such
as sales slips.

5202 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
mail order purchase forms.

5203 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
credit card policies.

5204 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
bank statements.

5205 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
notes and loans.

5206 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
sales and rent agreements.

5207 Students will read to translate finar.:ial agreements on

subscriptions.

5208 Students will read to translate financial agreements on
long-term financial agreements.

5209 Students will read to translate financial agreements on hotel
reservations.

22
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MANUAL USAGE

The activities and games are given only as samples. Classroom
teachers may use these or make similar ones to help students master
survival reading.

Each test objective, which is measured by The Statewide Testing
Program as a part of Maryland Accountability, has sample activities.

This program will allow students to achieve and to be measured
on two of Maryland's five adopted reading goals:

Goal 4: To meet the reading demands of functioning in society
Goal 5: To select reading as a personal activity.

23



GOAL I

READING OBJECTIVES:

FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1101: Student will read to interpret basic directional-type
vo,,labulivry from road signs.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a group of pictorial road signs and labels, the student will be
able to identify the meaning of each by matching.

Signs -

Labels - One Way top 74SN'Epol RR Crossing Danger

aZE

B. Make two identical sets of road signs. The student matches them and
tells orally where they may be found. On a ditto sheet, draw a road
sign to match the written explanation.

C. Make a large chart on which are pasted various samples of pictorial
signs. The student will be able to answer the set of questions by
recognizing the sign and comparing it with its meaning. The questions for
the cards may vary from multiple choice to matching signs with their
meaning to completing the answer by writing.

Sample Chart

Directions: Look at all the signs. Which sign says:

1. A street dividing two ways (called an intersection)?
2. A left turn?
3. A side road from a main road?
4. Go left?
5. Roads are crossing?
6. A winding road?
7. A left curve?

25
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D. Game Idea:

After presenting the different road signs, use riddles to review the
material.

Examples: 1. I have three sides. I mean you have to wait. What am I?

r

1-2

2. I am a road sign. I begin with y and end with d. What am I?
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTION\

Objective 1102: Students will read to interpret basic directional-type
vocabulary from building signs.

. Suggested Activities

A. Given pictures of different kinds of stores with pockets under them and
cards with the names of items on them, the student will place the cards
in the correct pocket to show where the item could be purchased.

KgRY
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Cards: medicine

coats
yard goods

bread
sandwiches
pie

shoe

shampoo
bandage

B. Given a group of containers each labeled from a Grocery=Store-Aisle
Directory and cards with the names of items purchased in the super market,
the student will classify the cards by placing them in the correct
container.

(Suggestion - for use at a low level pictures of items could be
used on the cards instead of words.)

Store Directory

Aisle Item

A
B

C

cookies, candy, crackers
canned vegetables, fruits
paper goods

C. Given a group of signs found within a building, the student will be able
to explain orally the meaning of each.

Signs: Health Room
No Students
Office

In

Boys

Out
Girls

1-3
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D. Given a chart of a store Elevator Directory and a set of statements
about purchases, the student will match the statement to the Directory
by writing in the correct floor number.

A Floor
Appliances Basement
Aprons 3

B

Books 5

Boys Wear 2

1-4 28

1. Mrs. Hill wants a new iron.

2. John's coat is torn and
his father wants him to
try on coats to choose
one to buy.



GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1103: Student will read to interpret basic directional -type
vocabulary from textbook instructions.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a list of directional-type words or phrases from textbook instructions,
the students will match them to completed samples by drawing lines to
connect the two.

B.

Circle the correct answer:

Underline the opposite word:

Finish the sentence:

1. The stop light is red .

blue red green

2. Oranges, apples, pears are

vegetable liquid

3. Laugh

giggle cry frown

Given a card game, the student'will match the card with directional-type
words from a textbook to the cards of sample exercise and discard in sets.

Directions for game: Shuffle cards. Deal five to each player. Stack
the leftover cards, turning one up in front of
the pile. Players take a turn drawing one card.
If they have a match, they read it and discard
in sets. First one to discard hand in sets is winner.

Cards I

1. Mark

2. Put in the correct sequence.

3. Classify

4. Put in ABC order

1. boy

Cards II

girl

2. He heard the bell.
He went to the door.
He opened the door.

3. Wild Animal Farm Animal
lion cow

bear horse

4. get, good, grab, guess

29
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1-6

C. Given a set of word and/or phrase cards that have been cut into irregular
halves, the student will put the words and phrases together as a puzzle.
As each puzzle is put together, the student is to read the words or phrase.

RE A D

Directions: Prepare a set of directional words and phrases as shown
above. Mix the cards all together.

Sample words and phrases

Underline
Put an X on
Define
Cross out
Circle the correct word

Describe
Locate
Fill in the blank
Draw a box around
Print your last name clearly

30



GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objec-cive 1f01: Students will re'zd to follow directions written in sequential
order to do in case of an emergency.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the directions from a fire alarm box, the student will pantomime
the directions in the correct order.

B. Given the school's directions for a fire drill, the student will be
able to number them in sequential order.

C. Given the directions from a school fire extinguisher, the student will
complete a worksheet that has several steps left out.

(Use directions from your individual school)
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GOAL!: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1202: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to complete a school or i;ob assignment.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the following directions on a ditto sheet, the student will
complete the assignment.

Primary Level

1. Read this page. Then do the work.
2. Write your name on the top of this paper.
3. Draw a man.
4. Count to 10.
S. Say a color.
6. Do only what it says in numbers 1 and 2.

Intermediate Level

1. Read the entire page before starting to work.
2. Write your name in the top left-hand corner.
3. Draw a line under your first name.
4. Count out loud by 2's to 20.
5. Make four squares on the bottom of your paper.
6. Make a circle in the second square.
7. Clap your hands three times.
8. Now that you have read everything, do only numbers 1 and 2.

B. Given directions written in sequential order on seeing and understa0.ing
the many skills given for words in the dictionary, the student will
complete the center.

Dictiowry Skills - Component

On a piece of cardboard or heavy ta0oard approximately 2'x2', write
the following directions:

Directions:
1. Write the words in alphabetical order.
2. List the words in which the first syllable is accented. Make

another list in which the second syllable is accented and a
third list in which the third syllable is accented.

3. Make a list of the words which have long vowel sounds.
4. Make a list of the words which have short vowel sounds.
5. If you do not know the meaning of any of the words, look them up

in a dictionary and write a sentence using the word.

Next, choose about 50 words from a dictionary and write them on a sheet
of paper in the following order: write the word first; then write the
sound spelling, put in accent marks, long and short vowels, and syllables.
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Example: documentary - (dak yoo menita ri)
arrow - (arib.)

Staple or paste this sheet of paper on your cardboard or tagboard
below the directions.

Lictionary Skills

Directions

Words Words

Place the answers on the back of the activity.

C. Given sequential directions to complete a worksheet on comparing parts,
the student will complete the worksheet.

D.

The ditto sheet contains a small chart
showing a whole, halves, fourths, and
eighths. Directions are given on the
sheet. For example: 3 6

and
The chart lines are lettered A, B, C, D.
The lettered lines that help to make the
comparison are placed in the blanks.

A

B

C

D

At a center on making Ceramic Jewelry, the student will read a chart
with directions written in sequential order and follow the directions
to make a piece of ceramic jewelry.

Ceramic Jewelry

1. Pound your clay out to the thickness you want. About 1/4 of an
inch or this thick.

2. To make pins or pendants, take a sharp instrument and cut the
design out of the clay. Example:

33
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3. When you have completely cut through the clay and finished
your design, peel away the extra clay. Example:

E. Designs may be made in two ways.

OS

Extra Clay

1. Use a sharp instrument to carve designs lightly or

Z. Roll up small pieces of clay and attach them by rubbing both the design
and main part of your jewelry with water and sticking them together.

water

Put water
here

nd%

dots for butterfly

F. To make rings, round your clay out to the thickness you want. About 1/4
of an inch or 11111111 this thick.

G. Use a sharp tool and cut out a long rectangular piece of clay about 1/4
of an inch wide. Example:

Clay

H. Remove the extra clay.

I. Wrap the piece of clay around the finger on which you are going to wear the
ring. Make the ring a little bigger than your finger. (It shrinks

when it dries.)

J. Pinch the ends together.

K. Add designs by carving designs into the ring with a sharp instrument or by
adding something.

Added piece

I-10 34
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1203: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to play a game.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the directions for playing the game, "Old Maids,"

students will play the game successfully and then covIllete the worksheet.

LET'S PLAY OLD MAIDS

Objective: Students will read to follow directions.

Directions: Read the directions for playing the game of OLD MAIPS.
Use the directions to answer the questions.

OLD MAIDS

1. Two to eight players may play.
2. Give out (deal) all cards, giving the

same number to each player.
3. There is a matching card for each card

in the deck except for the OLD MAILD. The
two cards that match are called a pair.
After you get your cards, take out any
pairs that you have and put them in a
pile.

4. Beginning with the person who gave out
(dealt) the cards, draw one card from
the person on your right. When you get
anotfn. pair, take it out of your hand
and put it in the pile.

5. Continue drawing until only one card
is left. That card will be the OLD MAID.

1. How many people may play OLD MAIDS?

2. What are two matching cards called?

3. What do you do with any pairs you get?

4. How many cards do you draw at a time?

5. From whom should you draw? (left or right)

6. How many cards are left at the end?

7. Do you want to hold the last card? Why or why not?

B. Given a set of index cards containing rules and directions for playing
rainy day classroom games, the students will choose one game to teach
to the class.
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1204: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to assemble an item from a "do it yourself kit."

Suggested Activity

A. After reading the following directions for putting the TV table
together, the student will be able to answer the questions below.

Example: Read the directions for putting this TV table together and
then answer the questions that follow.

1. Place the TV Table top (a) upside down.
2. Insert the leg (b) into slot (1). Insert the screw but do not tighten.
3. Insert the leg (c) into slot (2), leg (d) into slot (3), and leg (e)

into slot (4).
4. Place the table upright. Make sure that the table top is level.
5. Tighten the leg screws.

Answer the following questions:

1. What is done first to the table top?
2. Which leg is inserted first?
3. List the order in which the legs are inserted.
4. During steps 1-4, in what position is the table top?
5. In what are the legs inserted?
6. What is the last direction?
7. Why do you think the screws should not be tightened until step 5?
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1205: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to prepare food from a recipe.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a box of Jell -0, the student will read the recipe on the back and
follow the directions in sequential order to make Jell -0 that can be
eaten.

B. Make a chart with directions for making instant pudding. The student
can make the pudding and/or answer the questions on the worksheet.

Puddin Reci e

1 pkg. 3 1/2 oz. instant pudding
2 cups cold milk

Directions:

Empty contents of box into mixing bowl.
Add milk. Mix well with a spoon. Beat
for two minutes with a beater. Pour
into four small dishes. Chill till
firm. This will make four half-cup
servin:s

Ditto Worksheet (sample)

Directions: Circle the best answer to the questions.

1. What do you add to the pudding mix?

(a) sugar (b) milk (c) water

2. How much pudding will this recipe make?

(a) 4 cups

(d) juice

(b) 4 bowls (c) 4 half-cups

37
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C. Using a copy of the directions from Uncle Ben's Long Grain and Wild
Rice, the student will show his understanding of the directions by
answering one or more sets of questions on the worksheet.

1-14

Uncle Ben's Long Grain
and Wild Rice

Makes seven 1/2-cup servings

Measure 2 1/2 cups water
and 1 tablespoon butter
or margarine in saucepan.

The original
accompaniment for
poultry, game, beef,
pork, veal, lamb or
seafood.

2 3
46DP

fie 4111MY

Stir in contents of
both packets. Bring

to boil.

For firmer rice use For softer rice use
LESS water. MORE water.

Cover tightly and
cook over low heat
until all water is-
absorbed. (about

25 minutes)

For drier rice remove
cover after cooking
and leave on very low
heat for 4 or 5 minutes.

Leftover rice may be stored in refrigerator and reheated in oven or
saucepan (add water, if desired).

Reviewing Directions

Questions

Set 1

1. How much water do you use?
2. How much rice does this recipe make?
3. What kind of rice is this?
4. How many packets do you use?
5. What is the first step in making this rice?
6. How long do you cook the rice after covering it?
7. Over what kind of heat do you cook this?

8. What do you do if you want drier rice?
9. What do you do if you want firmer rice?

10. What do you do with leftover rice?
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Set 2

1. What does boil mean?
2. What is meant by the water being absorbed?
3. If you wanted drier rice, when would you remove the cover?
4. How long before you wanted to serve dinner would you have to

start preparing the rice?

Set 3

1. What do you think would happen if you didn't use both packets?
2. Why do you think they tell you to cover the pan?
3. Do you think the rice would get finished faster if you turned the

heat up?

D. The student will read the directions for making raspberry Jell -0 from
the original box or a facsimile. Then answer a set of questions on
the worksheet to show his understanding of the directions.

a 0 imitationra 5 flavorl

DIRECTIONS: Add 2 cups boiling water
to gelatin. Stir until dissolved. Add
2 cups cold water (fOr a deep mold, use
1 1/2 cups.) Chill until set. Makes 8 servings,
1/2 cup each.*

Speed set: Add 1 tray of ice cubes (14 to 20 cubes)
in place of cold water. Stir until slightly thick;
remove any unmelted ice. Chill. Soft-set; ready to
eat in 30 minutes.

To add other ingredients, fold 2 to 4 cups into
thickened gelatin. (Do not add fresh or frozen
pineapple.) Chill.

* Each 1/2 cup serving supplies 81 calories.

JOYS OF JELL-O RECIPE BOOK OFFER
Over 250 Jell -0 Gelatin dessert and salad favorites
in a colorful 96-page book. Send 25* (in coin)
and 6 fruit illustrations from front panels of Jell -0
Gelatin packages with your nine, address, and ZIP
code to:

JOYS OF JELL-O, BOX 1400, KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS 60901

1-15
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1-16

Set 1

Directions: Read the directions for making raspberry Jello. Then
answer the following questions.

1. How many ounces does this box of Jello weigh?
2.' Does this box of Jello weigh a pound?
3. How many people can you serve with this box of Jello?
4. What size serving can you give each person?
5. If you served only four people, what size servi g could you give

each person?
6. Does this box of Jello contain real raspberry falvor?

\ Name the word which tells you it is not made from real raspberries.

7. How many cups of water do you add to the gelatin?
8. How much Jello would this box make? one quart 4 pints 2 quarts

Set 2

Directions: Read the directions for making raspberry Jello. Then
answer the following questions.

1. If you wanted to speed set the gelatin, what could you use in place
of cold water?

2. If you wish to add fruit to the gelatin, when should you add it?
3. How many calories would one cup of gelatin supply?
4. Name five things you would need to send to Joys of Jello to get

a Jello recipe book.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5. How much did this box of Jello cost?
6. How much would your recipe book really cost you?

40
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1206: Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to make a garment from a pattern.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a cix-step direction for making an embroidery sampler, the
student will complete the sampler.

Directions

1. Choose one of the six pictures.
2. Cut a piece of fabric one inch larger on all four sides than the

size of the picture.
3. Press one inch of the fabric under on all four sides.
4. Using tracing paper, trace the picture on the fabric.
5. Embroider the picture with stitches of your choice.
6. Press the picture when completed and show it to the teacher

for credit.

B. Given directions for making a heart pillow, the student will complete
the pillow.

1. Get a piece of paper, any size.
2. Fold paper in half.
3. Draw 1/2 a heart

4. Cut it out.
5. Unfold it and pin the pattern to your fabric. Fabric should be

doubled, right sides together.
6. Cut out the fabric.
7. Sew the two fabric pieces together 5/8 inch from th, edge leaving

a two-inch space at the top.

8. Turn the fabric to the right side.
9. Stuff with nylon stockings.

10. Sew opening together with a slip stitch.

w
C. Given the directions for making an apron, 'the student will complete

the worksheet.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)

Worksheet - Answer the following questions briefly.

1. What must be done to the material first?
2. Copy the following statements in the correct order.

Mark length of pocket
Mark off two inches for casing

Mark the length you want the apron
3. How will you decide the width of the apron?

1-17
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1. Mark sure material is even.

2. Mark off about two inches for casing.

3. Mark the length you want for the apron.

4. Mark the length you want for the pocket.
Leave some on the pockets to turn down.

5. Put th apron around your waist. adding a
little to gather. Cut the width apron
should 17.

6. Cut two bands. (Same length and same
width.)

7. Sew the edges of the sides of apron under.
When you get the line marked for
pocket, cut in on the line about 1/2
inch. Sew this part under in
the opposite direction or opposite side.

8. Turn down the casing on the line drawn.
Sew it down.

9. Fold up the pockets on the line drawn.

10. Mark off the four equal pockets.

11. Sew the sides and then sew the lines
to form pockets.

12. Sew the bands together leaving one end
open. Turn band inside out. Iron the
band. Pull the band through- the casing.

13. Sew a square in the middle of the
casing.

14. Gather the remainily part. Sew the edges
of the apron to the hand.
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4. What is your sixth step?
5. What does step seven tell you about sewing the side edge of the pockets?
6. What word in step eight tells you what to sew down?
7. On what step will you fold up the pockets?
8. How will the pockets be measured?
9. What step will give the directions for sewing the pockets?

10. Which part of the apron does step 14 tell you to gather?
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1207: Students will read to follow directions written in
`sequential order to operate a household appliance.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a set of directions for operating an oven, the student will be
able to arrange card labels in sequential order to demonstrate his
understanding of the instructions.

Directions':

Copy the following directions on sentence strips. Mix them up and
have the student arrange them in proper sequence in a pocket holder.

1. Look at the oven thermostat dial.
2., Look for the indicator light to go off when a desired temperature is

reached.

3. Turn the dial to a desired temperature.
4. Put food to be cooked when the light goes off.
5. Set the timer after you have the food in the oven.

B. Given a blender or a cardboard facsimile, the student will demonstrate
that he can follow the directions which are on a chart.

SAMPLE CHART

1. Press OFF button.
2 Plug the blender cord into a convenient outlet.

Place the glass container firmly on the drive
mechanism on the center of the base.

. Put the ingredients into the container and cover.

. Press the speed suggested by the recipe.
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1208: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to use a voting machine.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center for using the voting machine he student will read to follow
the directions and operate the model ma tine.

(Contact your Board of Elections s they may have available
small working models of the vot .g machines or other information.)

DIRECTIONS for VOTING

1st. Move the Red Handle to the Right
and leave it there.

2nd. Pull the lever of
your party to the right.

To vote d ,pi.t ticket Atter you hove pulled the portv
leer turn up the pointer over the condidote s name
,,ou wish to cut out, ord turn o pointer over the nome of
ot,v other cond,dote for the some office

___.....

3rd. Turn a pointer over the "Yes" or
"No" of each question.

4th. Leave the pointers down. C

4
n

5th. Move the Red Handle to the Left.
A 69' Hp

B. Given a diagram of a voting machine, the student will number on the
diagram the steps to follow to operate the machine.

1-21
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1209: Students will read to follow directions written in
sequential order to provide care for children.

Suggested Activities

A. Using the directions on the chart "How to Pamper a Baby," the student
will put a Pamper on a doll to show that he can follow the sequential
directions.

How to Pamper a Baby

1. Urfold the Pampers and fanout the ends.
2. DO NOT pull out the center pleats.
3. Slide the Pampers underneath the baby, making

sure the tapes are on the back half of the Pampers.
4. Take the back corners of the Pampers and lap

them over until the Pampers fit snugly.
S. Be sure the extended plastic end flaps are turned

inside--front and back around the baby's waist.
6. Peel the loose edge of the tapes from the backing

paper and smooth the tapes into place,
7. DO NOT remove the backing paper from the Pamp "rs.

B. Given a set of 3 x 5 cards on which directions for the care of a
three-year-old from 4 p.m. to 12 p.m.-have been written, the student
will arrange the cards in order to show the sequence to follow for

proper child care.

Hint: The cards can be numbered on the back for self-correction.

Sample Curd IdLis

Play outside for about an hour. Wash hands after supper.

Wash hands and face before supper. Play quietly before bed.

Cook supper. Read a story.

Bathe with bubble bath.
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1210: Students will read to follow directions written in sequential
order to administer first aid.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a chart explaining the state of shock, the student will be able to
read the information and number the sentences in the correct order to
show what to do for a person in shock.

Sample Chart

What causes shock?

Any serious injury may cause shock.

What are the signs of shock?

The skin of a person in shock feels cool and is whiter
than usual. Sometimes perspiration appears, especially
on the forehead or chin or above the mouth. Sometimes
the victim feels like vomiting or actually does vomit.

What do you do for a person who is in shock?
1. Make the victim lie down at once so that his head

is level or lower than the rest of his body.
2. Cover him properly.

3. Give him warm water to drink if more than an hour
will pass before he sees the doctor.

4. Don't disturb the injured person more than
necessary.

Make a ditto worksheet

Directions:

Below are four things to do for a person who is in the state of shock,
but they are not in the right order. Number them in the correct order.

Give the person a drink of warm water (unless he is hurt in the stomach).

Lay the person down.

Keep the person quiet and still.

Cover the person.

B. Given a band-aid on which directions are written in sequential order,
the student will apply the band-aid properly.

D. Given a sequential list of directions for using a first aid spray, the
student will be able to tell orally the proper procedure for applying
the spray.

(S14,gcstion: Bring in actual containers, copy the directions

from the containers on a chart, have the children
role play the directions.)

46 V-7
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D. Prepare a chart or bulletin board display illustrating the steps in
taking a temperature

STEPS FOR TAKING TEMPERATURE

Wipe the
thermometer
with alcohol

Shake the
thermometer
until it
shows 96°

Place the
thermometer

under the
tongue for
three minutes

3

105°

96°

Read the
thermometer

Hint: Use pictures to illustrate.
The center of the thermometer can be cut out
and an insert placed on the back so it can
be moved to show different levels of degrees.

a. Students may role play with wooden sticks.

b. Make a copy of the pictures on the chart that the
students may arrange in sequence.

4 8



GOAL I: FOLLOWIN' DIRECTIONS

Objective 1211: Students will read to follow directions in sequential order
to complete a gas and electric meter card.

Suggested Activity

A. At a center
model of an
card from a

displaying a large model of a gas meter
electric meter, the student will take a
pocket and complete the card.

and a large

meter reading

Note: Change the dials on the models several times for added
practice.

MARK SHADED
DIALS ONLY IF

GAS METER
HAS 4 OR 5

ELEC IALS
METER
HAS 5 DIALS

GAS METER

How to read
your meters
it's as easy at telling time . . .

Starting with dial #1 on the right hand side of the card
fill in only the same number of dials as on your meter(s). i- 0
Mark meter hands as they are shown, on your meter. s

Don't circle the number or write the number down. k?
If the hand is between two numbers draw it that way.

ELEC. METER

8 2
#3

3

3

NAME ADDRESS

DON T WRITE BELOW THIS LINE FOR COMPANY USE THANK YOU
85 I DC STREET EKE FOLIO S I CD GAS

ELEC.

NO OS

49
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1301: Students will read to interpret cautions and warnings in the
environment to know how to protect themselves from injury or
inconvenience and to care for children and possessions.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the warning sign from a fire alarm box, the student will complete
a written worksheet to show his ability to interpret the sign.

FALSE FIRE ALARMS

It is a criminal offense under Maryland law for any person
knowingly to give or cause to beliven any false alarm
of fire. This offense is punishable by fine and/or imprison-
ment.

Step I

1. It is a under Maryland law to turn in
a false fire alarm.

2. You can be given a
turning in a false alarm.

Or for

3. A is when someone reports a fire and there
is none.

Step II

1. You are on a party line and you overhear a neighbor report a
fire where there is none. What would you do?

2. Describe what a false fire alarm is.

3. If you deliberately report a fire that is not there, what will
haopen to you when you are caught?

Step III

1. What steps would you take to report a person who is turning in false
fire alarms?

2. What steps are taken by the Control Center to make sure a fire
report is true?

3. Why do you think it is a crime to turn in a false fire alarm?

B. Given a local telephone book, the student will locate and read the pages
dealing with anonymous and annoying callers to complete the worksheet
interpreting the warning.
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Skills II

Warning

Anonymous and Annoying Caller- -

It is a criminal offense under Maryland and federal laws for
any person to make use of telephone facilities and equipment for:

Anonymous Calls--
(If in a manner reasonably expected to annoy, abuse,

torment, harass, or embarrass one or more persons.)

Repeated Calls-- -

(If with intent to annoy, abuse, torment, harass,
or embarrass one or more persons.)

Any Comment-- -

(Request, suggestion, or proposal which is obscene,
lewd, lascivious, filthy, or indiscrete.)

Step I

1. It is a
telephone calls.

offense to make anonymous and annoying

2. The will assist its customers when they are bothered by
annoying telephone calls.

3. Anyone who makes telephone calls that bother other people
breaks both and laws.

Step II

1. If you do not identify yourself to someone on the telephone what
could happen to you?

2. Whom do you call if you are being bothered by telephone calls that
are annoying, repeated, and abusive?

3. Where is the local company business office of the telephone company
in our area? jp

Step III

1. You constantly receive telephone calls at 2:00 a.m. every morning.
What would you do to put a stop to this, assuming that the caller
is unknown to you?

2. Someone calls you and you answer the telephone; he hangs up.
Five minutes later he calls again and repeats this process several
times. What steps would you take to stop this type of bother?

1-27
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3. How do you think the telephone c'mpany would make sure that you
are not bothered by annoying telephone calls?

C. Given a can of shellac or the label from a can of shellac, the student
will read to interpret the label and complete the worksheet about*
protecting himself from injury or inconvenience.

What Is Shellac and How Do You Use It?

1. What does poison mean?

2. What does this mean?

3. What will happen if you swallow shellac:

4. What does ammable mean?

S. What is a vapor?

6. Where should you keep this can?

7. What is the first thing you should do if you swallow the shellac
in this can?

8. How many coats of shellac should you put on your project?

9. Should the lid be open or closed when you are not using the shellac?

10. What does ventilated mean?

11. What should you do with old shellac before you put it on your
project?

1

4
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1302: Students wiZZ read to interpret labels on packages and
containers to know how to protect themselves from injury
or inconvenience and to care for children and possessions.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the label from a bottle of Clorox the student will complete
a worksheet to show his understanding of the label.

CLOROX

Terms:

caution: be very careful

colorfast: the color will not come out

deodorize: to take the bad smell out

dilute: to add water to make weaker

discoloration: the color changes

disinfect: to take the germs out

I.

I

BY READING THE LABEL, A BUYER CAN TELL THAT THE PRODUCT CLOROX IS A

BLEACH THAT WHITENS, CLEANS, REMOVES STAINS, AND DISINFECTS.

A. NAME THREE PLACES, BESIDES THE WASH, WHERE CLOROS CAN BE

USED SAFELY.

1.

2.

3.

B. LIST THREE FABRICS ON WHICH CLOROX CAN BE USED SAFELY.

2

1.

.3. 41
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C. LIST THREE FABRICS ON WHICH CLOROX CANNOT BE USED SAFELY.

1.

2.

3.

II. FILL IN THE BLANKS.

THE BOTTLE SAYS THAT AN EASY WAY TO TEST A FABRIC TO SEE IF

CLOROX CAN BE USED IS TO MIX TABLESPOON(S) OF CLOROX

WITH 1/4 OF WATER. APPLY ONE OF THIS SOLUTION

AND LET STAND 1 MINUTE. THEN BLOT DRY WITH A PAPER TOWEL.

AN ARTICLE CAN BE SAFELY BLEACHED IF

III. TRUE OR FALSE (INFORMATION ON THE LABEL)

1. TO USE CLOROX IN A WASHING MACHINE, ALWAYS ADD 1 CUP.

2. DO NOT USE AMMONIA OR TOILET BOWL CLEANERS WITH CLOROX

BECAUSE HARMFUL GASES MAY BE PRODUCED.

3. CLOROX IS NOT GOOD FOR DIAPERS BECAUSE IT DESTROYS DISEASE-

CAUSING GERMS.

4. CLOROX SHOULD BE KEPT IN A COOL 1LACE WITH THE TOP ON TIGHTLY.

5. IF YOU WANTED TO OPEN A RESTAURANT, YOU COULD WRITE TO THE

CLOROX COMPANY FOR SOME HANDY TIPS.

N. CAUTIQN Clo[q shouict be kept out. of
reach

1-30
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BY READING THE LABEL, TELL WHAT TO DO IF CLOROX IS:

1. SPLASHED IN THE EYES

2. SWALLOWED

a.

b.

3. SPLASHED ON THE SKIN

4C.":4446,'....

A
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B.

1-32

Given the labels from two medical prescriptions the student
will complete the questionnaire.

MEDICAL DRUGS - Route 40 Shopping Center 465-0236

No. 65490

Albert Brown

Apply locally every 3 hours as needed for
itching.

Dr. Smith, Jr.

Store in a cool place.

Refill:

0 1 2 3 4

Caution:
May not be taken
internally

MEDICAL DRUBS Route 40 Sho

No. b5491
Albert Brown

Two pills 4 times a day. Caution: These
pills may make you sleepy. Do not drive
while taking.

ing Center 465-0236

Dr. Smith, Jr.

This prescription can only be refilled on
authority of your physician.

Caution: Keep this and all medicine out of
the reach of children.

56
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NOT SICK ENOUGH FO STAY IN BED

(11.1`:OF RfALL\ WL1,12

POOR AL: HE'S GOT DOUBLE TROUBLE! HL CAUGHT A BAD COLD AND

HE HAS AN AWFUL ITCH.

HL WENT TO DR. MOORL WHO GAVE HIM 2 PRESCRIPTIONS. 1 FOR HIS COLD

AND 1 FOR HIS ITCH. DR. MOORE FORGOT TO TELL AL ANYTHING ABOUT THE

MEDICINE. AND AL FELT SO BAD THAT HE FORGOT TO ASK. READ THE LABELS

TO ANSWER AL'S QUESTIONS.

***********************w**********************************************

I. WHICH MEDICINE IS FOR THE ITCH AND WHICH IS FOR THE COLD?

A. PILL VIAL

B. BOTTLE

WHICH MEDICINE IS SWALLOWED AND WHICH IS NOT

A. PILL VIA!

B. BOTTLE

3. WHAT WORDS TELL AL THAT THE MEDICINE. SHOULD PE:

A. SWALLOWED

B. NOT SWALLOWED

4 WHERE, SHOULD AL STORE HIS MLDICINL?

A. PILL VIAL

B. BOTTLE

5. HOW LONG DOLS AL HAVE TO TAKE THE MEDICINE?

A. PILL VIAL

B. BOTTLE.

6. WHAl SHOULD AL DO WHEN HL USI ALL HIS MEDICINE?

A. PILL VIAL

B. BOTTLE.

57
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7. WHEN SHOULD AL USE OR TAKE THE MEDICINE?

A. PILL VIAL

B. BOTTLE

8. WHAT SIDE EFFECT DOES THE LABEL SAY THE MEDICINE IN THE PILL

VIAL MAY PRODUCE?

9. WI-WT WILL YOU NEED TO TAKE THE PILLS?

10. HOW COULD YOU APPLY THE LOTION?

o 0o
00

o 00
0
o
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C. Given the label from a People's aspirin bottle the slident will
complete the following worksheet.

MATERIAL: People's aspirin bottle

NOT ALL ASPIRIN'S ALIKE . .

VOCABULARY: excessive -- too much
medication drugs
accidental not on purpose
overdose (OD) -- taken too much medicine

Jerry has a bad cold. He has a fever, his muscles ache and his

head hurts. He feels just awful. The flu has been going around

school. What should he do?

1. Where did Jerry buy his aspirin?

2. How many tablets are in the bottle?

3. What is the aspirin supposed to do?

4. How much aspirin should Jerry take if he were:

5 years old , 8 years old , 16 years old

5. Jerry's younger brother who is 2 years old is also ill.

What should Jerry's mother do about giving him aspirin?

6. Where should you keep this bottle'

7. What should you do if you take an accidental overdose of

aspirin?

8. If each aspirin is 5 grams and you should not take more than

60 grams per day, how many aspirin tablets would be 60

grams?

). How many aspirins ire too miny"
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D. At a center displaying boxes, cans and bottles and a dittoed chart
worksheet the student will read to interpret the labels and fill
out the dittoed chart.

NAME DATE

Brand Name

Type of
Product

Manufacturer's

name 4 address Weisht Size

List of

Ingredients

Amount of use How to use it Caution
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E. At a center displaying a "Care Label Tree" and questions on a
chart the student will read to interpret the care labels and
answer the questions.

The Care, L.

THE CARE LABEL TREE

Hang labels on cut-out
tree or real tree branch.

.361 Tree
Answer each question on your own paper:

1. Why is this called a care label tree?

2. How many labels are on this tree?

3. Where would these labels normally he found?

4. Read each label. How many are exactly the same?

S. Choose one label. Try to describe what the article
would be made of if :t contained this label.

6. Choose a different label. Name an article you own
that might have this label sewed inside.

7. Why is a care label important'
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Objective 1401: Students will read to find a location in a building, on a
street, or in the local community by using maps and
transportation schedules.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a floor plan of a building, the student will be able to complete
the following directions:

Music Cafeteria

Classroom Library

Art

Gym

Health

Office

1. Put an X in the room where you go to sing.
2. Underline the name of the room where you find the principal.
3. Circle the name of the room where you go to paint a picture.
4. Put a square around the name of the room where you go when you

are sick.
5. Put a triangle around the name of the room where you eat lunch.
6. Put two lines under the name of the room where you can find a book

to read for fun.

B. Given a floor plan of a school building, the student will be able to
answer questions about the floor plan.
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Answer these questions about the map of Glenwood Middle School:

1. How many industrial arts rooms are there?

2. If you have just entered through the front door, is the

cafeteria on your right or on your left?

3. If you were coming from room 30, would you turn right or left

to get to the Red Room?

4. If you were coming from the Cafetorium, would you turn right or

left to get to the gym?

5. Using the scale at the bottom of the map, how far is it from

room 27 to room 25?

6. How far is it from room 11 to room 12?

7. How far is it from room 9 to room 1?

8. How far is it from room 35 to room 32?

9. How far is it from room 14 to room 11?

10. How long is the gymnasium?

A. How wise is the gymnasium?

12. How long it the courtyard?

13. Hoy- long is the stage?

14. How wide and how long is the principal's office?

15. How wide and how long is room 11?

16. What is another name for room 23?

17. What are the four rooms which are connected to the Gym?

18. Describe how you would tell someone to get from the front door of

the school to room 24.
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C. Given a map of the local school community, the student will locate places
on the map and complete a worksheet.

Directions:

Read each question :Ind use the map to fill in the blanks.

1. The sketch map shows these directions
and . Complete the direction compass on the map by
adding the letters NS and W. When the students made this map
of their community, they were facing the direction
The direction at the top of this map is and not narth.

2. Turn this map so that the directions on it are the same as those
in your environment. This sketch map shows that the streets
east-west are named and

3. Find Augusta Street. Along the south side of this street are
four blocks. On this sketch map, measuring along Augusta Street,
the distance from Harlem Street to Monroe Street is 1/2 mile.
Use the scale of distance to measure how far it is between Augusta
and West Division Streets. It is about miles.

4. Find symbols for buildings, houses, schools, churches, and businesses.
A flag marks the locations of the two schools. Circle the two
schools on the sketch maps. After the word "School" in the
legend, make a symbol for a school. A cross on the top of a
building marks a church. Circle this building. In the legend
add the sumbol for "Church" after the word "Church". The church
is located on the corner of street and

Avenue.

5. Find and count the symbols for houses on the south side of Augusta
Street between Bonnie Brae and Monroe Avenue. There are
houses. Add the symbol for "House" to the legend.

6. Two gas stations are located on the east side of the corner
of West Division Street and Harlem Avenue. Locate them on the
sketch map. Add a symbol for "Business" to the legend.

Stop at either one of the gas stations and ask for directions to
Concordia on Augusta Street. Complete the directions you might
receive. You are standing at the corner of Street and

Avenue. Go south on Avenue for blocks.
Concordia will be in the third block on the side of

8. Suppose you wanted to walk from Harlem Avenue along Augusta Street
to Monroe Avenue. This distance would be what part of a mile?

mile. Turn north on Monroe Avenue and walk to West
Division Street. You have now walked mile. If you turn
east on West Division and walk to the gas station, how far have
you walked? miles.

65
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Sample Answer Sheet for Finding Directions on Maps:

Answers:

1. North, South, East, and West (in any order) East. East.

2. West Division Street and Augusta Street.

3. One fourth miles.

4. South west, Augusta Street and Harlem Avenue.

5. Six

6.1 1111 ii
7. West Division Street and Harlem Avenue. Go south on Harlem Avenue for two

blocks. North side of Augusta Street.

8. One-half mile. Three-quarters of a mile. One and one-quarter miles.
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D. At a center displaying a school bus transportation map from a local
community, the student will use colored head pins to locate the bus
stops.

Directions:

As an elementary student, use red pins to show where the bus stops
are at the locations listed below. If you have an older brother or
sister, use a blue pin to show where he would board the bus for
the middle or high school.

Bus Stops

Elementary Middle and High Schools

1. Sunset Drive and Oak Street 1. Cypress Avenue and Grove Lane
2. Beech Street and Elm Street 2. Orchard Lane and Cherry Street
3. Orchard Lane and Apple Way 3. Oak Street and Sunset Drive
4. Bush Court and Elm Street
5. Popular Avenue and Grove Lane

68
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GOAL I: FOLLOWIN2 DIRECTIOt-

!-0 loc,ztio for ,-oh 457:ng
ciu

Suggested Activitie.:

A. Given a map of the University of Maryland, College Park Campus, and a
chart of the building name and location, the student will use the two
to answer Jittoed questions.

Ditto sheet Use the 'dap and code sheet, to answer the following questions.

1. Which buildings are located at, the following coded places?

30 d. 61
b. 26 e. 120
c. 110 f. 125

2. Which building can you identify by its shape without referring:
to the cede chart?

3. Which classes would you attend at codes 74, 135, 89, 67, 47?

4. Write the code for the following buildings:

a. Chemistry
b. Journalism
c. Elkton Hail

d. Shriver Hall
e. Theater
f. Undergraduate Library

5. What type of activity would you be engaged in if you were
in the following coded buildings?

a. 24

b. 39

c. 46

d. 82

e. 47

f. 76

g. 28

h. 61

i. 2

B. Given a work schedule for a job, the student will read the work schedule
to answer questions on the location of his job o., specific days.

John was a day laborer. He was hired by a local building company
that required him to check into its office daily in order to
read a posted job schedule notifying the employees where to report
to work. Below is his completed weekly schedulL. Read the schedule
and answer the q stions.
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Name: John Frost Job Description

1 MONDAY [ TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

.

SATURDAY

8:30
to

12: 0

Unloading
lumber at
job #L&

Bollen &
Center Sts

_

Digging lines
for sewer
pipes. Job
#13. Post &
South St.

Same as
Wednesday

Unloading
building
supplies t,

at job #24
Croft De-
velopment,
Green and
Star Ste.

.

Cleaning
up site at
142 B.

Main gi-__

12:30
to

L1 :30

Lleanan g up

site at Post
& North Sts,

1. How many days a week did John work? Which day did be work one-
half day? Which day did he have no work?

Were his places of 1,ork on Wednesday and Thursday near each other?4.

Giv reason for your answer.

3. Where was the company's Job #4 located?

4. At what two locations did John have a clean-up job?

5. Where did John go to work OA Friday?

C. Given a college catalogueothe student will read and locate the
information necessary to fill out a weekly class schedule.

Directions:

Read the catalogue and make a schedule for a first semester freshman.
Choose a three-or four-hour course from each of the five divisions of
the university. Remember, they must be freshman cour_ List your
course name, instructor, place, time, and days.

Be careful! These are some things you must remember: (1) you %ork
part-time on Thursday at 1:00 p.m. and all day Saturday; (2) you are in a

car pool and get to college at 8:30 a.m. Fill in a form with the
information you obtained above.

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

.11
FRIDAY SATURDAY'
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D. Given a list of activities and a leekly schedule form, the student will
read the activities and record them on the form.

Sample:

Read the list of activities and till in the form below.

1.

2.

Piano lesson

Scouts
3:30 4:00 p.m. Wednesday
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday

3. Little League practice 4:00 6:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
4. Little League games 2:00 Saturday 7:00 a.m. Friday
S. Class trip 7:30 a.m. Tuesday
6. Movie date with gang 2:00 p.m. Sunday
7. Swim Team practice 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday

DIE SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT
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The College Park Campus of
The University of Maryland

No

I

2

3

4

5

8
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
43

44

45
46

47
48

49

50
51

52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

60
61

62

85

EhJoithog Name t ocaten
(AA) Temporary

Classroom H 10
Adult Education Center

(BB) A 6
Allegany Halt 1-10
Animal Science Center

(WW) J-2
Annapolis Hall J-9
Anne Arundel Hall F-6
Apiary (API) E-2
Architecture (ARC) E 8
Asphalt Institute K 3

Baltimore Hall H-9
Bel Air Hall H-1
Bureau of Mines U S H-5
Byrd Stadium ISTAI F-3

Calvert Hall H 9
Cambridge Hall (CAM) H-2
Caroline Hall F-6
Carroll Hall F 8
(CC) Nyumburu G-9
Cecil Hall I 9
Central Receiving -

General Supplies Depot N-8

Centreville Hall H-2
Charles Hall 1-10
Chemical Engineering (U) J-3
Chemistry J-4
Chestertown Hall H 1
Civil Defense Training N-8
Cole Fieldhouse IGG) F 5
Computer Science

Center (MM) H 2
Cumberland Hall G I

Dairy Barn (001
(Animal Sciences
Annex) J-2

(DO) Tempora,
Classroom G 9

Denton Hall D-1
Dining Hall 1 H 9
Dining Hall 2 H I
Dining Hall 4 0-1
Dining Hall 5 F-1

Dorchester Hall F-6

Easton Hall D 1
Education 1001 F F
Education Annex G 9
(EE) Temporary

Classroom 119
Elkton Ha'l D 1
Etlicoll Hall (Et L) F 2

(FF) Temporary
Classroom F 9

Fire Service (FS) K 9
Fish and Wildlife

Service 1J S I b

Foreign 1 anguages ILL 0
Francis Scott Key

Hall iFIR) H 7
Fredenrk Han 19

Garrett Hail i 9
God Course 2

Grounds Custodial Dept 5 3

Hagerstown Hall F 1

Hartord Hall
I 9

Harrison Lab Greenhouse L 6
Health Center-infirmary G 5
Heating Plant L 7

Heavy Research Lab L 2
(HMI Temporary

Classroom F 9
Holzapfel Hall (F) b
Home Management

Center (HMC) rt
63 64 Horses Cattle

Sheep I 1

Howard Hall 1p

No

66

67
68

69

70

71

72
73
74

75

76
77

78

79
80
81

82

83
84

85
88
87
88
89
90
91

92
93

94
95

96

97
98
99

100

101

102
103
104

105
106
107

108

109
110
Ill
1.2

113
114

115

116
117

118

119

120
121

122

123
124

125
126

127

128

Bu Ilchng Name L,rat,or,

Information See Main
Admin and Police Dept 3-7

International House H-10

Journalism 1G1 G 7
Jun Hall (II, H 3

Kent Hall 1 8

La Plata Hall F i

Leonardtown Modular
Housing N 9

Main Administration 1113) J..7

Mane Mount Hall (H) 17
Martin Engineering

Clasarooms )J) K-4
Martin Engineering

Labs (S) K-4
Mathematics (V) J 5
McKeldin Library IL) G-7
Memorial Chapel 1-8

Molecular Physics 1-3
Montgomery Hall J-10
Morrill Hall (M) G-8
Motor Transportation

Facilities N-7

North Administration (KK) J-8
Nuclear Reactor J-3

Parking Garage 1 (H) F -4
Patterson Hall H J (E) G
Patterson Hall J M iP) J-4
Physical Education H 1
Physics (2) J-4
Police Department L-7
Post Office L 7
Poultry G-2
Preinkert Fieldhouse (W) F 7

President s Residence B-4
Prince George s Hall 1-9

Oueen Anne s Hall F-7

Reckord Armory (AR) J-7

2Ring Accelerator
Ritchie Coliseum (COL)
Rossborough Inn K-7

Shepley Field G-4
Shoemaker Hall (N) H-8
Shover Hall (I) 1-6
SilveSter Hall (K) I-7
Skinner (T) 17
Somerset Hall F 7
South Administration (VV)

(Grad School Bldg I 3-7
Space Science Center

ISSI H 3
St Mary s Hall F 6
Student Union (SU) G-5
Surplus Property L-3
Symons Hall 101 I 6

Talbot Hall H-8
Taliaferro Hall (A) H-7
Tewes Fine Arts Center

INN) E-6
Terrapin Hall (TM G-8
(77) Temporary

Classroom G-9

Turner Lab-Dairy (0) K-7
Tydings Hall-B P A (01 G-7

Undergraduate Library 1-5
University Press-Print

Shop L 7
IUU) Temporary

Classroom '1 9

Washington Hall
I 10

Wicomico Hall F B
Wind Tunnel L

Woods Hall (K) I 7

WOrCeSter Hall G-8

Zoology Psychology (2p) H-4

?0f0 1-49
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COAL I: FOLLNING DIRECTIONS

;21:: rr

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on finding locations in the county on a map, the student
will read a posted map and answer questions given on index cards.

Center Idea

Map Study

On a large piece of cardboard or tagboard approximately 4' x 4' or
larger, paste or staple a highway map of your county or state or some
other area. Leave space on one side for pockets in which cards can
be inserted with questions on them.

Example:

Pockets containing
filing cards on which
questions are written

Make up questions regarding the places on the map: roads, water
bodies, cities, towns, railroads, mountains, lowlands, etc.

Ar,cwers to the questions can be written on the back of the cards.

B. At a center on finding locations in the county on a map, the student
will look at pictures of historical places, locate the places on the
map,and connect the picture and location with colored yarn.
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GOAL I: FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Obje-t: o,2 1404: StuJcnts read to fi.nd a location in the corn. anity
by using mass transportation maps.

Suggested Activities

A. Given the Metrocenter Baltimore M.T.A. Bus Route map, the
student will read the map, mark the map, and answer questions
given on location.

Directions:

1. Read the Metrocenter Baltimore Bus Map (next page)
2. Mark the map as indicated in the exercise.
3. Answer the questions in the exercise.

Exercise:

1. Use a red marker and trace the route of the #8 bus.

2. Use a blue marker and trace the route of the #19 bus.

3. Which bus line is closest to Federal Hill Park?

4. Which buses stop at Cathedral and Monument?

5. Which buses travel on Calvert Street?

6, If yop were stands;... u Calvert and Redwood Streets,
which bus would yeas -ake to Creenmount and Hillen?

If you lived on Druid Hill, which bus would take
you into town'

Which bus would you take to travel from
Jasper Street to Lexington and Fallsway?

0
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B. Given a copy of the Boston to Washington Amtrak Schedule, the student
will read to answer the questions by interpreting the schedule.

1. What is Amtrak?

2. Which train leaves North Philadelphia at 3:13 p.m.?

3. Which train has a streamlined, air-conditioned Rail Diesel car?

4. What is the fare between New York and Baltimore on the Metrocoach?

5. Which train arrives in Washington, D.C. at 5:00 p.m.?

6. What is the fare between Philadelphia and Baltimore on a Metroclub
car?

What time does the latest train leave Trenton?

8. At what time does the Metroliner leave Boston?

9. What is the regular coach fare between Providence and Washington, D.C.?

10. Which trains stop at New London?

11. When does the New Englander arrive at New Haven?

12. Which train stops at Kingston?
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1-58

C. Given a copy of the TWA flight schedule from the Baltimore-Washington
area, the students will read the schedule to answer a set of questions
about each schedule.

1. Which airports are listed in the Baltimore-Washington area?

2. What time does a non-stop flight to Dayton leave? From which airport
does it leave? \

3. Via which city does the flight to Hong Kong travel?

4. What time does the last plane leave for Denver?

5. What time is the earliest Sunday flight to Indianapolis?

6. How many stops would the flight to Athens make?

7 Which flight would you take to attend a 9:00 p.m. meeting in
Columbus?

8. Which airport offers flight skrvice to Lisbon?

9. Which flight to Chicago is 'hot scheduled for Saturdays?

10. Which airport does not offer flights to Kansas City?
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Departs
Stops or

Arrives Connecting City Frequency

N 8:00 AM
I 8:30 AM

N 10:20 AM
N 1:55 PM
N 6:25 PM

ALBUQUERQUE
11:26 AM Via Chicago
11.:26 AM Via Chicago
1:28 PM, One-stop
6.12 PM 'l\vo -stop
9:17 PM Oneotq)

ExSun.
ExSun.
Daily
Daily
ExSat.

TWA from the Baltimore-
Washington Area

Stops or
Departs Arrives Connecting City Frequency

GUAM
D 5:00 PM 5:05 AM Via Los Angeles Daily

D 7:10 PM

D 7:10 PM

ATHENS
2:25 Rd Two -stop Daily

BANGKOK
9:15 AM Via Rome Daily

HONG KONG
D 5:00 PM 12:50 PM Via Los Angeles Daily

CHICAGO
N 8:00 AM 8:49 AM Non-stop ExSun.
I 8:30 AM 9:14 AM Non-stop ExSun.
N 10:20 AM 11:09 AM Non-stop Daily
N 12:10 PM 12:59 PM Non-stop Daily
I 12:15 PM 12:59 PM Non-stop Daily
N 1:55 PM 2:44 PM Non-stop Daily
N 3:55 PM 4:51 PM Non-stop Daily
I 4:30PM 5:25 PM Non-stop Daily
N 5:`.'" PM 6:27 PM Non-stop ExSat.
N 9:u0 PM 9:48 PM Non-stop Daily

N 8:20 AM
N 11:15 AM
N 4:40 PM
N 8.55 PM

INDIANAPOLIS
10.18 AM
11:40 AM
5:57 PM

10.57 PM1

two -stop
Non-stop
One -stop
'Ilvo-stop

ExSun.
Daily
Daily
ExSat.

N 8:20 AM
N 4:40 PM
N 8:55 PM

COLUMBUS
9:25 AM Non-stop
5:49 PM Non-stop

10:15 PM Non-stop

ExSun.
Daily
ExSat.

KANSAS CITY
N 8.00 AM 10.35 AM One-stop
N 10.20 AM 12:47 PM Via Chicago
N 11:15 AM 1.21 PM One-stop
I 12:15 PM 3 42 PM Via Chicago
N 3:55 PM 6.47 PM One-stop
N 6.55 PM 9 33 PM Via St. Louis
N 9:00 PM 11:30 PM One-stop

N 8:20 AM
N 3:05 PM
N 8:55 PM

DVTON
10:21 AM One-stop
4:20 PM Non-stop

10.58 PM One-stop

ExSun.
Daily
ExSat.

,....,..

ExSun.
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily,
Daily

LAS VEGAS
N 7:30 AM '10:00 AM One-stop
I 8:30 Am 11:28 AM Via Chicago
N 11:20 AM 1:54 PM One-stop
1 12.15 PM ' 2:54 PM Via Chicago
D 4 05 PM 7:05 PM One-stop
I 4.30 PM 7:48 PM Via Chicago

t

ExSun. .

ExSun.
Daily
Daily e)
Daily (
Daily

DENVER
N 7:30 AM 10:06 AM Via St. Louis
I 8:30 AM 10.57 AM Via Chicago
D 10:15 AM 11:50AM Non-stop
N 11:20 AM 1:48 PM Via St Louis
N 2:30 PM 4.58 PM One-stop
I 4:30 PM 7:08 PM Via Chicago
N 6:55 PM 9:34 PM Via St. Louis

ExSun.
ExSun.
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

LISBON
D 5:10 PM 8:40 AM V a New York Daily

DUBLIN
D 5:10 PM 9:20 AM Via New York Daily

LONDO
D 5.10 PM 7:40 AM Vila New York Daily

I

LOS ANGELES
I 8.56 AM 12:03 PM One-stop
D 11.45 AM 2 00 PM Non-stop
I 4.30 PM 8 05 PM Via Chicago
D 500 PM 7.21 PM Non-stop
N 9.00 PM 1.23 AM Wo-stop

FRANKFURT
D4 7:10 PM 8:10 AM Non-stop Daily D 5:10 PM

ExSun.
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

MADRID
8:00 AM Via New York daily

&hedules effective September 15.

Airport Codes: N National
D Dulles

I Baltimore-WasInEgton
Interr atinnal

N 7:30 AM
N 9:45 AM
N 11:20 AM
N 2:30 PM
N 6:55 PM

ST. LOUIS
8:23 AM Dion-stop

10:41 AM Non-stop
12:16 PM Non-stop
3:23 PM Non-stop
7:53 PM Non-stop

Man.
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

D 9:00 AM
I 11.45 AM
D 6:40 PM
N 9:00 PM
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SAN FRANCISCO
11:33 AM Non-stop Daily
2:10 PM Non-stop Daily
8:16 PM Non-stop Daily
3:08 AM Via Los Angeles ExSat.
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GOAL II

READING OBJECTIVES:

LOCATING REFERENCES
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

WZ:: PC,Z1 t;) 'ovate references within a textbook
fo, in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing the
ta' f contents, index, glossary, appendix, footnotes,

jraphy, and headings or subheadings.

Sugge ted Activities

A. , Given a worksheet with part of an index from a textbook and questions
relating to the index, the student will read the index to locate
references within the index and answer the mult.ple choice questions.

Wood, Robert Williams (American physicist) W:326

Wood alcohol (ch,.mical) W:326

Alcohol (other alcohols) A:319

Chemistry (organic compounds) C:322

Forest and Forest Products (table) F:341

Hydrogen (hydrogen compounds) H:413

Wood anemone (plant) W:327

Wood-block Print (art)

See also Woodcut in this index

Block Printing B:322

Wood barer

Beetle (kinds of beetles) B:170-173 with picture

Wood Buffalo National Park
(Alberta-Northwest Territories)

Canada (National parks) C:94

Wood duck (bird) W:283

Wood engraving (art)

Engraving (Wood engraving) E:258

Japanese Print J:46

Wood frog

Animal picture on A:454

Frogs (kinds of frogs) F:466



11-2

12. A wood frog is listed. What other kind of animal is listed?

A. wood bird
B. Wood reptile
C. Wood rat

B. Given a secion from a glossary and a worksheet on locating
references within a glossary, the student will read the glossary
to answer the multiple choice questions.

SAMPLE GLOSSARY

jade (,lad) 1. to wear out; 2. a
semi precious stone often green

Jeri, (jerk) 1. to dry out in the sun;
2. to preserve

jet sam (jet sam) goods thrown overboard
from ships

jet ty (jet ti) a place to land a boat

keel (ken 1. to faint; 2. to fall
.uddently; 3. the main bottom timber
that extends the length of a boat

kin (kin) relatives

koek je (kuk y ) a

Dutch word meaning
little cake

lad ing (lad ing) a load

La Mo li na (la mo le n )
a resort in Spain in
the Pyrenees Mountains

Lan cas ter (lang kas ter)
a city in Pennsylvania

Lat in (lat en) the language
used by ancient Romans.

lee (le) the protected sid,:?

loath (loth) unwilling

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

That is the meaning : the word keel?

A. To fall suddenly
B. Relatives
C. To wear out

After which word below is the word jetty entered'

A. Jerk

B. Jade
C. Jetsam

Some words have more than one meaning. How many meanings for
the word jade does this glossary list?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3
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C. Given an index from a book, the student will he ale to answer
the questions on a worksheet about the index.

Directions: Type a worksheet containing jr indo and Tiostions
like the sample below.

Index

Corn , 50-7

bread, 56-7
corncobs, 98
hominy, 54

meal, 55-6
parched, 56
planting, 54
pudding, 54
soups, 55
succotash, 53

1. What page might tell about the care of growing corn"

a. Page 98
b. Page 50

c. Page 52

d. Page 54

What page tells about corn pudding.'

a. Page 98

h. rage 50

c. Page 57

d. Page 54

What page would tell how to make sti,Lotash"

a. Page 56
b. Page 51

c. Page 53
d. Page 52

4. What would you read about on page 56'

a. Bread
b. Hominy

c. Pudding

d. Soulls

S. What page would tell about grinding c, rn

a. Page 55
b. Page 53

c. Page 51

d. Page 50

D. Using the table of content,, from a textbook, the student will bo

able to answer the questions on a worksheet containing the
sample table of content.= and que,,tions as shown below.

Unit II. Moving West

Daniel ;loose, frontiersman 8!)

The Wagon Ira in 16
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II -4

Building a New Home 104

Meeting the Indians 114

Unit III. On ro The Pacific.

Crossing the Plains 128

Dry and Thirsty .. 131

Through the Rockies 149

Our Goal at Last 158

Diggings at Dry Gulch 167

1. Which story would you read to find the way early
settlers traveled'

2 Which story may tell about life in a teepee'

3. Which story would you he reading on page 94"

1. Which story could he about a desert?

5. Which word in the title "Diggings at Dry Gulch"
tells you it could be about mining for gold?

6. Which story will tell you about a wan famous in history"

Where might you find information about hunting for
mountain lions'

R. On which page will "Our Coal at Last" end''

E. Given a glossary from a textbook, the student will he able to
locate the answers to the incomplete statements and complete
the worksheet.

Directions:

1. In the exercise below, read the gloss it y.
2. Read the incomplete statements.
5. Find the answers in the glossary.
1. Fill in the blanks.

Sample Ixercice

a body of matter of ,,ignificant size revolving around the
sun

Satellite , body or matter traveling rn orbit around other Alich
controls its movement. The earth is a satellite of the
Sun, just as the moon is a satellite of the Earth.

Solar System a system of planetary bodies traveling in orbit around
a star or a system of stars.
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1. A travels in orbit around a body of
matter which controls its movement.

?. A body of matter of significant size is a

3. A group of planets traveling around a star is a

88
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II-6

MAL 11: 1..OUATINF; REFERENCES

:)hj._,c Students will read to locate references within a
tvadLLook for use 1n school, on a job, or at home
by utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activity

A. Given a glossary from a tradebook, the student will find the
meaning of words in order to play a game.

Make a game board similar to that of Candy Land. On most
of the squares will be written words from one of the trade -
hooks. A few of the squares will be bonus squares giving
free moves or extra squares. Pupil throws the dice, moves
to designated square, and must find the meaning of the word.
He must complete the meaning within the time limit. (egg timer)
If he doesn't complete the task within the time, he loses
a turn.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCE')

Ohjoctrr 2103' Student-s 11 rxd to lo!ate
manual for use in school, on a job, or at, home is
utilizing the table of contents, glossarR,

. appendix, rootnotes, bibliograph:J, in'i hradings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a handbook for retail store employees, the student will read
the introduction to answer true-false questions.

Introduction

Every successful and profitable business must adopt certain standard
policies and procedures which must be followed by its employees for
the mutual benefit of the employees and the company as well. Whether
you are a salesman, office clerk, collector, serviceman, or
stockman, you are entru_ted with the proper care and handling of
money and/or merchandise belonging the Western Auto Supply Company.
Western Auto has established certain requirements considered
necessary for the protection and benefit of every employee and the
Company. Each employee is expected to comply with these requirements
at all times by conducting himself in such a manner so as to
reflect credit upon himself and the Company of which he is a part.

These requirements have been established to protect :he Company
against losses and to protect the integrity of all emloyees.
Your continued employment and advancement with Western Auto
depend upon your understanding of the established requirements
and your efforts in complying with these requirements at all
times.

Sample Exercise

Read the statements and circle T Lt the statement is true or F
if the statement is false.

1. If an employee follows the company's policies and proce-
dures, both he and the company will benefit. T F

2 When the company hires anyone, it shows it entrust him
with its merchandise or money.

3. Misbehavior by an employee reflects only on himself.

4.

I r

T F

An employee will advance in the company if he follows its
policies and procedures and does a good job. T F
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B. Given a handbook for retail store employees, the student will
utilize the headings and subheadings to locate information to
complete statements given on a worksheet.

Directions: Read the headings and subheadings of the handbook
to locate the information necessary to complete the following
statements easily and quickly. Write in the information needed
to complete the statements.

I. Cash handling re 'Iirements have sections to study.

Cash receipts in any lui_ under the care of the
employee receiving them until they are

3. A safeguard for checking the accuracy of the cash money or
change you handle is that the funds are

4. Cash shortages or cash coverages show

5. A professional shopper's job is to

6. Employees must park their cars

C Using a copy of a page from an automotive workshop manual, the
student will read the section on general checks, locate the
references mentioned in this section, and write the references on
his worksheet.
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VW1600 Automatic Transmission Checking Operation H 22

A certain amount of experience with automatic transmissions and knowledge of the working principles
is an advartage when cissess.rg the functioning of the VW 1600 automatic transmission and trying to
locate defects. Otherwise it is ,i,ivisoble to use another vehicle on which the automatic transmission is
known to be working prope' as o means of comparison.

For the operation of the transmission, it is essential that the engine is running properly (idling, transfer,
nition setting). Inadequate engine output due to incorrect adjustrnents or defective parts can, in certain

circumstances, give the impression that something is wrong with the automatic transmission. For this
reason, always check the engine and rectify any incorrect adjustments before starting to look for defects
in the transmission.

Important

All work on the vehicle which entails running the engine must only be curried out with the selector
lever at 0 and the handbrake properly applied The only exceptions are in the case of pressure
testing and when checking the stall test speed.

The following equipment is required to test the automatic transmission:

1 - Pressure gauge with connecting hose and a
range of 0-350 psi for measuring the main
pressure.

2 - Pressure gauge with connecting hose and a
range of 0-140 psi for measurmg ft e pri-
mary throttle pressure

a - General checks

The following operations should be carried out
before every transmission check and if defects
are found they must be rectified before pro-
ceeding any further

- Check engine settings.

2 - Check transmission oil level See Section
H/22, page 1-1.

3 - Check adj.,stment of selector lever cable
See Section H/23, page 1-4.

(12

3 - Electronic rev counter for the engine speed.

4 - Check operation and adjustment of kick-
down switch See Section H/22, page 1-1.

When checking the oil level, the appearanvs of
the oil and the smell should also be checked.
Burnt friction linings will make the oil smell burnt.
Dirty oil can cause trouble in the hydraulic con-
tiol system. Too much or toc, little oil can also
affect the operation of the transmission. The oil
level should, therefore, be checked very carefully
in order to avoid unnecessary repair work. II -9
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nOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

li;, ,')._ 210: L71 'iicnts will rcaa to lo-ate references within a

ncwspaper for use in school, on a job, or at home
by utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on using the newspaper index to obtain information,
the student will complete the work of the center day, recording
his answers on paper.

Index

Amusements C 7 Metro B 1

Classified Cc15 Movies C 16

Comics B 16 Obituaries B 9

Crossword B 4 Outdoors D 9

Editorials A 30 Religion D 17

Federal Diary B 17 Sports D 1

Financial D 10 Style C 1

Garden B 11 TV - Radio C 14

Directions:

1. Look over the index.
2. Put your name, the number of the activity, and the

title of the station on the top of your paper.
3. Answer the following questions.
4. When you ale finished, come and get the answers to

check your paper.

Questions:

1. In what section would you find something about a
new book?

2. Where would you find puzzles?

3. Where would you find something about recreation?

4. In what section would you find news about the stock market?

5. in what section would you find about something that
happened in the past?
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6. Where would you find what is playing at the movies?

7. In what section would you find out about your
favorite basketball, football, or baseball team?

8. What would you find in section A-30?

B. Given an index clipped from a local newspaper, the student will be
able to answer multiple choice questions about the index.

Directions: Provide a copy of an index from a local newspaper
and prepare a set of multiple choice qt.estions
similar to the sample below.

Sample Index

INDEX 68 pages 4 sections

Amusements B6 Financial D10
Classified C7 Metro C 1
Comics B8 Obituaries C 6
Crossword B4 Sports D 1

Editorials A20 Style B 1

Fed. Diary B9 TV-Radio B

1. Where are radio programs listed?
(1) Page B
(2) Page B 1
(3) Page D 1
(4) Page D10

(5) Not listed. Tune in tomorrow.

2 People who are hiring workers advertise in:
(1) Amusements (4) Financial
(2) Classified (5) Obituaries
(3) Editorials

3. Sports news is:
(1) In A section
(2) In B section
(3) In C section.
(4) In D section
(5) Not in this paper

4. Article, about local people who have died recently would be found:
(1) In A section
(2) In B section
(3) In C section
(4) In D section
(5) Nowhere. Newspaper don't talk about the dead.

L

S. Theater listings (for local movies or plays) would be found:
(1) In A section
(2) By calling telephone operator
(3) In B section
(4) la C section
(s)' In D section
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2106: Students will read to locate references within a
magazine for use in school, on a job, or at home
by utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,

appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a Table of ContentS from a magazine, the student will read
to locate references within the magazine and then record the page
number of the articles on\a worksheet.

Directions: The table ofjcontents below gives the name of
each article and page number on which you will
find each one. Finish the sentences below
by writing th correct number in each blank.

CONTENTS

May 6, 1974 Volume 40, No. 18

20 The Pro Football Revolution
Nine radical rule changes designed
to rouse the game from its lethargy
will anger some people and delight
others

\

I

24 Double-Barreled Derby Threat
Trainer Woody Stephens' two-horse
entry of Judger and Cannonade is
favored to win the 100th Kentucky
Derby

I

26 A Bogey! Play It Again, Sam
Among the giants at the Tournament
of Champions was Sam Adams, who won
the 1973 Quad C;ties

28 They Should Call It Sockey
The Flyers-Rangers cup s finals

had more violence than sk 1 as

New York bounced back from a mauling

48 Right Plce at the "Wrong" Time
A case in photographs for
the pleasure to be found
when summer places are
visited before summer comes

76 All Red, So Help Them Henna
The girls dye their hair and
play basketball 200 nights a
year, humiliating teams of
out-of-shape men

34 King of the Road on Two Wheels
National motorcycle champion Kenny Roberts
may be just a mite small but he makes
a mighty roar

40 He's Got the Formula Right Here
Bowler Carmen Salvino thinks of his an
as a pendulum. Once everyone thought he
was some kind of yo-yo
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Sample Questions

1. The article about women basketball players who
must dye their hair red is on page

2. On which page will you find an article on
the pro football revolution?

3. The National Motorcycle Champion, Kenny Roberts,
is called the "King of the Road."-'0n which
page will you find an article about him?
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Given a Table of Contents from a magazine, the student will
read to locate the references within the magazine and then
answer multiple choice answers on a worksheet.

AUGUST 1973 VOL U001111 No. 4 Founded In 11195

Pasture articles

So lunar Tab lea for August 38

The Silent Predator, by Gilbert Drake, Jr. 46

The Hunters Edge. by J. Joe Beardsley 48

The Cool Trout of August, by Fred McKinley 50

Bulls at 30 Below Zero, by Bill McRae 52

Sweet Music for Summer Panfishl by Michele Caraher 54

Humor

The Twenty Pound Brown Trout. by Patrick McManus 64

Where to ge

Cure for Ram Fever, by Gabby Bamis 56

How to do It

Cookin' the Blues, by Shirley Denning 16

Building a Rod with a Fiberglass Ferrule. by Jim Petboson 18

Cooking Lazy, by Mel Marshall 45

Fast & Loose Fly Casting, by Joss Sa !veto Wb 58

Painless Trail Riding, by Williatb K. Peck 60

Get Started on AStelope, by H, rtt Wixom 62

The Sportsman's Notebook, by H. G. Tapply 68

Rs deparbnents
Editorial Fishing, by John Weiss 118

Cheers & Jeers 6 Vehicles. by Bob Bohm' 124

Richard Sterner 10 Especially for Women, by Margaret O. Nichols 128
Ted Trueblood 21 Camping, by Steve Netherby 134
Conservation, by Michael Fromm 211 The Sportsman's Shopper 140
Shooting, by Bob Orbiter 102 Exit, Laughing, W Ed Zem 170
Boating, by F. M. Paulson 106
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Directions: Use the table of contents to answer the following
questions. Circle the letter of the best answer.

1. Bill McRae has written-a feature article on page 52 about

a. "The Twenty Pound Brown Trout"

b. "The Silent Predator"
c. "Bulls at 30 Below Zero"
d. "Cheers and Jeers"

2. Which of the following pages is not an article on
"How to do it"?

a. Page 68'
b. Page 16
c. Page 158

d. Page 48

3. On page 134 there is an article entitled "Camping."
Who wrote the article?

a. John Weiss
b. Steve Netherby
c. H. G. Tapply
d. Gabby Barrus
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C. At a center, the student will show he is able to use the table of

contents of a magazine as an aide in locating information by

completing the activities in the center.

Directions:

1. Use the magazine below.

2. Write the page numbers on which you would most

likely find the information.

3. Look at the page in the magazine.

4. Write the answer to the question.

S. Check your answer.

Questions:

1. Why is San Diego an important trading center?

2. What is the Moscow Metro?

3. How do natural resources help people decide what

kinds of houses to build?

These questions are samples of the type that can be

developed from any table of contents.

Materials:

poster board, contact paper, construction paper for

question and direction cards, textbook
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2107: Students will read to locate references within an
almanac for use in school, on a job, or at home by
utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. Given an index from an almanac and a worksheet on locating references
within an almanacIthe student will read the index and answer the
multiple choice questions; -..

Magellan (1520) 227,756
Guam, discovers 679

Magna Carta (1215) 226

Magnetic poles of the earth 193

Mail-order house (sales) 143

Mailing information 947-952

Maine 660

Admission, area, cap. 660,687
Agriculture 1037107, 109, 110

Birth, Death statistics 72, 80

Counties (seats, areas) \ 229

Lake, largest 771

Name, origin of 680

Maine, Battleship (1898) 237

Majorca, Island 553

Makarios, Pres., see Cyprus
Malacca Malaya 539-

Malagasg Republic 538,576'
Malaita Island, Solomons 568

Malawi 539,576
Malay Sea (area, depth) 770

Malaysia 539,576

Malta 540,576,765

Manufacturers 137-145
Employees, firms (number)137
Exports, imports 121

Sample Questions

1. Betty wants to know how Maine got its name. Where should

she look?

A. Page 680
B. Page 660
C. Page 687

2. What information about Malay Sea can Bill find on page 770?

A. Information about its imports

B. Information about its name

C. Information about how deep it is
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B. Given an almanac index, the student will be able to 'locate and

record answers to the questions.

Directions: Provide copies of an index and questions for the
student to answer.
Use the almanac index in the box to answer the

questions.

Netherlands, New (1624) 616,772

Netherlands 544

Area, capital, population 544

Cities (population) , 583

Gold reserve 89

Indonesia independence 529

Painters, noted 259

Rulers 251

Netherlands Antilles 545

Netherlands Guiana (Surinam) 545

Nevada
Admission,-area cap.
Counties (seats, areas)

Lake, largest
Las Vegas
Name, origin of
Taxes
Territory

Navis Island (W. Indies)
Newark, N. J.

Addonizio, Hugh

675

675,700,

452-454
383

675
692

98-.107

675

569

932

Gibson, Kenneth 926

New Hampshire 676

Admission, area cap. 676,700
Agriculture 129-135,140
Counties (seats, areas) 454

Lake, largest 383

Museums, attractions 676

Taxes 98-107

New Haven, Conn.
Museums, attract
Panther trials

New Hebrides
New Ireland Island

615

ions 615

913,923,934

385,521,571

n 385,501

New Jersey 676-677

Agriculture 129-135,140

Bridges 394-396

Counties (seats, areas) 454

Lake, largest 383

Museums, attractions 676

Sample Questions

1. Jane wants to know the rulers of the Netherlands. Where

should she-look?

2. What information about New Hampshire can Jack find

on Page 454?

'3. On what page can information about farming in
New Jersey be found?
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C. Given an almanac, the student will read the information and
do a dittoed exercise.

Sample Exercise

1. Find an entry that would probaMy remain the same in
the almanac of the following year.

2. Find one that would probably have only a few changes or

additions.

3. Find an entry that might have to be completely revised.

4. List five charts of information found in your almanac
(Titles of charts or tables).

D. Given an almanac, the students will work in pairs to locate an
unusual fact, and record the fact and the index information.
(This could be a fun activity to share with the whole class.)

E. Divide the class into small teams. Give each team an almanac

and some trivia questions. The team that locates the answers

and records the page numbers of the firts, is the winner.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2108: Students will read to locate references within a phone
book for use in school, on a job, or at home by
utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested ActiVities

A. Given a telephone book the student will use the information on the
inside cover.to complete a worksheet on Emergency Numbers.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAPER

Use the inside cover of a telephone book to find the answers
to the following questions.

1. What number do you call in County to report a fire?

2. If you needed an ambulance in County, what number would
you call?

3. What number would you call to get the Coast Guard?

4. If you wanted to report a forest fire, what number would

you call?

S. Where is the FBI located for people living in Maryland?

6. If you needed the state police in County, what

number would you call?

7. If you wanted to call the US Secret Service in Baltimore,
what number would you call?

8. If you needed the
call?

County sheriff, what number would you

9. In any emergency, if you do not know the correct number, who
can you always call?

10. Why is the number for the fire and ambulance in County

the same number?

11. Why is there no telephone number listed under Doctor?
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B. Given the Yellow Pages and a worksheet in alphabetical order the
student will complete the worksheet using information he has
gained from the phone book.

ALPHABETICAL ORDER

1. Put the' following listing in alphabetical order: .

Carpet Real Estate Service Stations

Doctors Insurance Loans

Siding _ Veterinarians Beauty Salons

Windows Tractors Churches

Auto Parts Wells Clothing

2. List the following businesses as you would find them
in the white alphabetical listings:

Dean Lumber and Supply (Lumber yards)

Center Gardens Apartment (Apartments)

Dennis Point Marina (Marinas)

Gibralter Industries (Builders)

3. Now list them as you would find them 'in the yellow pages.

4. All places that sell prepared food are listed in the
yellow pages under the heading "Restaurants," List

the following restaurants as you would find them in

the yellow pages:

Lenny's Halfway House

Fisherman's Inn

Abell's Steak House

Duke's

Triple R Carry-out

Clayton Marina

Evan's Seafood

Chicken House

5. Take the restaurants listed in question 4 and write their
correct telephone number and location as you find them listed

in the yellow pages.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

C. Given a telephone book and a worksheet on locating references within
a phone book, the student will complete the worksheet..,

HOW IS YOUR NAME WRITTEN?

1. Find these names in the directory and write the guide words
found on that page.

Addison, Margaret

Allman, Myron K.

Ampt, Eric

2: If you wanted to find the phone number for St. Mary's County
Memorial Library, would you look under B for books, L for
library, or S for St. Mary's? Locate the phone number for
the library and write it and the page number on which you
found it.

3. Would you look for St. Mary's numbers with the SA's

or St's? Check the directory and tell where they are

found.

4. Find and write the number for the post office in Morganza.
Would you look under P? Explain.

WHAT'S YOUR BUSINESS?

Places of business very often list several numbers. Here is an

example of a listing you may find in your telephone directory:

Charles County Concrete Co., Inc

Waldorf 645-5633

Waldorf 654-5635

Lexington Park 863-7085

1. What did you learn from this listing?

2. What kind of business is it?

3. When would you call the second telephone number?

4. Find slue other listings like these in your telephone directory
List five of them from page 23 in your directory.
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D. At a center on locating references within a phone book, the student
will utilize a phone book to answer the questions given and fill in

a dittoed chart.

USING THE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

The best way to use the telephone directory efficiently is to

practf-..e using it. Look up the name, address, and telephone

number for the places below and then fill in the ditto.

1. Baltimore Gas and Electric - Emergency Number

2. Sun Cab Co.

3. Baltimore Civic Center

4. New Theater

S. Greyhound Bus Terminal

6. Morris Mechanic

7. Hutzler's

8. Hess S oes - Bargain Box

9. Univer ity Hospital

10. Amtra

Ditto Chart

Name of Place Address Phone Number

-E. Given a Personal Telephone Book (may be obtained free from local

telephone company) and a worksheet, the student will use the'
telephone directory to record the telephone numbers in his Personal

Telephone Book.

Sample Items

1. Your home number.

2. Your doctor's number.

a. Office number
b. Home number
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3. Your dentist's number.

4. The drugstore number nearest your home.

5. The number of your father's place of employment.

(5: The number of your mother's place of employment.

7. Your school's number.

8. Your public library's number.

9. The -nuilber of your favorite boy friend and girl friend.

F. Given the local telephone directory, the student will be able to use
the table of contents to answer the questions on a chart and record
his-answers on an answer sheet.

Directions: Provide copies of the local telephone directory.
W

I

ite the questions on a chart. Provide an answer sheet.

Sample Questions

1. What page would you turn to if you wanted to:
a. Call another party,on your line.

b. Find out the correct time.
c. Learn the weather forecast.
d. Report an out-of-service number.

e. Ask a question about your bill.
f. Report annoying calls.

2. How many local areas are within your calling area.

3. If you laantd to call City A would it be a toll call?

4. What local area would you live in if the first three numbers of
your phone were 730, 461,

How would you call another party on your line?

6. How would you report a need for repair service?

7. Looking at the area code map, answer the following:

a. What state would you live in if you area code was 208 913, or 703?

b. What time zone would you live in if your area code was 317M 808,
303, 913, 506, or 304?

8. How much would it cost you to make a three minute call from
Los Angeles to Baltimore.
a. Monday - Fridays8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.?

b. Any night, 11:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m.?

1.



G. Given a phone book the student will locate given guide words and
complete the worksheet.

GUIDE WORDS

Find the guide words Roberts-Rowe. Which of the following names

would you expect to find on this page?

Rogers, Robinson, Ross, Robey,

1Russell, Ryce,

Correctly place the ones you would find on this page between the
guide words.

Which of these names would you find listed first in the directory?

Moore, B. Gerry or Moore, B. Gary

H. Given a copy of the yellow pages of the phone book, the student will
be able to use the heading to locate the answers to a set of questions%

Directions: Provide a copy of the Yellow Pages of
the local phone book. Provide a list

of topics for the students to locate
using the headings of the yellow pages.

SAMPLE

Under which main heading might you find:

a. A Health Salon
b. Specialists in swimming pool lighting

c. A door-to-door, milkman

d. Chinese carry-out food service
e. Baby diaper service
f. A cab to take you to the bus station
g. Where to get a woman's haircut

1 To obtain materials:

1. Check the Elementary Resource File fob third grade.

2. Check the Business Education Resource File.

3. Contact your local Telephone Business Office.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2109: Students will read to locate references within a catalog
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
the table of contents, index, glossary, appendix,
footnotes, bibliography, and headings and subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center the student will choose one item from a group of similar
items that they wish to purchase and will locate information from a
catalog to answer the questions given.

Directions: Choose the item you partici J. Th'n

answer these questions.

1. On what page is the,item located? -/
2. Why did you choose this item over the other one?

3. What is the difference in cost?
4. What is the price of the one you chose?

5. How much would two of these items cost?

6. What is the catalog number?

7. What color would you like?
8. How much does it weigh?

B At a center where the'student is given a sales catalog and a

$100.00 play check, he will iocate merchandise in the catalog
which he pretends to purchase and then complet._ a sample

order form.

C. Given a worksheet to check the student's understanding of a catalog,

the student-will list the items in alphabetical order as they would

be found in an index.

Sample Worksheet

If you were looking up these items in a catalog, under

which letters would they be listed? Put them in

separate lists under each letter.

silverware ropes welders rifles

paints watches robes wire

mini-bikes mirrors wigs pumps
.-- ,

radioS' Motors sleepwear rings

wheels sportswear power tools

speakers ofas autoparts
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D. Given an index page from a sales catalog and a worksheet on
-1--.191cating items in the index, the student will use the index

page to record the page number on the worksheet.

Item

1. BOYS' TENNIS SHIRTS

2. TALL MEN'S WORK SHIRTS

a. BOYS' SHOES

4. CHUBBY GIRLS' SHORTS

5. SHOCK ABSORBERS

6. TENNIS SH

7. SHORT WAVE IOS

8. STOUT MEN'S UNDERWEAR

9. MEN'S WESTERN\SHIRTS

10. BOWLING SHOES \\

11. BABY UNDERWEAR SHIRTS

12. MEN'S GOLD SHOES \

13. MISSES' SHORTS

14. SHOOTING EQUIPMENT

15. YOUNG TEEN'S SHORTS
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E. By completing the activities at the catalog center, the student will
show he is able to locate information, use the index', record
descriptions, and exercise judgement.

SAMPLE CENTER IDEAS

Part I

/s.6.51-:t
rection$1

slot to
hold. Catall

Directions: Use your own paper. Write your name

and the date at the top. Answer the
following questions and then check your
answers;

1. Look at the front cover of the catalog.
Where does the index begin?

2. Turn to the index. Look at the list of general

information. On what page will you find shipping.information?

3. On page 599, find the phone number of the Arlington, Virginia

store?

4. Look through the information section (pages 549-608). On

what page will you find out how to measure for draperies?

S. Find the size chart for little boys and girls, page 592.
If a little boy is 42 inches tall and weights 45 pounds what

size should you order?

Part II

Directions: Girls! Answer the girls" /list of questions.

Boys! Answer the list marked boys.

Write your answers on your paper.
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Part III

Directions: 1. Use this catalog to make up and
answer two questions of your own.

2. Write thesd'two questions and answers on
your paper.

3. Put your completed paper in the pocket below.

Boys

1. Which canoe would you buy from Sears?
Tell/the name, price, page, and why you selected it.

2. How much is Sears finest 10-speed racer?
3. Dress shirts: What is the catalog number for Sears

Best Striped Knit -- short sleeve (tapered), brown,
$7.99?

. What is the cheapest fielder's glove you can buy
from Sears?
You have $16.50. You have to buy two basketballs alike.
Write the catalog number of the best red and white
basketball you can afford.

. Mr. Jones has a Sears Diehard Battery. He bought
it two months ago. It will not hold charge. Can

it be replaced free? What page is it on?

Girls

1. Can you buy a blender from $13.50?
2. Page 141: How much would this versatile poplin coat

cost: size 14T with a zip-liner?

3. You have $15.00. Spend as much of it as you can.

Choose a dress from page 79. Write its catalog number, weight, price.

4. What size is this camera film?
5. Of what kind of material is Sears Best Bath Carpet Cloud

Supreme made? What page is it on?

6. Pages 1313 - perma-prest muslin sheets
- bold geometric prints

What is the name given to the striped sheets'on page 1313?

Materials: a box large enough to hold a catalog, contact paper
for covering the box, index cards for questions, and
answer and direction cards.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2110: Students will read to locate references within a
Consumer's Guide for use in school, on a job, or at

home by utilizing the table of contents, index,
glossary, appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and

headings or subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on locating references within a Consumer's Guide,
the student will choose a Consumer's Guide relating to his
own individual interests and tape his answers to the questions

on the guide he chose.

Consumer Guide Fishing

Directions: Read the incomplete statement silently,
decide on how to complete it, and then
record the complete statement on tape.

. Fishing techniques include spincasting, spinning,'
bait casting, fly fishing,

. If you read the information on pages 19 to 21, you
will learn about what to purchase and what to

when

. The number one game fish is a
and you can read about fishing for them on pages

. Lures help you catch fish, but you must
Read pages

. If I wish to fish in the state of
I will find information about these things
on pages

B. Given a list of magazines, the student will read the Reader's

Guide to find the abbreviations for the magazine and record

them on the list.

Sample List

a. American History f. Good Housekeeping

b. American Magazine g. Saturday Review

c. Business Week h. School and Society

d. Changing Times i. Scientific Monthly

e. Current History j. Science News Letter
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2111: Students will read to locate references within a T.V.
Guide for use in school, on a job, or at home by
utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or
subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on obta ing information from a page of the TV
schedule, the student will complete the center by recording
the answers on his paper.

Directions: _ Read the TV schedule and solve these
problems. Write the answers on your own
paper. Check your work by using the key
on the back of this page.

1. Aich TV. stations are in Baltimore?

2. Which TV stations are in Salisbury?

3. When does Jackpot come on Tv and on which channels

can you view it?

4. Which motion picture is showing on Money Movie 7?

5. On whith channel would you see the Electric Company?

6. Which channels offer news programs at 5:30?

7. How many independent stations are listed and what
are they?

8. Which channel offers a morning movie?

9. What is the time and TV station for Hodgepodge Lodge?

10. Where would you find early morning news programs?
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LMORNING I

10.00 DEEMS The
Joker's Wild.
SET Name That Tune.
al Mike Douglas Show

Morning Movie.
Blue-White and Perfect

(1942 1 Drama about an at-
tempt to stop the diamond
smuggling trade Mars Beth
Hughes. 1.1os d Nolan. George
Russet
ar, The Mothers -in -Law.
(7) Password.

The 700 Club.
gm The Electric Company.

10.30 smog Gambit.
maw Winning Streak.
(I) Mcliole's Navy.
(7) Mayberry R.F.D.
1:16 The Flower Show.

11.00 omiso Now You See
It.
111(4)(1) High RoUers.
ar, Green Acres.
(1) Everywoman.

a Bit with Knit.
11.30 offlegi Love of Life.

wog Hollywood
Squares.
®m The Brady Bunch.
le Gower Pyle. U.S.M.C..
(I) To Tell the Truth.
cis Lain Yoga.

11.55 News.
apse cps News.

6.00 Inspiration.
13) Spectruni

6.08 (X) Faith and Life.
6.105 News.
813 (4) News.

IS ID Devotions
6.20 American Peoples.

(4) Down to Earth.
6.25 Today in Your Life.
0.28 (4) Knowledge.
830 paps Summer Semester.

Learning to Read,
a) Education.
(I) Country Music Time.

Religious Program.
6.50 5r Consumer Checkout.

6.58 (4) Events 4 Washington.

7.00 pap CBS News.
Channel 2 news at 7 30
apa)(I)3 Today.
Local news at 7 25 and 8 25
m News: Sporb.
(I) The New Zoo Revue.
(7) Public Service Program.

Spidennsn.
7.30 Cartoon ComivaL

(I) Porky Pig and Friends.
(7) Public Affairs Show.

Bugs Bunny Cartoon
Club.

8.00 pm Captain Kangaroo.
(I) Deputy Dawg.
(7) The Magic Door,

Tennessee Tuxedo.
8.19 Leave It To Beaver.

al Booms finals/8d
Friends

Maggio Gorilla.
9.00 gis Romper Room.

O Trinumnics.
Lowy Angel Show.

® News: Previews.
!iot for Women Only.

(I) The Flinbtones.
Ti Mike Douglas.
(7) Tattletales.
11) Harsmbee.
s Lost is Space.
ci Sesame Street.
42 Captain Kangaroo.

9.15 OD U. of Md. School
of Social Work.

9.30 g Dialing for Dollars.
Garden Living.
Little Rascals

a) Take It From Here.
(I) Mister Ed.
(7) Doctor in the House.
(I) Concentration.

Pasword.
KU a Nous.
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FIT""i °141,soost 1

1200 MESS The Young
and the Restless.

SSW Jackpot'
ag Password.

TheSig Valley.
(I) Panorama.
M News; Sports.

M Big Prize Movie.

S Mister Roger'
Neighborhood.

12.30 0E00 Search
for Tomorrow.
go The Beverly
Hillbillies.
e m Split Second.
a Celebrity Sweepstskes.
(pews; Spoils.$ Hodgepodge Lorle,.

12.55 (4) NBC News
1.00 p Woman's Angle.

Diek Van Dyke
News; Features

® One (Mock Movie
® ( The Electric
Company.
(4) What's My Line?
MS All M y Children.
(I) What's My Line?

(4) News; Sports.s The Electric Company.
Encounter.

1.30 pogo As the
World Turns.
mm( jeopardy.
WM Let's Make a Deal.
cos Profile.
as You.

200 °M®® The Guiding
Light.
S ODS Days of Our
Lives.

®m The Newlywed
Game.
cog What's in s Word?
al) 2 O'Clock Movie.

Best Foot Fooard (1943
In order to gain publicits.
mink star accepts an ins fia-
t goo to a prep school gradua-
tion dance not knooing that
she oild become lionised in a
national scandal Lucille Ball
William Caxton. June Ails-

. son. Glom Deltas an
The Flying Nun.

S Man Builds. Man Del
strays.

230 MEMO The
Edge of Night.
WNW The Doctor.
0(7) The Girl in My Liftr,
a, Captain Chesapeake. \
Ggs The Just Generation. 5.00 Dealer's Choice.,
p Bow. OS Hodgepodge Lodge.

(I) Father Knows Best.
The Virginian.
The Munstrow.
Mister Rogers'

Neighborhood.
The Beverly Hillbillies.

5.30 5 I Dream of Jeannie.
While suffering from arum,
sia. Tons falls in lose o itl
jeattnir and proposes to her
RF.BROADC.AST
eg News: Sports.
at The Munster'.
While at the ocean on a picnic.
trip. Herman derides to tr)
out his neu dising equipment
and rods up trapped. in the
net of Russian fishermen oho
think he ts asps REBROA
CAST
meg The Electric
Company.
al) Hazel.
(I) News; Sports

Galloon's Island,
® News; Sports.

4.00 O The Flinbtones.
ID Bewitched.

Perry Mason.
The Three Stooges.

533 Sesame Street.
MSS Somerset.
(I) Dennis the Menace.
(7) Money Movie 7.

The Mtrtits (1961 I A
soling dooms is horrified at
the apparent emelt. insolsed
in the roundup of mild horns
Clark Cable. Marilss Mon-
roe. Monti:miner) Clift
ap The $10,000 Pyramid.
O Little Rascals.

Tat detsles.
4.10 p Bonanza.

A man's refusal to accept the
innocence of a murder suspect

triggers the threat of a lynch-
ing REBROADCAST

Mery Griffin Show.
Is Lost in Space.
(4) Mike Douglas.
(I) I Love Lucy.( Mery Griffin Show.
(I) The Mod Squad.
(16 The $10.000 Pyramid.
el The 'live Stooges.

The Lucy Show

gir Eye to Eye.
3.00 IMMO The Price

Is Right.
al) Another World.

IBM General Hospital.
mg Designing Woman.

Marine Boy.
so Consolation.

3.30 Dame The New
Match Game.
0(4)1) How to Survive
a Marriage.
®m One Life to Live.
pp Timmy and Lassie.
Timms and Culls &seiner
that a ness highu as is to he
constructed. distrusing odd-
life in the inv. and then set
out to halt the pmiect RE-
BROADCAST
me Mister Rogers
Neighborhood.
(I) The Flinbtones.
ip Bugs Bumy.
S Who Is Man?
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TV Channels
VHF

IWM AB (C1M) Baltimore
WBAL (NBC) Baltimore
WJZ ( ABC ) Baltisnote
WW ( NBC) Washington
wrrc (loll Washington
WMAL (ABC) Washington
WCAL ( NBC) Lumen: Pa.
wror (CU) Washington

UHF
apwsnrand.)11.1w0

IWMPB(Pub.)Beltlatere
WBOC (CBS) Salisbury
WDCA ( Ingo )Wholimoitaa
WETS ( Pub. ) Washington

owcps (liuk )abbey
111WsBA (CBS) York, h.



B. Given a weekly TV guide, questions and a chart to be filled
in, the student will complete the chart by locating the answers

to the questions.

NAME OF PROGRAM DAY TIME CHANNEL

Directions: Fill in the chart by answering the following
questions.

1. What is your favorite T V show?

2. What cartoon program do you watch?

3. Is there a special nature program on this week?
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C. Given a TV guide, the student will read to locate references
within the guide and answer questions given on a study worksheet.

TV
GUIDE

TV
Published by Triangle Publications, Inc

National Dikes. Radnor, Pa 19088
America's Television Magazine

Alexander H. Joseph, Executive Editor-
Roger J. Youman, Managing Editor
Andrew Mills, Assistant Managing Editor
Harold B. Clemenko, Local Editions Editor
William A. Marsano, Sports Editor
Michael Morris, Associate Editor
John Weisman, Associate Editor
Jerry Alton, An Director

New York Bureau: Neil Hickey (Chief),
Richard K. Doan, Eric Levin

Hollywood Bureau: Dwight Whitney (Chien.
Leslie Raddatz, Joseph Finnigan,
Rowland Barber,Laddie Mamhack (Pictures)

Contnbuling Editors: Cleveland Amory,
Jean Mao, Judith Cris!, Bill Davidson,
Melvin Dumlag, Edith Elton

Eric G. Larson, Advertising Director
David Lichtenberg, Circulation Director
Francis J. Howley, Business Manager

Brian P. Bradfield, General Manager
Merrill Panitt, Editorial Director

Vol 22. No 28 I July 13. 1874 I Wu* 411111

Following 18

2

Local Programs
Week of July 13-19

Teletypes
New York
Hollywood 34

Articles
The Real Joe Manrux,
by Whim Saroyan 4
A TV Battle over the World's Tallest
Building, by Lawrence De Vine 12
The New World Football League,
by Melvin Durslag 15
In Guest of the Elusive Johnny Carson,
by Richard Warren Lewis 20
Election-Night Television,
by Al Morgan 30

Picture Feature
Fire at the Goldwyn Studio 8

Reviews, Columns
Doan Report (U.S)
As We See It
News Watch (U 5
Letters
Judith Crest
Canadian Report

Cover. Johnny Carson. by Bernard Fuchs

....Program Section

cHANNELS MED IN
wASNINOToNNALTINCINE EDITION

wASNINOTON. B.C. PREDENICKSOUNG0 WHIN (NEC)wNC-Tv (NBC)
win (Ind.)
WISAL-TV (ABC)
viT0p-1V (CBS)
V/DCA-lv (Ind.)
NITA (PBS)

- ANNANDALI, VA.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
IWISAR-TY (CBS)
WBAlerf (NBC)
VAIIL-TY (ABC)
TIMM fled.)
WSW* (PBS)0 WNVT (PBS) la (Sem* programs ee 17) IANCASTEM

(NBC
PA.

al WEAVIT )

Reminder to Cable-Tl eubea)bers: Mem consult chew. directory Issued bycable company
to males sum you we tuning to the correct spinal number of the desired Meal station.

AN perms ere In maw ex.
motMese tleelgneted by IN

HAGERSTOWN
S vnaa-tv (NBC)

*ALIMONY

N0
WEOC-TY vac, an,

"%cps (PIN)
(Same programs se Si)
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Directions: Read the above information from the TV Guide,
and answer the following questions:

1. Which edition of the TV Guide is this?

2. On which page does the local programming begin?

3. Which sports article is featured in this week's guide?

4. Which channels are listed for Washingtonl

5. How many channels are listed in this guide?

6. What is included in the program section?

7. Who is the, art director for the magazine?

8. Which channels air identical prograMs?

9. How much does a copy of this guide cost?

10. How can you identify which programs are in color and

which are in black and white?

11. Which TV personalities are featured in special articles?

12. What suggestion is given to cable TV subscribers?

D. Given a page from the TV guide and a multiple choice question

worksheet, the student will read to locate references within the

guide and complete the worksheet.

LISTINGS

8:00 11 Learning to Read

2 9 16 Bugs Bunny

13 7 H.R. Hugnstuf

4 8 Underdog
5 Top Cat

8:30 11 At Home in Maryland
2 16 Sabrina, The Teenage

Witch
13 7 Jackson Five
4 8 The Jetsons

5 Mister Magoo
9 Arthur and Co.

9:00 11 Garden Living
2 Professor Kool
13 7 The Osmond:,

4 8 Pink Panther
9 Amazing Chan .

5 Banana Splits and Friends

9:30 11 Opportunity Line

13 7 Saturday Super Star Movie

2 9 New Scooby Doo Comedy

Movies

H-35
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Directions: Using the information from the TV listings,
answer the following questions by putting a
circle around the letter of the correct answer.

1. What show is on channel 2 at 9:00?

a. Professor Kool

b. Sabrina, The Teenage Witch
c. Bugs Bunny
d. Pink Panther

2. At what time and on which channel is there a show that might tell
you how to plant a rose bush:

a. Channel 13, 8:00
b. Channel 4, 8:30
c. Channel 11, 9:00
d. Channel 5, 8:30

3. Which channel does not have a cartoon show during the
four time periods listed?

a. Channel 2
b. Channel 4
c. Channel 11

d. Channel 13
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2201: Students will read to locate references within a
multi-volume resource (encyclopedia) for use
in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
headings, indices, and cross references.

Suggested Activities

A. Having chosen a topic of interest at a learning center, the
student will locate the correct volume of the encyclopedia
and read to locate information to complete a worksheet.,

Sample

. Write the heading and subheading of the article.

. Write a sentence summarizing the subheading or
make a question from the information under
each subheading.

B. Given a volume of the encyclopedia, and a specified entry to
locate, the students will play a game to find headings and

subheadings.

Sample

1. Have the pupils divide-into groups of four or five.

2. Give each group an encyclopedia with a specified
entry to locate (e.g. the States in America).

3. Ask them to find the headings and subheadings and
write them on the board.

4. The group that writes all the requested information
first is the winner.
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C. Given a worksheet.on the "unit-letter" arrangement of encyclopedias,
the student will complete the worksheet on locating topics within
the set.

Sample

Directions: This set of encyclopedias will help you list the
number of the volume in which you can find
information about the,following topics. Put the
correct volume number in the blank.

III III III lit Ili 111 III III 111 fill III II( HI 11 III III III III III Iii

A BC DE r G HITKLM Potsru.vrei
1

L 3 q s ip 7 8 it lo /1 /1 /3 lit If It /7 4Sc19Pro

1. Transportation 6. Astronaut

2. Canada 7. Robert L. Borden

3. Water 8. United Nations

4. Thomas Edison 9. Martin Luther King, Jr.

S. Insects 10. Space travel

D. Given a worksheet with multiple choice answers on locating references
within an encyclopedia, the student will complete the worksheet.

Sample

Directiors: Circle the letter or letters of each topic that best
answer the questions.

1. In volume "H" of the encyclopedia which of the
following topics would you find?

a. First aid
b. Helicopter
c. Horses
d. Hazel Smith

2. Volume "Q-R" would contain which of the following
topics?

11-38

a. Robert Frost
b. Rainfall

c. Mexico
A\ Soil
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3. In volume "J & K" you would find all of the following

topics except one Which one would not be found in

volumes "J & K"?

a. Martin Luther King, Jr.

b. Jamaica
c. Jet engines
d. Kate Smith
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2202: Students will read to locate references within the
Reader's Guide for use in school, on a job,
or at home by utilizing headings, indices, and
cross references.

Suggested Activity

A. Given a copy of the Reader's Guide and a worksheet, the student
will read to locate referendes within the guide and complete the
worksheet.

, Reader's Guide Worksheet

1. Identify each of the following abbreviations:

a. Sat R

b. D

c. abr

d. U S News

e. Good H

f. dept

g. ed

h. w

i. Sci Digest

2. On the sample page of Reader's Guide how many entries are
there on labor and labor related topics?

3. If you wished to learn more about riots in Korea could
you find a magazine article here?

4. In what magazine would you find an article about Martin Luther
King entitled: "Rebuke to Dr. King ?Il

S. If you are interested in knowing about landscape gardening
where would you have to look in this Reader's Guide?
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2203: Students will read to locate references within index
volumes for use in school, on a job, or at home
by utilizing headings, indices, and cross,references.

Suggested Activity

A. Given a Reading and Study Guide from the World Book Encyclopedia
and a worksheet, the student will read the guide to locate
references within the 'index volume and complete the worksheet.

Sample

Directions: Answer the following questions briefly:

1. How are the references listed in the study guides?
Give two ways.

2. Explain the following entry: Veterinary Medicine,

V -8485 (Vocational Opportunities).

3. If you were looking up embroidery, why would
this other information be given with the topic

you seek? Embroidery, E-2311-2; Needlepoint,
N-5484; Petit Point, P-6240.

4. In the Table of Contents, why are some listings
in dark type and some in light type?

.124
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2204: Students will read to locate references within a
for use in school, on a job, or at home by utilizing
headings, indices, and cross references.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center displaying several atlases and a chart with questions,
the student will choose an atlas, read to locate references within
the atlas, and answer the questions on the chart.

Chart Questions:

1. Give your own definition of what an atlas is.

2. What information is given in the gazetteer index of the
world in an atlas other than the name of the country?

3. Where is the geographidally related information pertaining
to a country found? Why?

4. Of what use is a political map?

5. Where is the projection system used given for each map?

What is it?

6. In the index that accompanies each political map, what

information is given other than an alphabetical listing of the

names found on the map?

7. What information is given in parentheses under the names of

some foreign cities?

8. What type of maps are found in an atlas other than political

maps?

9. What part of the atlas would you turn to to find what the

following abbreviations mean? Write the meaning of the

abbreviations.

a. Belg. e. Ec, Ecua. i. Ind. Res.

b. Chan. f. est. j. passg.

c. Cy. g. for. k. Rep.

d. des. h. geys. 1. twp.

10. What information does the section called Geographical Terms

give you? Find the following terms and define them:

a. Cate d. Montana g. Step

b. Fluss e. Mys h. Tal

c. Kiang f. Pampa i. Vesi
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B. Locate the maps of Maryland and answer the following questions
telling which map you used to answer the questions:

1. The Eastern part of Maryland is how high above sea
level?

2. How many counties are in Maryland?

3. What are the Limited Access Highways in Maryland?

4. What is the major industrial area of Maryland? What

is most of its land used for?

S. Give the grid location for the following places in
Maryland on your map:

a. Deep Creek Lake
b. New Windsor
c. Catonsville
d. Fort NcHenry National Monument
e. Crisfield
f. Prettyboy Reservoir
g. Triadelphia Lake
h. St. Mary's R.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2301: Students will read to locate references within a multi-
resource center for use in school, on a job, or at home

by utilizing the card catalog in the library.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a sample card from the card catalog, the student will be
able to write the answers to three sets of questions about the

card.

ENGLAND**SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS

914.2 Davis, William Stearns

Life in Elizabethan Days: a picture of a typical
English community at the end of the sixteenth century.
Harper 1930

379 p illus

"The author takes an imaginary person, Sir
Walter Hollydean of Boroughport, and around this
central figure and his intimates weaves a
picture of the typical modes, manners and
customs of an English community in the time of
Queen Elizabeth."

Directions: Using the card catalog above, answer the

following questions:

Set I

1. What is the subject of the book?

2. How many pages are there in the book?

3. What is the call number?

4. What is the author's name?

5. When was the book published?

6. What is the title of the book?

7. Who was the queen of English at the time of

the story?

8. Who is the imaginary person the author uses
to weave his picture?
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Set II

1. What kind of card is this?

2. Are there any pictures in the book?

3. Is the book fiction or non-fiction? How

do you know?

4. Would this book tell you about customs
in the United States?

S. Was the book written recently?

Set III

1. What do you think you would learn about from
reading this book?

2. What kinds of pictures do you think you
would find in this book?

3. Why do you think you might need to use the
entire number 914.2 to find the book?

B. Given a diagram of the card catalog, the student will write the letter
or letters of the drawer in which specific subject cards can be located

on an answer sheet.

Directions: Write the letter or letters of the drawer in
which you will find cards having to do with

the topics below:

a. Apples d. Starfish

b. Mountains e. Dogs

c. Weather f. Horses
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2302: Students will read to locate references within a
multi-resource center for use in school, on a
job, or at home utilizing reference books and

materials.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center displaying a cart on varied reference books, the
student will pretend he can use the reference books to read
to locate information and answer questions with multiple choice
answers on a worksheet.

Directions: Pretend you could use these books and
magazines. Read the questions on your
worksheet and circle the number under
each question that would match the
number of the book or magazine where
answers to the questions could be found.
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1. Where would you look to find the definition and pronunciation
of the word aborigine?

a. 1

b. 2

c. 4

d. 7

2. Where would you find the most information about the animals
of Australia?

a. 3

b. 4

c. 5

v: d. 6

3. Where would you look to find several different maps of
Australia?

a. 3

b. 4

c. 6

d. 7

B. Given a work study sheet, the student will go to the media center
or library to locate information to complete the form.

Sample Exercise

Directions: Read this worksheet first to organize
your search for answers in the media

center. Go to the media center and
utilize the materials there to complete
the worksheet. Hand it in to the
teacher when completed.

1. How is an encyclopedia and dictionary alike?
Different?

2. To enable you to locate books in the library,
you should use the and

3. are books where the author tells

111.
his own life story.

4. When books are not based on fact or only
partly on fact, they are called

5. A number system used in the media center as an aid
for quick location is called the

6. The fiction section of the library has books
arranged
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7. As an aid in gathering current information for
a report, you would look first in

8. The card catalog lists books by

9. Filmstrips are coded in the card catalog by

10. Records are arranged in the media center by
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2303: Students will read to locate references within a
multi1tesource center for u°e in school, on a
job, or at home by utilizing section titles.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a list of section titles and a list of the corresponding
numbers, the student will match the title to the correct
number by connecting them with a line.

B. At a center on section titles of the library, the student will
read a book title printed on a tagboard slip and post it under
the correct section number and title.

C. Given an incomplete chart with only section numbers given, the
student will go to the Media Center/Library and locate the
section numbers, read the section title, and fill in the chart
with the section titles, locate a reference for each section,
and record its title in the correct space in the chart.
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GOAL II: LOCATING REFERENCES

Objective 2104: Students will read to locate references within a
dictionary for use in school, on a job, or at home
by utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings or

subheadings.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a page from a dictionary, the student will be able to use the
heading to locate answers to given questions and complete multiple
choice worksheets.

Directions: Provide a dictionary or a copy of a page. Prepare

a set of questions as shown in the sample below.

Pantaloon 876 Paperback

Pan to loon. n. 1. (pl) a man's
closely fitting garment; trousers
2. a foolish, vicious old man.

3. a lean and foolish old
Venetian.

Pan the on. n. 1. a domed circu-
lar temple at Rome. 2. a
public building containing tombs
or memorials of the dead. 3. a
temple dedicated to all the
gods. 4. the gods of particular
mythology considered collectively.

pan ther. n. 1. the cougar or

puma. 2. the leopard.

panto-. a word element or
prefix synonymous with pan-.
(t. Gk., comb. form of pas.
neut, pan all).

pants. n. pl. 1. trousers.

2. drawer

pan tun. n. a Malay verse form.

pa pa. n. father

pa pa cy. n. 1. the office,

dignity, or jurisdiction of the
Pope. 2. the system of ecclesias-
tical government. 3. the time.during
which a Pope is in office. 4. the

succession or line of the Popes.

pa pal. adj. of or pertaining to

the Pope, the papacy.

pa paw. n. 1. the small fleshy fruit

of a -.emperate North American bush.

2. the tree itself.

pa per. n. 1. a substance made from
rags, straw, wood, or other fibrous
material. 2. something resembling
this substance. 3. a piece, sheet,
or printed document. 4. negotiable
notes. S. a document establishing
identity. 6. (pl.) the documents
required to be carried by a ship.

pa per back. n. a book bound in a
paper cover

What is the meaning of the word PANTHEON?

a. A doctrine about God

b. A domed temple
c. A cougar or puma

d. A roofing tile
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lOirectionsl

3R 1

After which word below is the word PANTS entered?

a. Pantaloon
b. Panther
c. Panto

d. Pantun

Some words have more than one meaning. How many meanings for

the word PAPACY does this dictionary list?

a. One
b. Two

c. Three
d. Four

B. The student will be able to find words in the dictionary according
to the alphabetical sections and place the word on the right hook.

Directions: 1. Take each word off the hook.
2. Say it and decide in which part of the

dictionary the word is found.
3. Put it on the right hook.
4. Check your answers with a friend.

Word Cards

rust absorb radio

paper stale roof
study quiet under

loop fussy decide

blame grand vessel

offer iodine flip

comma devil absent

string eye add

assort bad destroy

grizzly noisy runner

fight ink discuss

tame

Materials: cardboard covered with contact paper
direction card
5 pipecleaners for hooks, 4 section labels

A Dcfionary Helper

E L
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C. At a center, the student will show he can use the guide words in
a dictionary by placing the word cards on the proper page.

Directions: 1. Take the word cards from the pocket.
2. Place each word on the proper page.
3. When all words have been placed put them;

in alphabetical order on each page.

The words used on the cards are:

matinee matriarch

matron matted
matting ,mattock

maturate mature
maunder mauve
mass mawkish
maximum may
mayhem mayor
meadow marvol
Marxism Mary

mascot maser

mason Masonic

masque masquerade
massacre massage
massive mast
masterful masterly
mastiff mastoid

matrix
matter
mattress
maul
maverick
maxim
maybe
mead,

marvelous
mascara
mask
masonry
mass
masseur
master
masticate
mat

Materials: construction paper, manila envelopes, word cards,
large sheet of tagboard
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D. The student will show he is able to locate many facts and definitions
in various dictionaries by completing the center activities.

D1:3 nto

Center Idea

Directions: 1. Take out a sheet of paper.
2. Number your paper according to your worksheet.
3. Follow directions on each page.
4. Go to the shoe box for the answer sheet to

correct your paper. Your worksheet will have
the same number as your answer sheet.

Questions will vary according to the dictionaries
available at a particular school. Below are some

sample questions:

Dictionary 1 1. What is a flagon?
2. What does timothy mean?
3. Draw a picture of timothy.
4. Can a blue jay fly?
5. Can a principle be in charge of a school?
6. What three English sounds never occur at the

beginning of words? (See the table of 1

common English Spellings of English SouOds on

page XXIX)
7. Which of these words can be split at the end

of a line and which cannot: fractional,

goalkeeper, shrewd, showy, stubble, acceptable,
acceptability?

8. When was James Madison Born?
9. Would John Adams have known him?

10. When was John F. Kennedy born?

Each list of questions was of a particular type.
They were dividelinto questions odAnswering Questions,
Prove You're Riga, Initial Sounds, Syllable Division,
The Presidents, and Definitions.

Materials: shovel for attention, question cards,
manila folders, box for answer cards
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E. Given a worksheet and a choice of dictionaries, the student will
read to loCate answc:s and complete the worksheet.

Dictionary Skills

1. What would "Obs" tell you about a word?

2. Why-would the symbol # appear before the entry

"bon jour" in the dictionary?
3. What does the term etymology mean?
4. Where (what position) woulk; you find the correct

pronunciation for a word?
5. Where (what position) should you look to find the

part of speech of a word?
6. How is the 1st syllable of the word "pneumatics"

pronounced?
7. There are 20 definitions of the word "run" in

your dictionary. What definition (number) would
suit the word "run" as it is used in the
following sentence: Dave was nothing special;
he was just a run of the mill boy.

8. What would the initials "v.i." following the
pronunciation of a word mean?

9. What is a gazetteer?
10. What is a biographical dicti^rary?
11. What is a bilingual dictionary: ,

12. What is an unabridged dictionary?
13. What is a thesaurus?
14. What is a synonym? (Give an example)

15. What is an antonym? (Give an example)

16. What is a homonym? (Give an example)

17. What is an idiom? (Give an example)

Spelling

Which is the more common spelling for the following:

1. neighbor, neighbour
2. _flunkey, flunky

3. lodestar, loadstar
4. draught, draft
5. catalogue, catalog

Capital. Letters

If pny of the following words may be used both with or
-without a capital letter, write sentences illustrating
both uses.

1. arag 6. mumbo jumbo

2. bible 7. president

3. escrdator 8. republican

4. god 9. scot

5. mercury 10. state
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Pot Pourri

1. What language does the word chaise come from?

2. How would you get "delirium tremens "?

3. What is the chemical symbol for iron?

4. How many years did Henry VIII reign in England?

5. Where is Sun Valley?

6. Where does the name "Lynn" come from?

7. Where does the name "Kenneth" com from?
What does it mean?

8. What ch,es your name mean? Where dries it

come from?

9. Where was El Greco born?

10. What is the parquet cle?

11. If a person held you up with a pistil, would you

be afraid?

12. Would it be wise to call you teacher sagacious?

13. Which of these two expressions shows choler?
(A) (B)

14. Do you think Ringo Starr is an aspen?

15. What is the title of page X?

16. What does this label mean - colloq.?

17. How many quarts equal one peck?

18. What city is the capital of Kentucky?

19. Write the two pronunciations for "contrast"
and the correct meaning for each.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3101: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contribute& to their personal/development by comparing
and selecting among various activities (such as
watching M other curriculum areas), including
reading.

Suggested Activity .

Given a daily journal, the student will chart the amount of
time spent op reading, writing, sports, TV, and other extra
curricular,activities to determine the degree to which reading
contributes to personal development.

Sample

/ Daily Journal
!Record the approximate number of minutes spent each'day
on each activity.

T.V.

Monday Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

GAMES

READING

WRITING

SPORTS

MISC.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3102: Students witZ affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating

which reading materials dreavailabl-, in.schoor
and public libraries.

Suggested Activity

Given a list of materials in the school r la center, the

student will determin the number of books and non-print

materials related to his hobby.

Sample list

Books

Apples by Nonny Hogrogian (MacMillan)

Behind the Wheel by Edward Koren (Holt)

The Erie Canal by Peter Spier (Doubleday)

More Cricket Songs by Harry Behn (Harcourt)

The Pancake King by Pkilis La Farge (Delacorte)

The Paper Airplane Book by Seymour Simon (Viking)

Th 'Sun Dance Peo le by Richard Erdoes (Knopf)

Wild lowers by Roslyn Fiedel (Houghton)

Dragonf jes by Hilda Simon (Viking)

The Busy Honeybee by Bernice Kohn (Four Winds)

The Jazz Man by Mary H. Weik (Atheneum)

Casey at the Bat by E'. L. Thayer (Watts)

Filmstrips

"Growing Upon the Farm Today"

"Cave Ecology"

"Simple Techniques in Shaping Glass"

"Foresters"

"Motorcycle Safety and Courtesy in Traffic"
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DELOPMENT

Objective 3103; Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating

the amount of time spent engaged in non-required
reading.

Suggested Activity

Given a weekly recreational reading log, the student will record
time spent on recreational reading outside of school.

RECREATIONAL READING LOG

Date Time Place *Materials Weekly Total

* Student can record various types of reading materials,
such as books, magazines, and newspapers.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3104: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personae- development by indicating
how much time they spend sharing ideas discovered through
non-required reading with parents and peers.

Sample Activity

When asked during a student-teacher conference, the student will
tell approximately how much time he spends sharing ideas
obtained from reading with parents and peers.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3105: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how they feel about themselves as readers, and how they feel
about reading as an activity.

Suggested Activities

A. Given an Inventory of Reading Attitude, the student will answer
all of the Les, no questions and use the rating scale to indicate
to himself how he feels about reading as an activity.

Sample Inventory

Name Grade
Last First

Boy Girl Age

School Teacher

Date
mo. day year

Directions: The questions on this paper will help you find

out how you feel about reading. All questions can be

answered "yes" or "no." Read them silently while I read

them aloud, then circle your answer.

Sample Questions:

Draw a circle around the word "yes" or "no," to indicate

your answer.

A. Yes No Is reading fun?

If you think reading is fun, you should have drawn a circle

around the word YES in Sample A: if you think reading is not fun,

you should have drawn a circle around the word NO.

B. Yes No Do you read as fast as you would like to?

If you read as fast as you would like to, you should have drawn

a circle around the word YES: if you do not read as fast as you would

like, you should have draWn a circle around the word NO.
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HOWARD COUNTY INVENTORY OF READING ATTITUDE

YES NO 1. Do you like to read in the evening?

YES NO 2. Do you think you are a good reader?

YES NO 3. Do you like to hear about what other people have read?

YES NO 4. Do you like to read when adults around you are reading?

YES NO 5. If you have free time, do you choose to read?

YES NO 6. Do you like to read magazines?

YES NO 7. Do you like to read aloud to other children?

YES NO 8. Do you like to make-up your own stories?

YES NO 9. Do you like to read different kinds of books?

YES NO 10. Is it fun to make rhyming words?

YES NO 11. Do you enjoy reading?

YES NO 12. Is it easy for you to write about what you have read?

YES NO 13. Do you like to read books that are hard for you to read?

YES NO 14. Do you like to pretend that you are a character in a book?

YES NO 15. Do you like reading better than your other school subjects?

YES NO 16. Do you find reading easy?

YES NO 17. Are other activities more fun than reading?

YES NO 18. Do you enjoy reading recipes?

YES NO 19. Do you enjoy reading the newspaper? /

YES NO 20. On a rainy day, would you choose reading as an activity?

YES NO 21. Do you enjoy answering questions about things you have read?

YES NO 22. Do you enjoy telling about things you have read?

YES NO 23. Is reading your favorite time of the school day?

YES NO 24. Do you have enough books to read?

YES NO 25. Can you picture in your mind what you are reading about?
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YES NO 26. Does i\ bother you to read when the room is noisy?

YES NO 27. Do you like to have someone read to you?

YES NO 28. Is it easy or you to find something to read?

YES NO 29. Do you like t trade book with a friend?

How do you feel-about

30-25 WOW!

eading? RATE YOURSELF!

Count the number of times

24-19 Super ou circled YES. Find this

18-13 Great er in the chart to find

12-7 O.K. your ating.

6-0 Ugh!
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B. .
Given multiple choice questions about attitudes toward reading, the
student will choose the answer that best describes his own feelings.

4-
Primary Level

Directions: Read each question carefully. Mark
the answer that you think tells the
most about you.

1. Which one of the following do you like to read the

most?

a. Stories
b. Magazines
c. Comic books

d. Picture books

2. How do you feel about reading for fun?

a. I like it.

b. I would rather watch TV.

c. I don't like it.

3. How well do you think you read?

a. Good

b. Fair

c. Poor

4. Do you understand what you have to read for school?

a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes

d. Never

S. Do you talk to someone else about the things you read?

a. Often

b. Sometimes

c. Never
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Middle School-Junior High

Directions: Read each of the following questions
carefully and mark the answer that
describes you best.

1. If given a choice of reading materials, which one
would you select?

a. Magazines
b. Comic Books
c. Short Stories
d. Novels

2. If given a choice of subject-matter in reading
materials, which one would you select?

a. History
b. Science
c. Music
d. Math

3 How do you feel about reading for fun during
vacation?

a. I enjoy it.
b. I can take it or leave it.

c. I'd rather do something else.

d. I don't like it at all.

4 How often do you read for fun during your spare

time?

a. None
b. One to three hours a week

c. Three to six hours a week
d. More than six hours a week

5. How would you rate yourself as a reader?

a. Above average
b. Average
c. Below average

6. How often do you picture yourself doing the kind of
work the people you read about do?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never
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7. How often do you read about the kind of job you might
like to have someday (such as nurse, dentist,
secretary)?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never

8. How often do you read about your hobbies (stamp '

collecting, sewing, sports, coin collecting, etc.)?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never

9. Do you understand the materials you are expected to

read for school?

a. Always

b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Seldom

10. How often do you talk to your parents or friends about
interesting things you have read?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3201: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how much time i8 spent reading to others.

Suggested Activity

Followingthe directions and suggestions on the chart, the
student will read to others and record the amount of time spent
in this activity.

Sample Chart

Reading To Others

1. The first thing you should do is tell the children
who you are; why you have come. You may want to
tell them something about yourself, such as where
you live, how old you are, what grade you are in, etc.

2. Try to make the children feel relaxed. Ask them
their names and something about themselves.

3. Before you start the story, make some comment
about the story. You might say, "The story I am
going to read you is about a special horse,
a secret hiding place, or an unusual person."
In other words, give the children some idea A what
the story is going to be about.

4. While you are reading the story, you may want to
stop once or twice and ask the children a
question. This will help to make sure they are
paying close attention.

S. When you have finished reading the stk,ry you can
ask them some questions, such as:

What was the name of the boy in the story?

Did this story remind you of something that
happened to you one time?

Why did such and such happen in the story?

How did so and so feel about what so and so did?

Did you like the story?
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3202: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how much time they spend by reading for entertainment.

Suggested Activity

Given a checklist, the student will keep a record of the various
types of reading materials and the time spent reading fir
entertainment.

Materials

CHECKLIST

Check Time

As a class, the students can compile a cumulative list of favorite
reading materials which can be recorded on a master sheet on which
the students can check and record the time.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3301: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
if reading has enhanced their ability to enjoy hobbies
or games.

Sugge§ted Activity

Make an annotated bibliography of any reading material you have
purchased or borrowed that has helped you to enjoy your hobby or
play games with more skill.

Note: This can be done as a class project and the students can
share their personal bibliography with their classmates.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3302: Students wilZ affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how often or how much time they spend reading to acquire
information about life goals or possi4le career

opportunities.

Suggested Activity

Have the student keep a 3" x 5" card in his wallet as a
record of how often and how much time he spends reading any
material to acquire information about his future career.
This card will indicate how reading has contributed to his

personal development.
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YES NO 26. Dies it bother you to read when the room is noisy?

YES NO 27. Do you like to have someone read to you?

YES NO 28. Is it easy for you to find something to read?

YES NO 29. Dc you like to trade books with a friend?

How do you feel about reading? RATE YOURSELF!

30 -25 WOW!

24-19 Super

18-13 Great

12-7 O.K.

6-0 Ugh!

Count the number of times

you circled YES. Find this

number in the chart to find

your rating.
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B. Given multiple choice questions about attitudes toward reading, the
student will choose the answer that best describes his own feelings.

Primary Level

Directions: Read each question carefully. Mark

the answer that vou think tells the
most about you.

1. Which one of the following do you like to read the
most?

a. Stories
b. Magazines
c. Comic books

d. Picture books

2. How do you feel about reading for fun?

a. I like it.
b. I would rather watch TV.
c. I don't like it.

3. How well do you think you read?

a. Good
b. Fair

c. Poor

4. Do you understand what you have to read for school?

a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Never

5. Do you talk to someone else about the things you read?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Never
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Middle School-Junior High

Directions: Read each of the following questions
carefully and mark the answer that
describes you best.

1. If given a choice of reading materials, which one
would you select?

a. 'Magazines

b. Comic Books
c. Short Stories
d. Novels

2. If given a choice of subject-matter in reading
materials, which one would you select'?

a. History
b. Science
c. Music

d. Math

3. How do you feel about reading for fun during
vacation?

a. I enjoy it.
b. I can take it or leave it.

c. I'd rather do something else.

d. I don't like it at all.

4. How often do you read for fun during your spare
time?

a. None

b. One to three hours a week

c. Three to six hours a week
d. More than six hours a week

5. How would you rate yourself as a reader?

a. Above average
b. Average
c. Below average

6. How often do you picture yourself doing the kind of
work the people you read about do?

a. Often
b. Sometimes

c. Seldom
d. Never
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7. How often do you read about the kind of job you might
like to have someday (such as nurse, dentist,
secretary)?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never

8. How often do you read about your hobbies (stamp
collecting, sewing, sports, coin collecting, etc.)?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never

9. Do you understand the materials you are expected to

read for school?

a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Seldom

10. How often do you talk to your parents or friends about
interesting things you have read?

a. Often
b. Sometimes
c. Seldom
d. Never

1
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3201: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how much time is spent reading to others.

Suggested Activity

Following the directions and suggestions on the chart the
student will read to others and record the amount of time spent
in this activity.

Sample Chart

Reading To Others

1. The first thing you should do is tell the children
who you are; why you have come. You may want to
tell them something about yourself, such as where
you live, how old you are, what grade you are in, etc.

2. Try to make the children feel relaxed. Ask them
their names and something about themselves.

3 Before you start the story, make some comment
about the story. You might say, "The stotyI am
going to read you is about a special horse,
a secret hiding place, or an unusual person."
In other words, give the children some idea of what
the story is going to be about.

. While you are reading the story, you may want to
stop once or twice and agk the children a
questiOn. This will_ help to make sure they are
paying close attention.

. When you have.finished reading the story you caii
ask them some questions, such as:

What was the name of.the boy in the story?

Did this story remind you of something that
happened to you one time?

Why did such and such happen in the story?

How did so and so feel about what so and so did?

Did you like the story?
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL/DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3202: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
how much time they spend by reading for entertainment.

Suggested Activity

Given a checklist, the student will keep a record of the various
types of reading thaterials and the time spent reading for

entertainment.

CHECKLIST

Materials Check Time

As a class, the students can compile a cumulative list of favorite
reading materials which can be recorded on a master sheet on which

the students can check and record the time.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3301: Students will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating
if reading has enhanced their ability to enjoy hobbies
or games.

Suggested Activity

Make an annotated bibliography of any reading material you have
purchased or borrowed that has helped you to enjoy your hobby or
play games with more skill.

Note: This can be done as a class project and the students can
share their personal bibliography with their classmates.
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GOAL III: ATTAINING PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Objective 3302: Studente will affect the degree to which reading
contributes to their personal development by indicating

how often or how much time they spend reading to acquire

information about life goals or possible career

opportunities.

Suggested Activity

Have the student keep a 3" x 5" card in his wallet as a

record of how often and how much time he spends reading any

material to acquire information about his future career.
This card will indicate how reading has contributed to his

personal development.
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INTRODUCTION

A "Revolution in Reading" does not look to gimmicks, to
sophisticated machines, or to tricking a child into knowledge. It

is a revolution that aims at stimulating the range of a child's
natural curiosity--making available a variety of materials, not
simply textbooks, but "real" prirt and non-print media- -and thereby
preparing him to meet the reading demands for functioning and surviving
in society.

The Maryland State Department of Education developed a functional
reading program which ensuresthat all students will acquire the skills

necessary for survival in our society. This program should be an
integral part of the ongoing reading program in each school.

The suzzess of this program will depend upon a continuous program
that begins in the kindergarten and elementary grades and continues
through high school. Such a program contains practice in five goal

areas:

* Followings directions on various levels.
* Locating references in various fields.
* Developing personal interest through reading.
* Applying information for school, vocation, society, and home.
* Understanding forms for reporting personal information.

This resource manual (Volumes /, II) contains a sampling of
activities, games, and ideas to help the teachers of the State better
understand the competencies in the'area of functional reading. These

activities are designed nr* as a eans to an end but as a beginning.

They are not identified t trade r reading level, but should be adapted

to the needs of the student:.. individual teachel7's interest, creativity,

and understanding of the readin level of children will enable him

to expand the activities presented to children.
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION /
/

/

Objective 4101: Students wiZZ read to identify wor ds from a list of

,vpyscr-d voc,zbularg words cons .dered essential for
gaining information for school, work, and living in
society. /

Suggested Activities

A. Given a list of vocabulary words necessary for understanding the
pur_hasing of merchandise, the student will read the vocabulary
and complete the matching worksheet.

Vocabulary

CARBON COPIE$ Another copy made by the use of carbon
paper.

CATALOG - A list of items arranged a certain way; by--
numbers or by letters.

RETAIL STORE - A store rnwhich you thoose what you want,
pay for it, and take it home with'you.

CATALOG STORE - The merchandise is not in this type of
store; you look in a catalog and place
your order with a salesperson. You

can't take the merchandise with you.

SHIPPING COSTS - The amount paid to ship an item somewhere.

COSTS The amount paid for an item.

QUICK INDEX - You may find this on the cover or spine of
the book. It lists items in a general list,
such as furniture and auto parts.

FULL INDEX A type of table that lists everything in
alphabetical order. It lists small items
as well as large items.

FREIGHT Something that is loaded for transportation; cargo.

C.O.D. - A way to pay for merchandise when you receive it.
It means cash on delivery.

SECTION - A part of an item.

CATEGORY - A group of similar items.

SPrIF1C Falling into a named category.

GENERAL - Not in detail.

TOTAL COST The entire cost of an item.

MERCHANDISE: - Items sold at a store.
67
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IV-2

Vocabulary Exercise I

Directions: After each vocabulary word in the first column,
place the lettar of the definition that matches
the word.

1. Carbon copies ( ) A.

2. Catalog )

B.

3. Retail Store )

4. Catalog Store ( )

C.

5. Shipping Costs ( )

6. Costs )

D.

7. Quick Index

E.

8. Full Index )

F.

G.

H.

b

Another copy made by the use
of carbon paper

The merchandise is not in this

type of store. You look in a
catalog and place your order
with a salesperson. You can't

take the merchandise with you.

You may find this on the cover
or spine of the book. It lists

items in a general list, such as
furniture and auto parts.

The amount paid for an item.

A list of items arranged a certain
way; either by numbers or by
letters.

A type of table that lists
everything in alphabetical order-.
It lists small items as well as
large items.

The amount paid to ship an iteir

somewhere.

A store in which you choose what you
..ant, pay for it, and take it home

with you.



Vocabulary Exercise II

\
\

\

\

!

Directions: After each vocabulary word in the first coluMn,
place the letter of the definition that matches
the word.

1. Freight ( ) A. A way to pay for merchandise
when you receive it. It means
cash on delivery.

2. C.O.D. ( )

B. The entire cost of an item.
3. Section ( )

C. Not in deta.q.
4. Category ( )

D. Something that is loaded for
5. Specific ( ) transportation cargo.

6. General ( ) E. Items sold at a store

7. Total Cost( ) F. A part of an item

8. Merchandise ( ) G. Palling into a named category

H. A group of similar items

IV-3
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B. Given a list of vocabulary words necessary for understanding the
purchasing of merchandise, the student will complete a

"Fill in the Blanks" exercise.

Sample Exercise

Directions: Fill the blanks using the vocabulary words:

Catalog Cost

Carbon Alphabetical

Quick Index Shipping Costs

Total Costs Full.

1. A book that contains an alphabetical listing of merchandise

sold in a story is a

2. To find out if a catalog store sells a certain kind of

tire, you should use the index.

3. The of an item is how much you pay for it.

4. To find out if a catalog store sells dishwashers, you should

use the index.

S. The costs pay for the freight charges.

6. The cost of an item includes the cost of

an item, tax, and shipping.

7. The same orders were

8. Sears is both a retail and a

copies.

170
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4102: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
school from textbook assignments.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a set of problems from a mathematics textbook, the student
will read the problems, determine which procedure should be
followed to solve the problem, and write a word after the number
on his answer sheet that tells which procedure he chose.

Sample Math Problems

1. How much change will you receive from $10.00 after buying
three pairs of socks at 79* a pair?

2. Bob weighs 96 pounds. Tom weighs 78 pounds. How much

do they weigh together?

3. Mary was traveling 1,480 miles to visit her sister. The

estimated flying time was four hours.
What was the expected average rate of travel?

4. If John Works 7 1/2 hours per day, how many hours does he
work during a six day week?

Answer Shee-

1. Multiply and substract
'2. Addition
3. Divide
4. Multiply

B. Given a mathematics textbook, the student will use the glossary

to read the meaning of the terms listed below and write a
definition in his own words.

Sample of Mathematical Terms

Associative property of addition
Common multiple
Diameter
Exponent
Integers
Inverse Operation
Perpendicular
Reciprocals
Union

IV-5



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4201: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for a vocation from training manuals.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a page from a manual describing various jobs, the student
will read to elicit information to answer "yes or no"
questions on a worksheet. (See next page for sample page)

Sample Questions

1. Does the chart indicate that the position of Airline
Stewardess has good employment possibilities?

a. Yes

b. No

2. How much money can a TV actor or actress earn
according to the chart?

a. $165 a week
b. $120 a day

c. $180 per half hour
A. $180 per hour

3. How many openings are there annually for
carpenters?

a. 800
b. 74,000
c. 5,000
d. About 45,000

IV-6 172



RIS: 4 YEARS CAME Nor
asaspation and Special Notes Rating Average

Mantles
Salary t

MM1111

r-awasilv pod oppererd

=PrjAlb
11-ssol1 usk-slie7 nail is

Average Eduadion, Teddies i Certification
Number (In addition to High School Diploma)

Per Year

Actor or Actress: Glamor is only for the
chosen few; most are often unemployed or
never become famous. Competition fierce.

Aircraft Mechanic: Keeps the planet tilting;
nod to be agile, highly skilled and rueful.

r
Lives depend on this job.

Airline Stevardsrs: Glamorous but /mid
ssww

work; foreign language skill helps. Benefits
include free travel, meeting people.

Att:ss, miasmal: illustrates or pastes up 3,4009,400
copy for advertising, publishing, industry. Id
Mast jobs in big cities.

Applieriat RapidanaN Requires manual 2-3/hr
skiff and ability to work independently. I
Jcbs available everywhere.

10b/wk Broadway
120/day movies
MX hr. TV
9,60413,600

WO Got as much acting experience as Initial-
Acting edsool helps.

6,0004,000

6,000 Must have 'AA license; to get it need 19
months experience or diploma from FAA-
approved mechanics school.

Must be 1427 yn. old; 11'2"40r end un-
monied when font hired. Airlines conduct
5wk. training program.

2,600 23 yrs. art school or (4-yrJ BFA donne
Alm need a good portfolio or samples of
your work.

Assembler: Works on factory assembly lines. iya 24/hr
Jobs depend a lot on changes in business el
corditions.

11,000 On-the-job Veining most common; some tech
nical schools and manufacturing firms have
trelning-prognens.

44,000 On-the job Paining.

Automobile Mechanic: Fixes and tunes the ria 1243.50/hr
engine. Requires good manual skills, ability Mil
to work independently.

;namable* Salesmen: Ability to rasa to 0,70410,000
Poole imponent. Most job openings remit on commission
from turnover, not industry growth.

Bank Teller: Handles transactions of money 6.0004,E00
so must be bonded. Also friendly manner I
important. Good part-time work.

23,300 On-the-Mb training for beginners; 34 yr.
apprenticeship to become all-round mechanic

4,300 Experience sating other products helpful.
On-the-Mb training.

14.700 On-the-lob training.

Berber: Trend to longer hair kedge employ- 4,4004,600
ment from growing es fest a malepulation.

fleouticien: Jobs increase es more women 3,3044,700
have time and money to we beauty salons. I plus tips
Requires good grooming, knack for "style."

Bookkeeper: Helps keep finandel meads. 4,0048,400
Use ofelectronic data processing equipment
limits number of new lobs opening.

B rioldayer: Construction growth and pow- 2.604/hr
laity of brickwork creates new jobs. Hameln I
bad weather means occasional unemployment.

Carpenter: Goodopportunities as construe- 2.204/hr
tion expands. Outdoor work requires stamina I
manual skills and sense of balance.

7,700 Attend approved barber school, pass append
man and 2 yrs. toter pass state exam to cat
license; must deo hoe health certificate.

43,000 Must ca -te stataapproved cownstolo
course are . ast pass state exam to be
licensed. Health certificate needed.

74,000 141.1 school courses in arithmetic and book-
keeping; oadsajob training available, but
junior college grads get better jobs.

8,600 3-yr. epprentkeship program. Requir'llermum.
Physical

411,000 41rr. apprenticeship prows.

2-4.76/hrCook and Chef: The more skill the better.
Highly skilled chefs are in short supply. for chefs
but short order cooks are a dime a dozen.

D ancer: Gilmer field with limited oPonkilisi 165fiffit
requires yews of training. Best oudook
for those trained to teach.

;mid Anistint: Helps dentist at ddnidi 3.9004,800
or takes cue of patients' records. 11,2124,853

4,000 On-the-Mb training; begin as kitchen helms.
Some vocational schools offer cooking cane
Health onidficam required by many stets.

1,900 Training begins by so 12 at latest audition
by age 17 or 19. Experience perfonner
bast Onsperedon for teaching.

9,200 On- lie-lob training, but opportunities
better for 'unity college gradual&

Monti *try Woo awed Outwit, "kt *OW lob

I `i
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B. At a center on gaining information from a driver's manual, the
student will read to.elicit information from the driver's manual
(a) to do a word puzzle and, (b) to identify arm signals on a chart
to complete a multiple choice exercise.

Directions: Start with licenses and follow through
by filling in the blanks with the
correct number of letters to fit each

space. Use the words and number clues
at the top to aid you.

Clues

8 skidding 7 highway

S turns 10 conviction

3 bus 11 combination

6 driver 11 semitrailer

8 resident 7 trailer

10 pedestrian 8 vehicles

8 operator
11 nonresident

Sample Puzzle

'11' 1,,
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A. Stopping
B. Left turn
C. Right turn



C. Given a set of instructions from a training manual, the student will
read to be able to fill in the blanks on a worksheet.

Sample from a Training Manual

Worm and Sector Steering Gear
Adjustment instruction

1. To adjust the radial play, the steering worm is
turned so that the drop arm is at right angles
to the steering worm.

2. Tighten the adjusting screw as far as it will go
and then back it off approximately one sixth
of a turn and then secure it with a lock nut.

After having installed a new steering set, the
adjustment should be rechecked after an operating
period of about 500 km. Readjust if necessary.

Directions: Fill in the blanks

1. The adjustment should be echecked after

2. Tighten the adjusting ew and back it off

of a turn.

3. The drop arm should b at to the

steering worm.

4. The adjusting screw should be secured with a

I11-10
6



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4202: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
2 vocation from safety and job requirements. (Time

cards, punch-in notices, quota charts, production
records.)

Suggested Activities

A. Given a chart on operating Power Machines, the student will read
to elicit information about using the power machines safely and
complete a worksheet.

Rules for Operating Power Machine

1. NO power machines may be operated without suitable
eye protection.

2 NO power machines may be operated by more than one
person.

3. NO power machines may be operated for th irst

time without the assistance of the i ructor.

4. NO power machines may be operated if the
instructor is not in thercom.

5. Always maintain a sate distance of three feet when'

observing a machine operation.

6. Machine operators may not wear loose clothing

jewelry.

7. Machine operators must have long hair pulled b ck.

8. All machines must be unplugged when changing speeds.

Directions: Use the shop rules to answer each question below.
Mark the letter on the answer sheet that indicates
the best answer to the question.

1. What do the shop rules say about operating the pcwer
machine?
a. /Get a note from your teacher giving his permission.

b. You must wear eye protection.

c. You must sign up the day before you use the machine.

2. What do the rules say is not allowed in the shop?

a. You must have the teacher in the room when you operate

a madline.
b. You may work with a partner on the machines.
c. You may not unplug machines.

3. How far must you be from a machine if you are watching the

operation?
a. 1 foot

b. 2 feet

c. 3 feet
i I

t
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B. Given a set of cards on which safety rules from a training manual
have been typed, the student will separate the rules into Do
and Do Not groups.

Sample Safety Rules

Directions: Herp are some safety rules. Some tell things you
o ,

shouIc do; some tell things you should NOT do.
Separate the rules into two groups: Do and Don't.

1. When descending stairs, use the handrails provided.

2. Lean far back in any chair.

3. Carry materials high in front of you to block your
view.

4. Carry tools and equipment up and d m a ladder.

S. Lift with the knees bent and your back straight.

6. Walk on sidewalks and marked walkways.

7. Walk in the '.)uilding.

Lift with your back muscles.

9. Take shortcuts through work and storage areas:

10. Read while walking.

11. Look before you open a door into a hallway.

12. Use a box, chair, barrel or other makeshift object
in place of a ladder.

13 Wear safety goggles when your eyes are endangered.

14. Stand on boxes and chairs when reaching for objects.

15. Use ladders with broken steps.

16. Face the ladder while going up or down.

17. When working on a straight ladder, hold on with
one hand and hook one leg through\a rung.

18. Handle knives and scissors carelessly.

19.. Throw paper clips and shoot rubber bands.

20. Use a hand line to carry tools up and down a ladder.

.1'13
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/

21. Become familial with the operation and use of
a fire extinguisher.

22. Learn how to turn in a fire alarm.

et

1 3

i
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4204: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for a vocation from want ads.

Suggsted Activities

A. At ? center on gaining information for a vocation from want ads,
the student will read the ads and catagorize them according to

male and female jobs.

. B. At the same center, the student will choose a ant ad for a job

that he would be interested in and answer the iestions given

or a chart.

Sample Questions

1. What job are you applying for?

2. What firm is advertising this position?

3. What are the qualifications for the job?

4. Do you need any references?

5. Is a salary mentioned?

6. How or where do )ou appiy for this job?

C. At a center, the student will read the want ads to make

a list of all local firms desiring help.

180
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4f03: Students wiZZ read to elicit necessary information
for a vocation from a memorandum.

Suggested Activities

A. The student will read the memorandum from a principal's -ffice
and check the true statements on the worksheet.

Directions: On a chart make a copy of a memorandum from the
principal's office.

Sample Memorandum

Behavior Rules

.. No talking during study.periods.

2. Girls can't wear pant/ s.

3. Boys can't wear long hair.

4. No leaving the building at lunch
time.

Sample Worksheet

Students in this school have quiet
study periods.

The principal i$ a pleasant man.

This school has rules on student dress.

/he students must eat lunch at school.

This school is a Junior High School.

181
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B. Given a copy of a company memorandum from the persdnnel office to

all employees, the student will be able to check the statements

on his answer sheet that are true.

COMPANY XYZ

Office Memorandum

TO: All Employees

FROM: Personnel Office

CONTENT: Proper Time-Keeping Procedures

No employee shall be on the premises regularly more
than ten minutes before starting time, nor remain on the
premises regularly more than ten minutes after quitting
time, without obtaining permission from store
management to do. so. Entries in the Weekly Time Record
must be made by each employee at all times when going

on and off duty (including lunch periods), and under no

circumstances will an employee make entries in the

Time Records of another employee.

Sample Questions

Directions: Read the company memorandum on the
chart-- Check_the statements .elow
that are true.,

1. You must make your own entries in the

Weekly Time Record.

You may come one half hour early to
work to talk to your friends.

3. You must leave the premises ten minutes

after quitting time.

4. Your friend can enter the time you leave
for lunch on your Weekly Time Record.

162



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 405: Students wiZZ read to elicit necessary information
for a vocation from work schedules.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a child's daily schedule, the student will be able
to locate and write the answers to the questions on time.

NAME DATE

HOUR

KATHY'S DAY

ACTIVITY HOUR ACTIVITY

7:00 A.M.

7:15 A.M.

7:45 A.M.

Wake up! Washl Dress

Breakfast

Make bed. Straights.; room

12:30 P.M.

12:55 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

Play'n schoolyard

Bell to come inside

Geography

8:00 A.M. Depart for school 1:45 P.M. Language

8:15 A.M. Meet Terry. Walk to school 2:30 P.M. Art

8:30 A.M. School begins! 3:15 P.M. School ends!

8:45 A.M. Pledge of Allegiance 3:30 P.M. Arrive home! Change clotheS

9:00 A.M. Reading 3:45 P.M. Play! Play!

9:45 A.M. Arithmetic 5:15 P.M. Practice Piano

10:30 A.M. Recess! Play! 5:45 P.M. Cleanup! Set table

10:45 A.M. Spelling 6:00 P.M. Dinner

11:45 P.M. Gym 7:00 P.M. Homework

12:00 P.M. Lunch 8:15 P.M. Bathe

12:25 P.M. Bell for outside play 8:30 P.M. Lights out!

183 IV-17



Directions: Study Kathy's schedule. Answer the
questions by writing the correct times.

1. What time does Kathy leave for school?

2. What time' does Kathy have reading?

3. What time does Kathy eat lunch?

4. What time does Kathy practice piano?

5. What time does Kathy cake a nap?

6. What time does Kathy work with numbers?

7. What time does Kathy paint?

8. What time does Kathy play at school?

9. What time does Kathy play at home?

10.' What time does Kathy leave school?

11. What time does Kathy go to bed?

12. What time does Kathy help her mother?

13. What time does Kathy do homework?

14. What time does Kathy begin her day?

15. What time does Kathy study the globe?

16. What time does school end?

IV-18

17. What time does Kathy write stories?

18. What time does Kathy meet Terry?

19. What time does school begin?

20. What time does Kathy work with clay?

21. What time does Kathy have reading?

22. What time does Kathy have breakfast?

1 t5



B. Given the following schedule the student will answer multiple choice
questions about the schedule.

Period 1. 8:3U - 9:20 English
2. 9:20 -10:10 Social Studies
3. 10:10 -11:-00 Math
4. 11:00 -11:50 Science
5. 11:50 - 1:20 Physical Education
6. 1:20 - 2:10 Art
7. 2:10 - 3:00 Music

Lunch Schedule-

11:50 - 12:20
12:20 - 12:50
12:50 - 1:20

Grade 6
Grade.7
Grade 8

Sample Questions

1 At 10 o'clock what will you be doing?

a. Social ft;tudies

b. Scienc
c. Art

2. What time will Math be over?

a. 1:20

b. 10:10
c. 11:00

3. If you are in Grade 7, at what time do you go to lunch?

a. 11:00
b. 12:30
c. 12:15

4. At what time should you start cleaning up in art class?

a. 2:00
b. 1:30

c. 2:10

IV-19
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4206: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for a vocation from company policy statements.

Suggested Activity

At a center, the student will match the titles to the descriptions

of the proper handling of merchanu... -chases by customers

as found in a retail store company policy statement for a retail

sales clerk.

Sample

Titles Descriptions

1. Sales Receipt Required for
Each Purchase

2. Bag or Wrap all
Customer Purchases

3. Protection of Lock-up
Merchandise

Each customer must be given
a complete and legible cost
sales receipt validated by the
cash register.

All'merchandise sold not to
be installed will be placed in
bags or wrapped.

Merchandise located in
locked counters which is
removed for examination by
customers must never be left

unattended.

186



GOAL IV: GAINING'INFORMATION

Objective 4207: Student,- will read to elicit necessary information for
a vocation from union contracts. (Individuals do not
sign or receive copies of union contracts. They

receive agreement booklets. They may be obtained
from a local union.)

Suggested Activities

A. Given a booklet called "Agreement, April 1973-March 31, 1975,
Mechanical Contractors Association of Maryland, Inc., and Local
Union No. 48, United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of
the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States and
Canada," the student will read the book to elicit necessary
information to fill in the blanks on a worksheet.

Sample

Directions: Read the incomplete sentences below.
Locate the page number given in
parenthesis behind each sentence and
read the page to find the information
to fill in the sentence blanks.

1. Article 14 is and found on page_23.AIndex Page)
2. The agreement is no longer valid after . (pate-1)

3. When you read M.C.A. in the agreement it stands
for . (page 2)

4 In order to be hired under Article 3, you must have
completed the M.C.A. Local Union No. 48
or if you have taken a State approved apprenticeship
program or had actual experience in the industry for
the same number of years on the M.C.A. Local Union
No. 48 Joint Apprenticeship Program you must
pass . (page 3)

5 The only organization having control of the pipe
fitting trade anu industry in the United States
is the . (page 12)

6. In this trade you work a week and your daily

hours are between and . (page 30)

7. A journeyman will get an hour until October 30,
1973, and after this date he will get less because
that amount will go to his . (page 32)

8. If you are 55 years old you will be hired on a job
that has plumbers and needs a . (page 38)

6

4
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B. Given a copy of the agreement between Local Union No. 24, Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical Wc:kers, and Baltimore Division,
Maryland Chapter NECA, the student will read Article III, pages
10-29, and answer the questions about wages and working conditions

on his worksheet.

Sample Worksheet Questions

1. What amount of time constitutes a workday? Weeks?

2. For what work will you be paid double-time?
3. What is the rate of pay for jobbing or maintenance

work?

4. If you work the second shift, will you be paid more
money? If so, how much?

S. How can you get permission to work on Labor Day?

6. Why does the employer withhold $.40 per hour for
each hour worked from your net wages?

7. What arrangements are made for you to pay your

union dues?

Circle yes or no

yes no 1. No travel time is paid for a,job within
jurisdiction of the Union.

yes no 2. You are not paid for driving your personal
vehicle to do business.

yes no 3. You will be paid two hours compensation if
you report for work and the weather is
inclement.

yes no 4. If you lose an emplOyer's tool, you are not
responsible for it.

yes no S. You must put your tools away after work hours.

18 8



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4301: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for societal purposes from a public announcement.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on gaining information from the toll schedule for the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge - Tunnel, the student will answer the questions
on paper.

Directions: Read the toll schedule for the Chesapeake
Bay Bridge-Tunnel to gain information
about crossing. Answer these questions
on your own paper. Put your completed
paper on the teacher's desk.

1. How much does it cost for you family to cross
in your dad's pick-up truck?

2. Uncle Bill is behind you on his motorcycle.
How much will it cost him?

3. How much will it cost your friend's dad to
cross pulling his two-axle camper behind his
pick-up?

4. How much more did they pay than you did?

S. Can your friend's dad cross with a LP-Gas
tank in his camper?

B. At a learning center, the student will make a poster to show his
understanding of -cading to elicit information from public

announcements.

Example

1 Choose one of these pieces of tagboard.
2. Use crayons, poster paint, or magic markers.
3 Make a poster,to advertise our Book Fair.
4 Remember these things

a. A public notive tells: What is happening
Where it is
When it is
Who is sponsoring it

b. A public notive must be pleasing to the eye
and uncluttered.
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C. Given a flyer or public announcement and a worksheet with questions,
the pupil will read to elicit information from the flyer to answer the

questions.

Sample Questions

Directions: Read the following flyer (next page)
and answer these questions.

1. What event is \advertised?

2. What is the date and time of the event?

3. Where is the e ent?

4. How much are the tickets?

5. Is there any co fusion about the ticket prices?

6. How many bands w'11 be at the dance?

7. Who is sponsoring the event?

8. What other announcement is listed other than the
dance?

9. When does the second event begin?

10. Where will it be?

11. Who is sponsoring t e second event?

12. Is this a good publ c notice? Give reasons for your

answer.

190



YOU are publicly Invited to

MilMini
MARDI GRAS BALL

SPONSORED

Citizens' Scholarship foundation of St. Mar's County
COME !!!

come andittave fun
the music is great
let down your hair
come share if you dare
have your big fling
'Us that time of year
for Lent will soon be here

come as daring as you dare
Ay crazy get-up will do

knight. cinderella. minuteman, navy.
/ viking, contemn. army, pharaoh.

buccaneer, jester, farmer,

King Cornus rules the M di Gras
to crown Rex 40 Regina ho.will reign
let carnival be part of /ou
and you be part of carnival

or fisherman, too

who will be king?
who will be queen?
come see for yourself
that's what's happening

LEONARD HALL HALL

Sat. Feb. 16th,

B.Y.O.B.
BEER AVAILABLE

George Washington
RECREATION ie PAKKS l9 1

- 9:00 p.m. till?

1

2 DANCE BANOS
TICKETS - °am

Weekend Celebration
Fun & Games start at 10:00 a.ni
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D. Given a chart on park rules to read, the student will be able to
answer multiple choice questions.

PARK RULES

1. Sign up for play equipment.
2. Use of equipment is on a first

come, first serve basis.
3. Report broken equipment to the

dire tor.
4. There is to charge for equipment

broken by accident.
5. No betting on games..
6. Weekend time limit for equipment:

Pool tables - sixty minutes
Ping Pong - thirty 'flutes

Tennis - one hour and half
Badminton - forty-five minutes

Directions: Use the PARK RULES to answer each
question below. Mark the correct

letter on the answer sheet that indicates
the best answer to the question:

1. What do the park rules say you have to do with
play equipment?
a. Signyour name when you return the equipment.
b. Sign up during the week for equipment

you want' during the weekend.
c. Sign up when you take play equipment out.
d. Sign your ,name when you break equipment.

2. What do the
a. Playing

not all
b. Betting
c. Playing

rules say is not allowed in the park?
tennis without tennis shoes is

owed.
,nn games is not allowed.
ping pong for a half hour is not

allowed.
c. Running around the pool tables is not

allowd.

3. For how long can you play pool on a Saturday or
Sunday?
a. 45 minu

b. 1 1/2 hours
c. 30 minutes

d. 1 hour

1 9'2



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4302: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for societal purposes from legal documents.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a summons, the student will read to elicit the infor-
mation necessary to answer the questions.

Sample Summons

Indek,No.

Civil Court of the City of Hagerstown
County of Washington

Adams Furniture, Inc. Plantiff
agaiiSt

Joe T. Springtoff Defendant

SUMMONS

Indorsed Complaint

A statement of the nature and sub-
stance of the plaintiff's cause of
action is as follows:

01Action for money damages, for $360.0
dues and owing plaintiff from said
date June 16, 1974.

Sample Questions

Directions: Read the summons above and answer the
following questions.

1. In the summons, who is the person being sued?

2. Who is suing?

3. What is the reason for the suit?
4. How much money is he suing for?

5. Is this a civil or criminal case?

9 :3
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B. Given a copy of the contents of a summons, the student will follow
and complete the directions listed below.

Sample Summon's Content

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear in the Civil Court of
the City of Hagerstown, County of Washington, at the office
of the Clerk of the said Court of 141.

Lee Street in the County of Washington, City of Hagerstown,
and State of Maryland, within ten days after service of this

summons upon you, exclusive of the day of service, you are
to make answer to the complaint: upon your failure to
answer, judgement will be taken against you for the sum of
$360.00.

Directions: Complete the activities below on your
copy of the court summons.

1. Draw a line under the location of the court heading.
2. Circle the amount you will have to pay if you do

not go to the court.
3. Put a box around how many days you have to answer

the complaint.

C. Given a task folder containing a parking ticket, the student will read
all information on the ticket and answer the questions written on
3 x 5 cards contained /on the folder.

ANTIOPOUTINW POLICE WT. WASHINGTON.
I solIosnons To

M*
TEN

NSW. NO

THAT ON DM /f WAY Of
PINE Nam.

OSRf

Sample Parking Ticket

LAN Nano

mffic l as4066team
You AN Iambi matiefed Ow CIPMelehll IPP1
.n thy' Cow Amu*, ww vAM .1w viskofion 1f 110
t.ollk Lows fool so An EWA Mob

Struot AId a Cq, Tow PAW Stole (4 est 0 C Rvd** Zip M PAN

Mika Lombok Rody

itlimpuo wpm
MOW OP no wealr

Ilona DOME os! COLUMBIA ON A ROM WON IA/Tjogirriljsi
twer 0111 OMR SPAM IN SATO OISTIECT TO WIT/t.

r VPOIATi 11111 WOW LAWS ANO EMULATION,

I Mrafrn 1111".A Mom I IP

WWI
AIMEE11

PARKED WU I PARKED WITHINI

OVERTIME

rIPARKED IN riPARKED IN
I OMAN 40 PM 25 MIT Of A LOADING ZONE 1 I AN AUMY

AN INTERSECT STOP SION I

1 A1111 VIOLATIONS I Chne

1

i

i

Zww

7 or WrIT.ad NW/
Ms VOW. We..)/ me ob Mawr

t
P118"11Y Aomml

p

r
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WITH& 15 DAYS YOU ARE DIRECTED TO PAY
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sot fa* how. M Wow.. N bo Iwo

-day of 127

Ik"r41YOU MAY PAY IN PERSON OR BY MAIL TO THE $
CLERK Of THE COURT CENTRAL VIOLATIONS
Wen',

\
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Sample Questions & An'wers

Directions: Read the parking ticket above and answer
the following questions. When you are
finished, check your own work, using the
answers on the back of the card.

1. On what date did a parking violation occur?
Answer: November 19, 1973

2. Why was this traffic violation notice given?
Answer: Parked on red meter.

3. How much time is allowed for this ticket to be paid?
Answer: 15 days.

4. How much must be paid for this traffic violation?
Answer: $5.00

IV-29
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4303: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
societal purposes from newspaper materials.

Suggested Activities

A. The student will show he is able to locate and interpret information
found in a newspaper by answering the questions on the newspaper
knowledge center.

Sample Center Idea

Newspaper Know I e

1

Directions: 1. List questions for the sections of
the newspaper which are posted on the
bulletin board. Some sample questions are:
(a) What two news agencies wrote articles

on the front page?
(b) Who was the political cartoonist?
(c) What sport is Billie Jean King known for?

2. Vary these questions according-to the needs of
your group of children.

3. Expose the children to the bulletin board for
a week or so po iting out datelines, by-lines,
and other newspaper terminology. This idea
works well in conjunction with a unit on critical
reading.

Materials: Newspaper sections
Man made out of folded newspaper
Contact paper, cardboard (questions and directions
mounted on this)

Two envelopes for answers and returned papers

19u



B. At a center on newspaper headlines, the student will choose the headline
to answer the questions and place it on the proper clip.

Center Idea

Using Headlines

Movie News

. Which article:.. -0 0-

Directions: 1. Mount Headlines on tap strings.
2. Attach strips to center lock with

paper clips.
3. Develop questions to fit the

headlines. Try to avoid using
words in the questions that are
also in the headlines.

4.. Attach clips in the answer space
to hold the mounted headline.

Sample Questions

1. Which article would you read to find out the score
of the baseball game?

2. Which article would you read to find out what a movie
is about?

3. Which article would you read to find out the
predictions for the day which corresponds with your
birth date?

Variation:" Matching a headline to a question could be
done as every pupil response with a small
broup. One person reads the question.
All others hold up the headline to answer
the question. Plan to,have 3-4 headlines
for each person in the group.

C. Given a task folder on reading the weather map and almanac in a newspaper,
the student will read the map and the information given to complete a
simple crossword puzzle.

Down
1. People in Florida did not

go swimming because it was

2. Baltimore weather was
today.

Across
1. There is a percent

chance of rain tomorrow.
2. The sun at 8:30 p.m. today.

°E111LAIrliigl

1E1111E41 MI
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D. Given a copy of the local paper and a "Scavenger Hunt" ditto, the
students will read the paper to elicit the necessary information to
complete the ditto to win the game.

Directions: Read a copy of the Howard County Times
and find the answers to the following
questions.

Name

"Scavenger Hunt in the Howard County Times"

1. Title of sports editor's column.

2. Who writes the report about the state delegate's

activities?
3. What is the topic of the letters to the editor?

4. What time was a break-in attempted at the Laurel
Race Course on July-4?

S. What is the name of the senior citizen's film
being shown Friday in Columbia?

6. Where will the free Mother-Baby Care Course
be taught?

7. In which section of the classified ads would you
look to find a summer job?

8. Where would you look in the classified section
for. an ad about carpentry work?

9. On what page would you find a recipe Fmr tomato

dressing?
10. What honor did John David Myers receiv,s?

11. In the Howard County YMCA Men's SnfLboll Standings,
which team leads the West Division?

12. Where can you find a recipe for barbecued turtle
steaks?

13. What time are services on Sunday at St. Paul's

Lutheran Church?

14. What kind of fishing is particularly good in the

Potomac River?
15. 'Who is running the soccer clinic in Columbia?
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMAiljN

Objective 4304: Stu(icnt,1 1.0177 read ±o necessary information for
soiot_z! irtrposes from oolitic,al ma+erials.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a political flyer, the student will read to answer questions
concerning the candidate's views on various topics.

Directions: Read the flyer to locate the answers
to these questions. Write the
answer in your own words.

1. What does the candidate think the county needs
to do to prepare the budget?

2. What resource that would add money to the budget does
he think the county has the right to?

3. How would he propose to protect the individuals
purchasing power in the county?

4. What issue that he support willcause the parents
of school age children to vote for,him?

5. What is the issue he stands for_that should appeal
to the widest range of people?

Sample Flyer

JOHN WHITE SUPPORTS:

*More careful economic analysis of
County spending projects.
*The opening of all County Council
work sessions and hearings to the general
public.
*The return to the county of all interest
earned by the State of Maryland on
County tax deposits.
*Consumer protection for Howard County
-*Meaningful disclosure by all
elected officials and appointed
department heads.
*Adherencle to the comprehensive County
Toning and development plan of 1971.

*Continued improvement of our police force.
*Continued improvement of our schools.
*Improved juvenile services, including an
intensive training group home.

*Comprehensive public transportatioa system
linking Howard County with Baltimore and Washington.

*Equal opportunity for all persons regardless of sex,
color, creed, or national origin.

JOHN WHITE
cares about Howard

County. Help Give Us Quality
Government. Elect John White
to the Howard County Council

DEMOCRAT DEMOCRAT DEMOCRAT
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B. Using a newspaper article the student will cast a mock ballot for

their party using the information given in the article.

Directions: From the list of candidates, fill in
your choices in the ballot.

List,Of Candidates
For Various Offices

COUNTY COUNCIL
(Fiveto be elected)

R.L. Anderson
R.A. Cook, Sr.
Thomas F. Cook DEMOCRATS

Albert R. Hardy
Ruth U. Keeton

Patricia M. Thorpe
Charles E. Miller REPUBLICANS

Mary E. Arber
Leola Dorsey
James M. Holway

JUDGE:-ORPHAN'S COURT
(Three Nominations)

Irvin P. Dasher
Edward E. Kennedy
Ann D. Ring DEMOCRATS

John R. Inglehart
William R. Laupert

John R. Moore REPUBLICAN

CLERK, CIRCUIT COURT

M. Pumphrey DEMOCRAT

C.W. Senseney REPUBLICANS

F.F. Froehlich

REGISTER OF WILLS

George W. Slack DEMOCRAT

G.H. Senseney REPUBLICAN

SHERIFF

Oscar T. Laupert
Robert W. Moore.
Shelton E. Sewell

STATE'S ATTORNEY

William R. Hymes
C.E. Wehland

Morstein
James S. Ansell

STATE SENATE
Fourteenth District

James Clark, Jr. DEMOCRAT

John E., Messner, Jr. REPUBLICAN

HOUSE OF DELEGATES
14A Sub-District
(One Nomination)

Robert Hacken
Joel Chasnoff

Harry Simms

14B Sub-District
(Remainder of Howard)
(Two Nominations)

Hugh Burgess
J. Hugh Nichols

Joseph S. Gayer
Wm. F. Carroll, Jr.

Howard County
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

E.L. Cochran

H.G. Crist, Jr.
Herschell C. Doss

DEMOCRATS

RIPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATS

REPUBLICANS

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICANS

G00



Name Party

Write in the candidates name that you would cast your
vote for:

1. County Council

2. Judge, Orphan's Court

3. Clerk, Circuit Court

4. Register of Wills

5. Sheriff

6. State's Attoiney

7. State Senate

8. House of Delegate::

9. County Executive

z 3 1 4, IV-35
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4305: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for societal purposes from calendars.

__..Suggested Activities

A. At a center displayinga large calendar, the student will read the
calendar to locate information to answer a multiple choice answer sheet.

DirectionS:

C A,LENDAR

t 0 R

M A Y

Circle the
sheet from

1. On wh t day does
a. Monday
b. Saturday

2. On what day does

a. Friday
b. Thursday

3. The 23rd comes
a. Thursday
b. Sunday

on

correct answers on a ditto

the envelope.

the month start?
b. Wednesday
d. Sunday

the month end?
c. Tuesday
d. Saturday

what day?,

c. Friday,

d. Wednesday

4. Twoweks from the 12th is what-date?
c. 19th

d,. 26th
a. 12th

b. 25th

5. What is the date
a. 27th

b. 19th

of the 4th Sunday?
c. 26th
d. 31st

6. How many Sundays are in the month of May?

a. 2 c. 4

b. 19 d. 6

7. What is the date of Mother's Day?
a. 2 c. 12

b. 19 d. 18

402



B. Given a copy of a monthly calendar, the student will read the calendar
to_locate and mark the dates-required to answer given questions.

Directions: Read a calendar,and complete the
following activities.

1. Mark all Mondays with-aredX.

2. Underline the dates in the second complae week.

3. Draw a circle around all holidays in the month.

4. Make a box around the dates of a "three-day weekend."

I
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4401:. Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from newspaper ads.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on gaining information from a car advertisement, the
student will read the ad and give written answers to the questions.

Directions: 1. Look over the advertisement.

2. Put your name, the number ,-)f the

activity, and the tit'
station on the top of p-ier.

3. Answer the following questions.
4. When you are finished, come and get

the answer card to check your paper.
The Answer Box is on my desk.

CAR

AcIveri-ise-rnmer

1. Which car costs the most money? How much?

2. Do two cars cost the same? How much?

3. Which car has been driven 25,000 miles?

4. Which car is the newest one?

5. Which cars are the oldest?

6. Which car has a blue vinyl top?

7. What is the name of the car dealer?

8. What are the hours the dealer is opened?

9. -Where is the dealer?

1

10. Which car has steel belted radial tires?
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B. At a center on gaining information from a sales leaflet or handbill,
'the- .student will read the front page of the leaflet or handbill

to give information and record his answers on paper.

LEAFLET - HANDBILL

Directions: Read the Leaflet-Handbill above. Using
your own pencil and paper, answer the .

questions below. Check your own papers
by getting Answer Key 41 from the teacher.

1. How long does the sale last?

2. When does the sale end?

3. Name the stores where this sale is to take place?

4. Where are the stores located?

5. What are the hours that_the stores are open?

6. Which store is open on Sunday?

7. How do you get a free $1.00 gift certificate?

8. Write the line that tells that the store will not
be responsible for errors in typing?

9. What charge cards 011 be accepted?

10. What articles are on sale according to this page?

C. Given the section on classified ads from a newspaper, the student will
read to find information about obtaining a job and fill in 7.he

sheet with the correct telephone number or address.

Dilections: Read the classified ads to find answers

to the following questions.

What telepho e number might you call or where might
you apply if you were interested in one of the
following jo/bos:

1. Dental Assistant
2. Cleaning Woman

3. Telephone Operator
4. Plumber
S. Cashier

405
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6. Typist-Clerk
7. Auto Mechanic
8. Security Guard
9. Teacher's Aide

10. Sales Person
11. Baker
12. Counter,Girl_

. 13. Police Chief
14.,T Supply Clerk

15.' Truck Driver
16. Insurance agent
17. Sewing Machine Operator

D. Given the newspaper clipping of local store advertisements, the student
will be able to use the food headings to answer the multiple choice
questions.

Directions: Display a page from the local newspaper.
Prepare a multiple choice worksheet.

REM aoK IDA

CELERY.... sot4 n. . 5
New wHITE

POTATOES... .qAFT.. e 89 1

01A N

PEARS... 4.. 2.9#
RED w iN ESA P

APPLES,.. ,31,.. q4`

zuky SWEET M.

"oft.s , 59ORANGis
NEW FR ESN

M USN ROOMS .. lob. -1 9

206
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Multiple Choice Worksheet

This newspaper clippiftg says that:

1. Celery is selling for:
a. 25¢ a stalk
b. 25¢ a bunch

c. 25¢ a pound

2. Mushrooms are:
a. 79¢ each
b. 79¢ a can

c. poisonous

3. Potatoes are:
a. 89¢ for 5 pounds
b. 89¢ for 1 pound

c. poisonous

4. The apples for sale are:
a. "Red Winesap"
b. "Red Delicious"
c. "Fresh from Florida"

5. The oranges are:
a. not for sale
b. from California

c. 59¢ for each orange

d. 89¢ for a 3 pound bag
e. 69¢ for a 3 pound bag

d. 79¢ a pound

e. not for sale

d. 69¢ for 3 pounds

e. Can't tell...not enough facts

d. left over from last year

e. poisonous

d. from New York State
e. from Florida

E. At a center displaying several pages of food store ads from the newspaper,
the student will read the ads to (1) make up a shopping list and
(2) choose the foods to include in his favorite meal.

Directions: 1. Read all the ads. Choose at least
six items and make a shopping list.
Be a wise shopper and buy at the store

with the best prices. Fill in the

following shopping list form.
2. Think of your favorite meal. List the

foods you would like to eat for that meal.
Write the price next to the item. Total
the items and you are finished.

Item Quantity Price Per Unit,1 Total Price Store

I
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F. At a center where the movie section of a newspaper is displayed, the
student will read the movie calendar and ads to locate information to
answer questions given.

Directions: 1. Read the question on each colored pocket.
2. Take a colored paper.from the pocket and

write the answers for the colored pocket
on that color of paper.

3. Return it to the back of the pocket.
4. Be sure to write your name on it.

Sample Questions

1. If your eight-year-old sister wants to go to the movies,
, list three movies she should see.

2. If your mother and dad are going to a movie which two
movies would they go to without taking you?

3. Which movie theaters are showing the same movies?

4. Which movies would be likely to scare you?

IV-42



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4402: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from bills.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a gas and electric bill, the student will be able to obtain
information to answer a set of questions.

ANNUAL PERCENTARE RATE

ON !TENS FINANCED 4*

MUClir
I-IStosaltil Sill 11-111stay Ostia

CE-C/1(

DISTRICT OFFICES
AN-APIIIIS MU

ARMOR MITI
$1-1010 111-/1111

IEL Ail 21 mums sT
$354111

LAM us MEIN ST
M-1161

WESTNINSTEI is I NEWSY

so-flu.vs-nn

COVERED TIT OAS OR STEAM MON

AUG 1410 SEP 13
15100 COVERED SY ELECTRIC MIND

AUG 14T0 SFP 13

r jp Yn. c P F

NM WADDLED WAITING OATS

OCT 15 /74
LAST DAY TO PAY NIT TOTAL

OCT 7/74
READING I UNIT USED 1 NET AMOUNT

GAS 7630 51 10.62

ELEC 1067 780 32.67

CH &RG'ES FOR USE SHOWN WV

EMP 57.00

Sas NW Its As Iil Stein NW
Cslic TM I llolosalt MM, IN Posisfs J 57.00

ELECTRIC INVMONALENTAI ,SURCHAROI STA1

ISILLS LYE ON PRESENTATION .13 1.67

DOLLED TO DATE USED TO DATE I DIFFERENCE

43.29

59.33

Sample Questions

13.71CR

57.00

1. What is the period covered in this billing?

2. What is the cost of electricity for this period?
3. When is the next scheduled reading date?

4. How many units of gas were used in this period?
5. What is EMP?
6. What amount of money is in the credit account?

7. How much of the bill was paid for taxes?

8. When is the next scheduled reading,date?

jJ
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B. Given a copy of a store bill, the student will read to elicit necessary
information to the questions which accompany it.

*PLEASE DIRECT ANT INQUIRY TO TOUR NEAREST SEARS STONE ON TO THE ADDRESS SHOWN ABOVE.
DATE Remus

Newar
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION

Soo nano side lw am OWN dawiptios of Ws dwwwwat maws Wanted Mow. CHARMS
PAYMENTS

AND CREDITSM. I Ow

OR2
C8F0

SS0PGIRLS
1340CATALOG

\

E TEENS WEARING APPAREL 77
SALE 77

,
.

I

.i.13 .tA

.

ACCOUNT NUMBER IONS DATE PREVIOUS BALANCE NEW BALANCE IZNIMUM PAYMENT

54 801123 31557 4 SEP- 03 1474 17.03CR 19.15 10.00
The ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE of the FINANCE CHARGE is18% on the first
$500 of the AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE and12 % on that portion of the AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE

in excess of $500. The AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE excludes any purchases added during the
monthly billing period and any unpaid Finance Charge.

TO Vtid a FiSOPLI DOW
Nal arintk pay " elm"
Illtir 1' days kmailli"

tflaraitrifig:thpir ka II"
w ewe with. 30s.ssfros

Ipialtdir Theywnegye.
sadlwyser Firm Chap.

14351419 Rev. 2/74 NOTICE: Sao mans aids for important Information. ligmi oe log Sitopputi to Stan

Questions

1. What is the total amount due?
2. What number is important to give when raising a

question about this bill?
3. What per cent of interest would be charged on an

amount less than $ 00?
4. What would the ann 1 interest charge be on $480?
S. On what day was the wearing apparel purchased?
6. How soon must this ill be paid in order to avoid

paying a finance cha ge?
7. What is the significance of $17,03 which is shown under the

.previous balance?
8. What is the smallest payment you are permitted to

make toward this bill?

210



C. Given copies'of several repair bills for an automobile, the student
will be able to categorize the bills as samples of good or poor types

of bills.

Center Idea

I need my car repaired

I would go to I would not go to

(pockets to hold the names of

the companies)

Directions: Write the names of the companies
on tag strips.

Sample Bills

0
"DOES" FIX-IT
Car Repair

Fix Brakes
parts $30.00
labor 80.00
Total $120.00

FINE MOTORS
Repair Estimate May 8

Install new brake shoes
on all 4 wheels $64.00

Adjust brakes. 12.00

Brake fluid 4.50

Labor 32.00

Total $112.50

2
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D. Given a copy of a bill for a repair order, the student will read to
elicit the necessary information and answer the questions to show
his understanding of the bill.

Sample Bill

Radio-TV-Appliance Repair Order 157263

Estimate ABC Electronics Inc. Date
123 Border Parkway

Pick-up Manlot, Maryland Home Call

Del. Shop Job

cr

Customer Phone

Address City

Bill to: above Type of unit

Make Model Contract or Warranty

charge C.O.D. Perfotmance Defect

Sian Tubes Each Ext Quan Parts-and Material Used Pric-

1 12Jq6 4.05
1 SHgb 5.15

Total 9.20 Total parts and materials 9.21

Rn4or labor performed Majorlabor

* replaced 2 tubes Pick-up service

* cleaned tuner Tax

Total

Sample Questions

1. How much were the total labor charges?
2. Was the set delivered to the shop or picked up by the

repairMan?
3. How many parts were installed?
4. What is a 12JQ6?
S. How much does the SHgb cost?
6. How much did it cost to have the T.V. set repaired?

4.2



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4403: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from saZes policies.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a store service contract, the student will read to
elicit the information necessary to answer the questions about the
contract.

Directions: Pick one set and try it.

Questions on Examining a Sales Agreement

Set I

1. Whose responsibility is it to see that products are
installed according to proper building codes and
regulations?

2. Will this service contract guarantee you free_
service for all types of repairs?

Set II

1. Are you guaranteed immediate service on your
product?

2. If you move, will this contract still be valid?

Set III

1. According to the information on this contract -
would it be more sensible for you to have a
Shop Service or an At Home Service contract if
you bought a freezer?

2. If you do not require service on your product within
one year, what happens to your money?

3. What possible disadvantage might there be in requesting
a service contract?

2 '1
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THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING US TO SERVE YOU

CALL for local srvlt

NO.I
PRODUCT

NOMODEL

MOSE
PURCHASE

DATE
AIL

ri iii

DATE

' EXPIP1',

SHOP SERVICE ONLY AT 140Pit S
My bring hem his Wardsi Me. ...mt., A V

CASH CNARG-ALL ACCOUNT

1:3 CHARG-ALL PLUS ACCOUNT

AT

BY

y$4.<4;15/1RDS SILVER SERVICE CC:1711ACa 5
4la
)1a

,44Ig

"WA

Aq i

"14f,

Services provided on shop contracts are performed
only at a Wards store, and the purchaser shall deliver
and pick up the merchandise for such service. Service

4 / callt are made to the purchaser's home on all home
contracts This contract is void if the merchandise is
used commercially or on a rental basis.

Services shall normally be available and rendered
during regular woriollg hours of Wards customary
work week, unless othetwise specified on back of this

Wards endeavors to render prompt service at all times.
but is not responsible for delays due to the inability
of manufacturers to supply replacement parts, or due
to strikes, or for any reasons beyond Wards control.

GENERAL CONDITIONS APPLYING TO ALL CONTRACTS
In consideration of payment by the' purchaser of the
price indicated. Wards agrees to provide the
purchaser, upon request, with such service and
functional parts as may be necessary to maintain
proper operation, under normal use and service, of
the product specified herein, for the period shown.
To the extent that such %service or parts are covered.
by a merchandise guarantee for any pert of the period
of this contract, the price herein specified has been
reduced to compensate for such coverage.

IV-48

contract.

This contract dbes not cover services made necessary
as a result of fire, theft, acts of God, accidental
demo,. abuse, neglect, unauthorised alterations, or
soy other cause originating outside the product

covered by this contract, it:berm.] repairs required ri
any external antenna sycipm o' any part of 11,e
aster, gas, or electr If cop{ t, including tt,
replacement of blown fuses or vie correction of
defects in the house wiring System Service or
maintenance of light bulbs, porcelain enamel

cabinets and interior or 'exterior finish is also

excluded.

It is the responsibility of the owner to install al,
products in compliance with all existing building
codes and regulations.

On gas-'appliances this contract dues not include
service required to relight the pilot due to the
interruption of local gas service nor does it include
servidr.yesulting from fluctuations in gas pressure or
changes in the type of gas after vist3Ilation.

Services required to reinstall il,r product in a new
location at the same or chi fe,ent address, will be
furnishes,. by Wards. upon fen eu at regular rates
and Wilds will continue (hi maintenance of the
product through the unexpired portion of the
contract.

If, however, the purchaser changes his residence to a.
are') where service is not supplied by Wards, the.
agseetrent shall be automatically cancelled. and thi
purititer shall be refunded, upon request, the unuse,'
portibn of this contract, the same to be determineu
on a pro rata basis.

Y FROMM SOLD SY WARDS CAILSCOVEREDEASIlyatXRVICE CONTRACT



B. Given an extended Warranty Agreement, the student will read it to
elicit necessary information to fill in missing key words on a
dittoed sheet that are necessary for comprehension of the warranty.

Directions: 1. Read the warranty carefully.
2. Fill in the key words missing from

the statements below.
3. Write your own definition of the

words to show why they were
considered important.

Questions

1. This warranty is good only if the
purchaser presents it.

2. The warranty is good for service on the product
only if it has had use.

3. The company will give prompt service unless there
is a reason

4. If the buyer moves out of a service he is entitled
to a refund based on basis of time.

I
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4404: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from consumer information.

Suggesed Activities

A, At a center on gaining information from a seed package the student
will read to gain information to give written answers to questions.

Directions: Read the information given on the
seed package below. Then answer the questions

'on your paper. Put your finished
paper on the teacher's desk.

Questions

1. Write the word that means:

a. To dig up
b. A large piece of dirt
c. A line dug in the ground
d. To throw seeds
e. Smooth with the top
f. To take out extra plants
g. To dig up, the ground around plants

2. Draw a garden with five rows of carrots in the middle.

3. Put five rows of other vegetables on the sides of the
carrots.
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B. Given a chart listing the color efficient/ ratings of television,
the student will be able to interpret the chart and answer
multiple choice questions.

Directions: Read the chart oelow and answer the
questions by putting a circle around .

the letter of the correct item.

TELEVISION % OF COLOR

BRAND EFFICIENCY

AdmirM 89

Magnavox 94

Philco 88

R.C.A. 92

Sears 91

Sony 90

Wards 89

Zenith 94

1. Which of these brand, has the least efficient

color?

a. Magnavox
b. Philco
c. R.C.A.

d. Sears
e. None of these is least

efficient, but one is
tied with some other
brand fbr lowest rating.

2. Which of these brands has the most efficient color?

a. Magnavox
b. Philco

c. R.C.A.

d. Sears
e. None of these is most

efficient, but one is tied
with some other brand for
highest rating.

3. Which of these T.V. sets cost the most?

a. Admiral

b. Magnavox
c. Zenith

IV-52

d. They all cost the most.

e. Can't tell...not enough facts



C. After reading a warranty statement on a product, the student will be
able to show his understanding of the warranty by answering multiple

choice questions.

Directions: Read the warranty and answer the
questions by encircling the correct item.

Sample Warranty and Questions

GENERAL ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC CLOTHES WASHER

WARRANTY

If -your new General Electric

Automatic Washer fails because
dt a manufacturing defect within
-one year from the date of
original purchase, General Electric
will repair the product at no
charge to you. Both parts and
service labor are included.

1. This warranty is good for:

a. 1 year

b. 2 years

c. 3 years

2. The warranty is for:

a. a dishwasher
b. a car washer
c. a clothes washer

d. 4 years
e. Can't tell...not enough facts

d. a floor washer
e. a dish-washer
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D. Given a label of a fabric, the student will be.ab'e to write the answers
to the questions.

Directions: Read the label and answer the questions
below.

Sample

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

ANOTHER FUN FABRIC FROM_PEERLESS MILLS

CONTENTS: 100% Perlan Acrylic fiber

ADVANTAGES: The fiber in this garment offers smooth
comfort and is ideal either for outerwear
or next to the skin. Little shrinking or
stretching. Delightfully warm, yet
lightweight. Easy to care for;
excellent washability; little or no
ironing needed. Moth and mildew-proof,
nonallergenic.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: Remove oily stains before washing.
Wash by machine at low temperature.
or hang up to dry. If ironing is
desired, use cool iron only.

Peerless Mills, Rale4, North
Carolina

QUESTIONS:

1. What are the contents of this fabric?

2. What company produces the fabric?

3. What are the advantages of this fabric?

4. How do you wash this material?

5. What instructions are given for ironing?

1



GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4405: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from government pamphlets.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a leaflet about the Army Reserve from the Department of the Army
and a questionnaire about the leaflet, the student will read to elicit
information from the leaflet and answer the questions.

Directions: Reid the leaflet and answer the questions
below.

Questions

It pays to go to meetings for
many reasons.

You get about $48 for a week-
end of training. Plus frequent raises!

That adds up to aroiind $690
your first year, counting what you
get for sumnier camp.

You get full PX privileges every
time you go to a meeting.

You get retirement points for
each meeting plus other fringe
,I,efits like life insurance while
you're traveling hack and forth to
meetings.

And much, much more.

THE ARMY RESERVE.
fr PAYS TO GO TO MEETINGS.

1. How manrjobs are taught in the Army Reserve?
2. For each weekend of training you will receive about how

much pay?
3. When are you eligible to use the PX?

4. If you are involved in an accident on your way to
your Army Reserve meeting, what would your fringe benefit be?

5. Where would you write for more information about the Army

Reserve?

41.
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B. Given a leaflet on "Today's Army" from the Department of the Army and
a questionnaire about the leaflet, the student will complete the
questionnaire.

Directions: Read the leaflet and answer the
questions below.

Vez7:171; aarray
Is= ozro toGur.*'111:

To many young men and women,
today's Army is an attractive, meaningful
alternative to a lob or career in civilian life
Here are some of the things we offer

$32610 d month to start
tiNetore deductions)

A idl`o: to $363 30 after four
months

Redular raises arid promotions
Free medical and dental care
Food and housing provided
30 days paid vacation each year
)ver 300 good, steady lobs

:ient training courses
A ( t rave;
k:11,6107-.1",1 Averimie

benefits
Thf C;I

,11:y

Questions

If you'd like more into] mation
about the opportunities for yi)ii ul
today's Army, fill out and m.ill curd
today for our free booklet There's no
obligation No postage accessary

Pkesesendmcyourfreebooklet
Mw
Mr DM off 114th

Adel's§

Coy

Soe S..: No

Edoriosup
711;;;1Znli ..0 / / 1 I

1. Which words indicate that your take home pay will be
less than $326.00 a month?

2. List the three things which the Army offers that
would most make you want to foin:

3. How long a leave or vacation would you get yearly?
4. Is this information for both sexes? What tells you so?

5. What do they request you do if you fill out the request
for a booklet with more information?

6. Why would the Army be considered a good Educational
opportunity?
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GOAL IV: GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4406: Students wiZZ read to elicit necessary information
for the home from contracts.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a receipt, the student will read the receipt to elicit information
to give answers to questions asked on a ditto sheet.

Directions: Read the receipt. Answer the

questions.

WORCESTER COUNTY
Bike-A-Thon

Sponsor Receipt
Date

I plan to ride a bike forthe retarded citizens on Saturday,
April 20, 1974.

My ride will be: (Please check below the ride contracted
to complete)

5 mile 10 mile 30 mile 50 mile 100 mile

Pocomoke
Snow Hill
Berlin

Ocean Pines

%./

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI

This receipt is given to John 1.(183 acknowledging the amount of

$ 1.00 contributed to the Bike-A-Thon.

Nary Da111.6
(Signed-Rider)

Questions

1. Who received the receipt'
2. Who gave the receipt?

3. On what date was the receipt given?

4. How much did John contribute?

5. How far did Mary plan to ride?
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B. Given a proposal contract from a company for roofing and siding,
the student will read the proposal contract to complete a
multiple choice worksheet. (Use attached form)

Directions: Read the following contract (next page)
and complete the statements by
underlining the correct answer.

1. The contractor will
a. Use your materials
b. Furnish some of the materials
c. Provide all the materials

2. If a worker is hurt on the job he will
a. Claim Workmen's Compensation
b. Sue you
c. Be covered by Workmen's Compensation and Public

Liability Insurance

3. You must pay for this job by paying
a. The amount when the contract is signed
b. 10% down when-contract is signed and the balance

within 30 days after the job is completed
c. 10 down and balance in 30 days from time contract

is signed

1



FROM

F----Now
Street
City_
S tele
Tale

IArrellbaa
The above pries, specIficotions sof ellndideeis ors morpled. PilysbeelowiN be Made metal lath above.

}Proposal
C' -ARLES C . CONNELL CO.

RO ING AND SIDING CONT.
NOwrmarrpt /%e.. ELIIIMENIt

Wft 114 NGTO .131rLAWARIC
6411-1110111

Page N0.1

Proposal No.

Sheet No.

Date 4 -2 - ?4
1

Propos.' Submitted To Work To Be Pwformed At

11

Street and
Oty
Date of Plans asap
Architect
Color of siding: Erend :

State

We will furnish aN the required materiels. stridt we rearms, will be as specified, and we will perform all the labor requirectfor the
of

1. Install ir.Fulated siding to existingelepboard siding except area enclo
ty side parch.

2. Install V-Orpove softiflax to s,ll overhangs. except porch.

3. Custom trim 16 window frames, IF9 door frames with white Ilumlnum. Also

4. Custom trtm all fades, install A complete Alcoa to white aluUmws

and si:Quting_ system except ,touch._

5t Install five- rs shutters on fr t f re

Thlacta Alto fratfaVi
.*it pie meow for thulium of

forty Three Hundred Ndnty Hire and No/Cents
with payments to be made as Mows:
10% d_e2EsesituonacceteritneatOdatae
This offer of contract will remain effective until

for above work-end completed 4n a

11011111114 4095.00

oftletiont_
5 -2 -74.

Chops in the above apecifications may by made only upon moires ellommIPMANd litre chinos will b, made. AMWeanedni pre
omstInsont upon slates, accidents or delays beyond our contra. VOIMII to Gerry fire, tornado and other mammy mesa oo upon
Mime cork. Our worker asa fuNy emend by Workmen's Oslipsnestion and Public nobility Inserance. This propomi may be
withdrawn by us at any time before soteptenos.

Ex Igo*: 10st-4:L. peut

LES C. CONNELL CO.

1.1:4 TIC' H



GOAL GAINING INFORMATION

Objective 4407: Students will read to elicit necessary information for
the home from lease agreements.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a lease agreement, the student will read the terms
of the lease carefully and write answers to the questions which
accompany it.

Directions: Read the following lease (next page)
and answer the questions below.

Questions

1. Under what circumstances would the lease (tenant)
not be responsible for paying rent?

2. Is the landlord required to send a bill for the
rent each time it is due? (Give the sentences
which answer this).

3. What is your interpretation of "not commit or
suffer waste"?

4. What does "A.D." stand for?

5. What should the condition of the premises be when
the lessee is ready to surrender the premises at
the time of the expiration of the lease?

6. What is the amount of the rent per month?

7. When does this lease expire?

1V-60



Zbio leak
THAT
Hma Lass TO
the promisee situate iat the of

booed):

in the County of
and State of described as follows:

With tha appurtenances thereto. for the term-of / 1.4.4° commencing

tans. 19frat a rental of 7. o0
dollars per me m4.4 'peva& Kt, 0'1;-,SA oeccy of each

444:pion in9 rie e t,
SAID Iaeese AGUE is OW, sad rent, mho said pansies shall be destroysd or rendered untesantoble

hr fire or ether unaroidoile accident; to set onessesit a en, wale; to not use said premises for asp Woeful
mum; to not MOOS this base, or andorkt aid prosiest, any port thereof, or permit the isle e'
interest hireis by lepai profess, without the origin ossesenti4s.oaid knew ; to not use said premien or any pert
therm/ siolation of any km NM* to Ind el *aspiration of this lease, is surrender
*sat Foam is as good soodilies as thy now um or sop be pat lop said lesser , tuasonsble wear and unatuid-
able oamoltiss, oondssinolion or approprioliess exespled. Upon nonpagmant N sir said rest for
dam ultsr it shad knew duo, and without demand made therefor; or if said lam or sap assignee of this lase
shall sake an 1164111110111 for the WO if creditors; or if proceedings in bankruptcy shall be instauted by or
*int lases or any assignee; or ifs maim or *mete, be appointed for the property of the lame or any se-
oilmen or if this kin by oporallon of law pees to sap porson or persons; or if said lessee or any assignees shall
fah) keep any of the other etwenante of this lows, it shall b s lawful for said lessor , heirs or
assigns, into said prangs's to rousler, sod the same to haw again, repossess onjop, as in first and
former mob; and thereupon this less and heroin contained on the said lessor behalf to be done and
;reformed, shall cam Moraine, and be utterly

SA4PLISSOR ACMES (said lame having performed obligations under

this lease) that said lessee shall quietly hold and occupy said premises during said term without

amviindranos-or- -molestation by said lessor , heir or any person lawfully

claiming under them.

Signed this day of A. D.19

(iardortei 18 VMS I, Pon S. Pas 188)

(Ovw)
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B. Given a copy of a lease agreement, the student will read to elicit
the information necessary to answer the following questions.

Directions: Read a copy of a lease and answer the
following questions.

I_ Questions

1. When does the lease start and end?

2. What is the amount of rent per month?

3. When and to whom must the rent be paid?

4. What, if anything, does the lease say about the
number of people who may live in the apartment?

5. What does the lease say about electrical appliances?

6. What does it say about subletting?

7. What does the lease-say about automatic renewal?

8. Are all the promises the landlord made to you in
writing in the lease?

9. What are the services provided, such as trash pickup?

10. Are all the blank spaces of the lease filled in before

you sign?
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GOAL V
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5101: Students will read to report personal information on

school forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a simplified form, the student will complete the form correctly.

Sample

MAKE MR. BEAR HAPPY

Write the answers to his questions..

1. What is your name?

My name is .

2. Where do you live?

3. What is your telephone number?

My telephone number'is

4j3

If you could answer my
questions you have made
me happy! Draw a smile
on my face.

)

.........011

V-1
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B. Given a School Enrollment Card, the student will read the card to
answer questions about the personal information on the card,

Directions: Read the card and answer the questions
below.

upi s Name Last, first, middle)

(please print)

arse}/ ale5ce. Lee.

2. Grad . Section 4. Homeroom Teac er

49 inOort.

P . Number 6. Date of Birth

1P3-piNI 7/1 0

. Sex

g ila(
. Last School Attended,

Sher oat. ilemeniay

. Home Address Zip Code

14975 Eahhellars 1;ast &ad. 21)731.-
10. Home Phone

9-A4-42,443

11. Physid.an's Name and Phonea Wolf 921-22_,00
12. Dentist's Nme and Phone

_Dr. a "Ilei)( 924- Zre0

Questions

1. Is this person a boy or girl?

2. Would the card be filed before or after
Alice Ann Dorsey?

3. In an emergency what doctor would be called?
0

4. How old is Jesse?

C. At a center on reading to report personal information on the answer
sheet for the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the student will read the

completed sample on a chart and complete his own form.

gal



D. Given a Maryland State ' cholarship Programs leaflet and forms, the
student will read to -eport personal information and complete the
application for a State of Maryland Scholarship.

Directions: Read the scholarship application form
and fill in the appropriate information.

APPLICATION FOR A
STATE OF MARYLAND SCHOLARSHIP

(All awards will be dependent upon action by the General Assembly.)

Type or print all information except your signature in
the spaces or boxes provided.

1.

NAME AND SEX

Lajt I 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 I I I I I I I

First
1 1 1 1 1

M.1

M
F

2.
DATE
OF BIRTH

(Use numbers only)

Month Day
19 1

Year

a.

Nis:: L
SECURITY
NUMBER

1 1 I I 1 1

School

4.
SECONDARY Principal or Headmaster
SCHOOL

COLLEGE
CHOICE.

Street

S. Are your parents
RESIDENCE Maryland residents? Yes No

8a.
PERMANENT Number and Street
HOME
ADDRESS

City State & Zip

9.

TELEPHONE
o NUMBER

O

8

1
0

0

1

City State & Zip
_-

Give the co er and name of your first choice
Irlarsr college according to the list on page 9.

Number Name

C.TiLLT.OE
STUDENTS

Check here if you are -urrently *Twilled in college.
Give the code number ivid name of the college you
expect to attend in 1975-76 according to the list on
page 9.

I I

L
.umber Name I authorize the use of my SAT scores

and PCS for this application.

2
;7.0

9
C

3 rol 1 1

10.
CIRCLE THE COD; NUMBER FOR THE
COUNTY OR CITY IN WHICH YOU LIVE.

CSS use only

Baltimore City 00 Harford County 18
Allegany County 07 Howard County
Anne Arundel County 08 Kent County 20
Baltimore Counts 09 Montgomery County 21
Calvert County 10 Prince George's County 22
Caroline County 11 Queen Anne's County 23
Carroll County 12 Saint Mary's County 2
Cecil County 13 Somerset County 25
Charles County ' 14 Talbot County 26
Dorchester County 15 Washington County 27
Frederick County 16 Wicomico County 28
Garrett County 17 Worcester County 29

11.
NAME OF
STATE SENATOR

See special instructions on page 4.

12.
GIVE THE CODE NUMBER FOR THE
SENATORIAL DISTRICT IN WHICH YOU LIVE.

Number

I have taken, or plan
7. to take, the SAT
SCHOLARSHIP ) Date
IIXAIAINATION I have taken, or plan

to take, the ACT on
Date

Date

APPLICANT'S
SIGNATURE

5 6
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E. Given an application form for a Senatorial Scholarship, the student
will read the form, complete a worksheet, and fill in the form.

Directions: Read the scholarship corm, answe
the questions below, and then
complete the form.

Questions

1. If you are a resident of Harford County what
must you do to submit your application?

2. What does the word pertinent mean in the following
statement? "I have furnished per inent information
as checked and listed below."

3. For what year is the application f r the scholarship

submitted?

4. If you have not been accepted in college at the
time you submit the ilication what must you

do? Why?

5. What stipulation is made if you plan to board?

6. What is meant by special family circumstances?

7. Who must sign the application other than

yourself?

8. To be considered a full-time student you must
enroll for how many hours work?

,



i APPLICATION FOR A SENATORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

FROM:

Must be submitted to your State Senator (NOT U.S. Senator) by December 15.1974.
Do not submit before November 6, 1974.

Name and Sex of Applicant

Home address

MO F 0 Phone

City or Town Zip Code

Dear Senator:

I would like to be considered for a Senatorial Scholarship to

Social security number

Name of college and branch

College or University for the 1975-76 academic year. I have furnished pertinent information as checked and listed below.

O 1, I took, or will take, the SAT or the ACT on , 19 .

O *2. I filed the State of Maryland Scholarship Application Card AND the Parents' Confidential Statement (PCS) with
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jolty, on , 19

O 3. I graduated, or will graduate, from High School in , 19

1:3 4. As of November 6, 1974,1 was (or will be) a legal resident of the Senatorial District of the State of
Maryland. My State Senator's name is

O 5. I have been accepted 0 YES
by the college. 0 NO (1 will mail you a copy of my acceptance as soon as 1 receive it. I understand

that I may not be considered for an award until you receive this copy of my
acceptance.)

O 6. I will be a'commuting (day) student.

O 7. 1 will be a boarding student (living en campus or in college-approved housing).

O 8. I will be enrolled as a full-time student (minimum 12 semester flows) during the regular academic year
(September 1975 to June 1976).

O 9. I have or will have successfully completed at least 24 coilege credits at the time of appointment.
In 1975-76, 1 will be in my year

O 10. Other financial aid 1 have accepted or expect to receive

O 11. Special family circumstances, such as separated or divorced parents, unusual medical hills, disability, and so on
I Please attach separate sheet /

Father's signature ,Sfother's signature

Application Card AND the PCS must he filed before December 15, 1974, for Lonsideration for a State 01 Mars land St.hotarship fot the
1975-76 academe year,

2115302 074985 204818 Pr:1147E01N U.S.A.

431
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5102: Students will read to report /personal information

on tax fbrms.

//
Suggested Activities

A. Given an Employee's Maryland Wi holding Exemption Certificate, the

student will read to understand the form, answer questions about
the form oh a worksheet, and then complete the form.

Diregtions: Read the form, answer the questions,
and then complete the form.

FORM MW 50i
COMPTROLLER OF THE,TREASURY

INCOME TAX Dp/ISION

Print full name

Pilot home addreEs

EMPLOYEE: /
Mathis M. hill

yommOmm. Mau
trim M NM trill
MU Mt haw let
kw pow wirm
estmemptim.

EMLOYER:
KmolMmiduft

Wilymmrimmk H
MemOmmisMIMmi
M Mrs Weld*,
many ummises. Wily

Ms Ompreflor 0 Me
Timm.

1.

2.

3

4.

5.
6.

EMPLOYEE'S MARYLAND WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE

Social Security No.

City State

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS
If SINGLE, and you claim an exemption, write the figure "1"
If MARRIED, one exemption each for husband and wife if not claimed on another certificate.
(a) If you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure "2")
(b) If you claim one of these exemptions. write the figure "1" }
(c) If you claim neither of these exemptions, write "O'
Exemptions for age and blindness:
(a) If you or your wife will be 65 years of age or older at the end of the year, and you claim this exemp-

tion, write the figure "1"; if both will be 65 or older, and you claim both of these exemptions, write
the figure "2" .

(b) If you or your wife are blind, and you claim this exemption, write the figure "1"; if both are blind,
and you claim both of these exemptions, write the figure "2"

If you claim exemptions for one or more dependents, write the number of such exemptions. (Do not
claim exemption for a dependent unless you are qualified under instruction 3 on other side)
Add the number of exemptions which you have claimed above and write the total
Additional withholding per pay period under agreement with employer

I CERTIFY that the number of withholding exemptions claimed on this certificate does not exceed the number to which I am entitled,

and that I am a resident of. (Signed).
County or Haltimoee City DM!

Questions

1. What is this form for?

2. Who do you lile this form with?

3. What type of writing should you use?

4. How many exemptions should you clain if you are single?

S. If you are married and your husband/wife claims you
as a dependent, how many exemptions do you claim?

6. Can you claim an extra exemption for blindness?

J



B. Given a Short From-1040A, U.S. Individual Tax Return Form,
and the personal information about a fictitious person necessary
to complete the form, the student will read the form and information
given and complete the form correctly.

Directions: Read the data sheet and comply the

tax return form with informat in from

the data sheet.

DATA SHEET

Walter E. Booker lives at 5211 East High Street
in Catonsville, Maryland, 21043. His wife's name is

Mary Jane. She stays home and takes care of the

children: Walter, Jr., (3), and Beth (5). Mr. Booker

works at the Bethlehem Steel Corporation in Sparrows
Point, Matyland, 21222. He earns approximately
$18,000 a year. His Social Security number is
123-65-231. His wife's number is 643-85-001. He

has earned $45.16 in stock dividends and $30.50 in
savings account interest.- He has had $1,964.73 withheld
from his salary for federal income tax. He and his
wife wish to contribute to candidates for public
office.

(Include any other pertinent information)

Note to Teachers:

Th I.R.S. will send you a complete kit to aid you

in te
a

c ing the understanding of tax forms. It includes

a Teach r's Manual, Book for Students, and Tax Forms.

V-7



Short Form 1040A U.S. Imilvidral ham Tax Raton Department of the Treasury
internal Revenue SSIVICO 1973

1
I
I

haw (if OW rears, she first MOM NMI MISIIIM if loth) I Lest name

Praia Imre address (Nuabst and straw. lectern( @pertinent nanier, w tend routs)

COUNTY OF
RESIDENCE

Your social security number

Spouse's social security no.

C10, bun w pad Mb,. Weft ad ZIP cob

PAN ( Spouse's Ilm
Ocas- Yours lir

Filing Statuscheek only one:
1 Single
2 0 Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

Married filing separately. If spouse is also filing, give spouse's
axial secwlty number hi designated space above and enter full

name here
4.0 Unmarried Heed of Household
5 0 Wldow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died iiio 19 )

111 Preeldential EisctIon Campaign Fund. Check if you wish to designate $1 of your taxes for this fund. If joint return,
check If spouse wishes to designate $1. Note: This will not increase your tax or reduce your refund. Se* note on beck.

EXeMpti01111 Regular / 65 or over / Blind
la Yourself . . E3

!row
ii Spouse . . .

oridoras

c First names of your dependent children who lived with

you
anew
wumber ow

d Number of other dependents (from line 26) . . . P.

7 Total exemptions claimed P.

9 Wages, salaries, tips, and other employee compensation . . inesetteall, Farah earditilles.)

1011 Dividends (3...,:irsr34") $ , 10b Lass endwise S... , lialsoce P.

11 Interest income
12 Total (add lines 9. 10c, and 11) (Adjusted Gross Income)

9
10c

11

12

If you want IRS to figure your tax, skip the rest of this page and see instructions on papa 3.
If line 12 Is under $10,000 find be in Tables 1-12 and enter on line 17. Illdp lines 13 through 16.

13

14

15

16.

If las 121: $10.000 et owe, enter 15% of line 12 but not more than $2,000 (51,000 if line 3 checked) 13

14Subtract line 13 from line 12
15Matiply total number of exemptions claimed on line 7 by $750 . .

16Taxable income (subtract line 15 from line 14) / 4(Figure tax on amount on line 16 using Tax Rats Schedule X, Y, or Z, end enter on line 17.)

17 Tax, check if from: Tax Tables 1-12 1 OR I_ j Tax Rate Schedule X, y, or Z

111 Credit for contributions to candidates for public office (see instructions on page 4)

19 Income tax (subtract line 18 from line 17). If less than zero, enter zero .

20e20e Total Federal income tax withhold (attach Forms W-2 to front) . .

b Excess FIG tax withheld (two or more employerssee Instructions on page 4)

e 1973 estimated to payments (include amount allowed as credit from 1972 return)

21 Total (add lines 20a, b, and c)
Pep in all with titan. Write sacra minty

22 If line 19 l larger than line 21, enter SALA/0CE DUE IRS *vow wi east w maw Order end MM
mete te lama Mena Seeks 10.

b
c

23 If Nne 21 is larger than line 19, enter amount OVERPAID

24 Amount of line 23 to be REFUNDED TO YOU
25 , Amount of line 23 to be credited on 1974 estimated tax . . . P. ! 25 I I /

MO KUM (b) Relationship (c) Months lived in your (d) Did de- e) Amount YOU ( Amount fun

during year, write 0 or D. Incomes), $750 pendent's support. ERS including de.
home. If born or den ndent hove urnished for de- n shed by OTH-

more/ If 100% write ALL. pendent.

21

22

23

24

5 $

25 Total number of dependents listed In column (a). Enter here and on line 6d P. I

NOM 1972 Presidential Election Campaign Fund Dosignetion.Check if you did not designate $1 of your taxes on your 1972
return, but now wish to do so. If joint return, check if spouse did not designate on 1972 return but now wishes to do so.
West amities of winery, I desists Wet I Mae eramowl Ills etas, melding wesewialai seledelas end statsesets. sad to tile beet of My knowledge and HIM It is ins,
*NM sod wwWW Cabello' if Plasm haw roe isasywi is toed SO MI informstion of Mica he has any henviedge.

Sign Tow .aware

here

V- 8

Date

lawarril iMaligre If illied leiM/y, ems lees sign woe II lily one had Irv:wog

Peewees siestas (ether Om towern) Dee

Adams (ad ZIP Cada P111,1111eS two NM. et Is. bor. lb.
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5103: Students will read to report personal information
on insurance forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a Spiegel's Account Application Form, the student will read
the Budget Power Group Insurance section and answer questions
on a worksheet.

Directions: Read the Budtet Power Group Insurance
and answer the following questions on
a separate sheet of paper.

Questions

1. What items does property insurance cover?

2. How do you pay for property insurance?

,3. ,How are claims paid?

4. 'What is the purpose of credit life insurance?

S. How do you pay for credit life insurance?

6. If you don't want these insurances, must you buy them?

B. Given a large chart containing a. sample application for life insurance,
the student will write his answers to correspond with the numbers
of the blanks on the form.

Directions: 1. Read the insurance form.
2. Number your paper from 1 to 13.
3. Write the required information from

the insurance form on your paper
according to the corresponding numbers.

4 (.



V - 1 0

Use Permanent Ink
for Answers
and Signatures
Policy form desired: (Denote by "Xl

Sterling Hospital and Professional
Comprehensive Medical\ Expanse
Tower Hospital and Surgical Expense

El Standard Hospital and Surgical Expense
Benefit Plan No. /6(3°
Type of policy: Family ri Individual

1 \\ I. it I. sour full name) t Print

Application to the
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (Herein celled)

For Policy Indicated Below Me Company

(K Major iledi cal Expense
Services Level Benefit In-Pat ient - Policy

In-Patient
With Surgical. Rider Plan No.

. .

Premiums Annually Quarterly Check-O-Vatic
payable; Semi-Ann. n Monthly Salary Savings

5 (a) Occupation'

2. Ite.ul iide' I ('Pint i Zip Code
No Street

Pty County ..... __State
Mailin address' 7 Residence Business

3 PlAt e of birth
( chile or foreign «nentry)

(b) Duties'

Age last

birthday'
Date .,t birth' Mu Year j. Years

6 By whom employed'
Business address) No
City

Nature of business?

Street
State . , . Zip Code .

4 i a) What is sour height' feet inches Sex? 7. Marital status: Single Married Divorced
( b) What is our weight' pounds _ Separated Widowed

8 \\ hat family menders Are to he included in the coverage of the policy' (As family members other than yourself, include only your
1 spouse and unniarried children who have not reached thew 18th birthday.)

Names Print)
Relationship Date of Birth
to Applicant
Self (ff to

be included)

Month Day Year
Age last Height Weight
Birthday Sex Feet Inches Pounds

See Nos 3 and 4 above
. .

9

O

a

Has your name or the name of your spouse or of any unmarried child who has not reached his 18th birthday been omitted from the
names listed in statement 8 above' (if yes, give the names and the reasons for omitting )

Names Reason

10 Do you or any of the family members named in statement 8 have hospital, surgical or medical expense insurance, or service con-
tracts. in this or any other company or association, in force or applied for' Of yes. give details )

Company or Association Hospital Daily Benefit Surgical Maximum Medical Expense

I I !lase you or anv of the said family members, within the past five years, had apy treatment, examination, or advice, by a physician
or other practitioner. or at a clinic, hospital, dispensary, or sanatorium? . Of yes, give particulars )

Names Details or Reason Month and Year Duration Physician or Practitioner Hospital of Institution

12 Have you or an of the said family mend;ers ever
o had a surgical operation'

(b i been ad), iced to have a surgical operation that
is as not performed )

(1f yes in either case, give particulars.)

13 (a ) Have you or any of the said family members any deformity, or loss of limbs, or known impairment of sight or hearing'
(b) Have you or any of the said family members ever had, so far as you know, any bodily or mental disease, disorder, abnormal
physical condition, or impairment not referred to in your answers to questions 11 or 12? (if yes in either case, give
particular; )

.1 9



GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5104: Students will read to report personal information

\ on social security forms.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on reporting personal information on a Social Security
form, the student will read the form given as a guide and complete
the form completely and correctly.

Directions: 1. Take a social security form from
pocket A.

2. Using the large form to the right
as a guide, fill in your form
completely and correctly.

3. Follow the Instructions listed to
the side.

4. Place your completed form in Pocket B.

Instructions:
1. Fill in this form completely and correctly.
2. If any information is not known and is

unavailable, writ:, "unknown".
3. 'Print or use a typewritet.

Special Notations:
1. If you do not have a middle name or initial,

draw a line.
2. If you were not born in the United States,

enter the name of the country in which you
were born.

3. If a stepfather, adopting father, or foster
father is given, include the relationship
after the name: for example, "John H. Jones, stepfather."

4. Sign your name as usually written. Do not print
unless this is your usual signature.

V-11



V-12

Materials: Large sample of social security form
2. Question and instruction cards
3. envelopes

B. Given an application fo a social security number, the student will
correctly complete the f rm.

Directions: Read the pplication form (next page)
and fill i, the appropriate information.



This is the front of the form.

APPLICATION FOR A SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
(Of Roplocoment of Loaf Cord)

Inlermetien Furnished On This Fenn Is CONFIDENTIAL

See lessmoctiens ea Dock Print a Sleek or Deli Sloe lei et Us. Typewriter.

tun) FULL NAME o.r Nom.) 111,601 Name oo Monet -ia dtoo. boo

YOU WILL USE IN WORK
OR BUSINESS

DO NOT WRITE IN THE ABOVE SPACE

(Loaf Nemo)

P4.1 FUL
NAME GIVEN
YOU AT BIRTH

PLACE
OP
BIRTH

(Cur') Temmey .l twewl (State)

MOTHER'S FULL NAME AT HER BIRTH Moo wisahn none

5 FULL NAME (Regge41... of ...Ow 1,...11 sr iiew4i

NAPE YOU EVER BEFORE APPLIE.,
FOR OR HAD A SOCIAL SECURITY,
RAILROAD. OR TAX ACCOUNT NUMBER'

YOUR
MAILING
ADDRESS

TODAY'S DATE

yowl (Merrier) ow)
ObTE OF
BERTH

YOUR PRESENT AGE
Moe an las. I.o.W.')

YOUR SEX
MALE FEMALE

TOUR COLOR OR RACE
WRITE NEGRO OTHER_

DON'T III "YES" P.... STATE ...Yes raw sawataal awe DATE yaw werylirm/ owe SOCIAL_ SIECUMTE
NO NOW TES

II n
(NM..., OM 11.. N. P 0 M. or /howl &WO. (Cot,/ S..&

1ELEPNONE NUMBER Sean TOUR NAME NEIVE CD* Net Pr.ni)

yorwsug DivoRTSIE HT inww ..
eon* Uri i,ss

This os the back of the form.

S.,.,'. Iterroo gw.goteNd wyoeld.w.40. in ...Hee SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OF F

NAYS YOU COMPLETED ALL 14 ITEMS?

INSTRUCTIONS

One Number Is All You Ever Flood Fe. hotel Security And Perpene
*coal Attention Shield Be GI... T. boons Listed &Hew

C,)) n this form comoloh y and correctly II any inIonoOtION is not known end is
doble write 'unknon, Use typewriter or print legibly in dark ink

O
Your so c o 1 sic y rd will be typed with the nom* you Show 4n den, i Howihm,
if yOu wont to use the 'ome Shown ,tans 1 which o signed request to this form

© If not born ,n the USA enter the nein, of the country on which you were been

alIf o stepfather, odopting father, 01 foster loth*, is Shown, include the rlotionship
offer nano, fot *.ample 'John H Jones, stepfather "
If you hove ever Worn filled out an OpclieOtton like this for o social security, roil
rood, or to, number, _heti, "yes" even of you never received your crud If you
check "yes," give the nom* of the Stole and the et/prominent data on which you
appliod Also enter y ur loco' Securuty number if you did receive the cord end re
member the number Y uu may find your number on on old tax return, Revolt Slip, or
wog.. statement

if you per your moil Ost Country, without Street oddnrss, Shoo your R
Route, ohd Dos nurnhp, if rit the post oflic, s w yowl P 0 Box No , If there is no
such soy of showing row moil address, show I e town Of post office nom* If mod
tinder yowl none is normally received of tit oddress which you show, use on
"at colt of oddress

Sign your nom. as wSw.l' I y *to Iton Do no, count unless thus is your ulual Mc/nature
snob). to write n rke o mork witnessed by two Wiens who con wile The

vr.IneSSe3 prelerobly should be persons who work with the opplicont and both must
sign Ihus oppliCot.on A pore& guordion, or custodion who complete! Phil (OM On
INtholf of another pars,, should sign his own norm. followed by his tole ot reloton
ship to the oppl.COot, for sounplit, "John Smith, father "I

u s GIFIMMOI Pmam 00110 1971 - Uereffull -

arte Coder

ION OISTMC OP INC! yoo

FOF. LJFIr Lj OF v o.c, I Sio..1 N1) ACCUUu,s

Learning Trends cr All ngtos rese-sd 9
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5105: Students will read to report personal information
on medical forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Provided with a sample copy of a medical health plan, the student will
read to elicit the information necessary to complete the following
questions.

Directions: Read the medical health plan and
fill in the questionnaire.

HEALTH PLAN QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What type of plan is it?
Hospital
Major Medical
Surgical
Regular medical (fee-for-service),
Regular medical (prepaid group-practice)
Combination or other type of plan

2. What type of coverage can you get?
Individual
Family
Husband and Wife

3. Can it be gotten through a group?
Yes

No

4. What kind of benefits does it give?
Service
Indemnity

S. How much are the payments?

6. How are the payments made?
Payroll deduction or
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Annually

7. Is there a deductible?
If so, how much?.$

:3

private

yes no



8. Are there any waiting periods for coverage?
If so, list them.

9. Are there any exclusians? If so, list the
names of the illnesses.

B. Given a Blue Cross Blue Shield Pay Roll Deduction Authorization Form,
the student will read the form to answer the questions given on a
ditto and then complete the form correctly.

Directions: Read the authorization form (next page),
answer the questions, and complete
the form.

1. When will deductions be made?

2. Who will submit the fees to Maryland Blue Cross, Inc.?

3. Will the amount deducted from your pay remain constant?

4. What confidential information may be released by your
doctor to the company with your prior knowledge?

S. What statement must you sign showing you were thorough
\ in reading this application?

6. \Can you write in the information in your own handwriting?

7. If you delete some information, what could you expect
to happen?

8. For what reason should you include your present membership
number?

9. Can a child over 19 be covered under your policy?

10. What would be your status if you apply for a parent and child
membership?

11. What is meant by spouse? How do you designate if they
are a husband or wife?

12. If you are a young married couple desiring a family in the
future, what coverage would you buy? Why?

411 V-15
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5106: Students will read to report personal infr3riation
on vocational application forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a job application form and a paragraph giving a true-to-life
situation, the student will read bith in order to complete the job
application form correctly.

Directions: As a group activity, each child
fills out the same job application
from a situation given in a
paragraph form, such as:

"Ronald Jones has just quit RMR Corporation where he has
worked during the four years he has been out of high school. He is
applying for a job with Almart as a Stock Manager. Ronald is
presently living with his mother at 213 Elm Street, Elkton,
Maryland 21921 ... e

Following this, a new situation is given and each
individual fills out a different job application. Use five
different, ones in the total class. When everyone is finished,
have the individuals come together in small groups to compare
and discuss before checking.

Materials: Actual job application obtained
from the community.

B. Givca a Personal Qualifications statement from the U.S. Civil Service
Commission, the student will read the form and complete it with
correct information.

Directions: Read the Personal Qualifications Statement
(next pagP) and fill in the appropriate
information.
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PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS STATEMENT Oudot %me
Approval SO-ROM17

1a. Kind of position Oslo you are filing foe Or Mk of eamoosoatoaa14. Announcement nomber

I

7 Beth date II Coral *Natty Mamba

Month Day Year

c Options (or shish you wish to he considered (if /Ina Hi eAgainati." amitawowati
9. If you are current)) on a reg ate, of eligibles for appoint-

ment to a Federal position. g re the name of the aziunird
hon, the name of the entice maintaining the regime:, the
date on your notice of rating, and yaw taung.

,

d Piimary place(s) you wish to be empicned

2 Home (demotic / Business telephone

tires Code Number Area Code Number

4 Name (foul (First) 011JJle j (,11Joelea if am?) Miss Mn
s

10 Lowest pay or grade you will accept

I PAY

OR

GRADE

Number and street. R D . or Post (flue box number s per I
11 Are you willing to erase)' /Cana

feala
12. When will you be

asailabk/
6 City State ZIP Code SOME OFT EN'NO

I). Will you accept YES No (C) Will you accept a sob in YES NO

(A) Temporary appointment of I month or less' Washington DC '

1 to 4 months, any place in the United States,

4 to 12 months' outside of the United States'

(B) Less than full time work' (Lot Mae 10 bean free aver only in 0,recifyr

14 FDUCATION

(A) Did you graduate' front truth school, ot will
you graduate within the next nine months'

(B) Name and location (city au! Stahl of last high school attended

yak (11..(14/5I MI ---. NO WOO ,T G5AI)1 (014PIAT(P

(C) Name sod location tt rs State. and ZIP 6.'4 of isoaarlortag-
lege or university ( if yea eqoat t. :radiate tiat4sa 9 twork, sow
MO? TN Jai tear we Nom three r

Dates attended Years completed Ciedi_....tsiiim_peted Type of
degree

Year or
deapte

From To Day Nicht
Semester I .i

boors hours

its saiirid's its com eta
(E) Chief graduate college ulster(' Semester

hours
Quarter
hours(D) Chief undeegtaduate college subict.is Semester

hours
q
noun

(F) Maim field of study at highest level of college work

(G) Other schools or training (fee 'wasp. trade. masted. armed fawn, at bassets:a Give for each the name and location (city State. add ZIP Cade of intoo)

of school. dates attended, Yuhlects studied, certificates, and any other pertinent data

is HONORS', AWARDS. AND FELLOWS PS

RECEIVED
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Enlerfoteign languages and inch-
knnwledge by

Reading Speaking Understanding Weir
cate your of each
placing "X" in proper (Warms Evil Goo' Fair Lad Gnodi Fan Fad Good Fair Fad Gaol Far

17. Special qualifications and skills ( !WWII. /kW) we b exathook lama of oareatssao. Pablotatoost 4 erg labail ,.Pitt mains new fed, pahlst palls%
oneealenloops to /milli 0000 ea/ or Meal* stereo s, WIN. 1 thotragal opted, etc ,a

T115 ETD! RAL GOVERNMENT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

L 1 ;
Standard Form 171 (Formerly SF $7
July 19611 J.S Civil Service Conwnsaa,
171.101



C. At a center on reporting personal information on forms for vocational
application for employment, the student will read the form and answer
questions about the application given on a chart.

Directions: Read the application for employment (next page)
and answer the following questions.

Questions

1. To what company does the application refer?

2. How much time should you allow before renewing
this application?

3. What qualities will the interviewer be observing
during your interview?

4. List four tips you should keep in mind in order to
make a good impression during the interview.

S. List three questions you think the interviewer might
ask of the people you list as references.

6. Why are you instructed not to list relatives or
fellow workers as references on this application?

G V-19



1

This Application
Should Be Renew
Every Six Months.

CARTEL BALL, DIY: OF toms mra, Co.,

CRISFIZIDI MARYLAND

APPLICATION FOR =puma

THIS6APPLICATION IS A PERMANENT RECORD

Position Applied For:

Name:

Address:

Age If Under 21

Weight

Single

PLEASE FILL IT OUT CAREFULLY AND commas

Vag, Desired:

Social Security No:

Phone No:

Over 65

Physical Defects

Married Widowed Separated

Citizen of U.S.A.

Date:

'Height

No Of other Dependents Father's Name

Address

Divorced No. of Children
Under 18 Yrs.

Wife or Husband's Name Employed

Wife or Husband's Occupation Employer

Notify In
Eel s gncy

Outside Activities

Have you ever worked here? When?

Moue No

Kind of work?

iMPLODIEWf RECORD LIST PRESENT OR MOST RIC= EMPLOYMERf FIRSTt
Dates

fg-ro

i

EMPLOYER & ADDRESS
JOB & NATURE

TOUR MOI

REASON FOR
LUPINto or

,-,,,---

CHECK ANT TIE FOLLOWING MINIM YOU OPERATE OR SKILLS POSSESS'

Carpenter Maintenance Worker
Painter Press Operator
Fireman Drop Operator
Mcibin&st Polisher
Itielaaker Silversmith
Die Cutter 'Hammersmith
Finishing Spinner
Winner Chaser

111

*mars

Cutlery Maker
Plater-Electro
Designer
Other. Specify

mmall1

.1111MMIW.

Billing Machine
Comptometer
Bookkeeping
Machine
Ediphone
Switchboard
Shorthand
Typewriter

DO NOT WRITS MOH THIS LIP.

JOS CLOCK NO. DATE EMPLOYED

4/ 24/811 -ea
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SCHOOL NAME AND LOCATION YEARS ATTENDED G DATE?
FROM TO DE REEB?

GRADE

HIGH

COLLEGE

TRADE OR BUSINESS

OTHER
:....

Additional Educational Experience
List Apprenticeships and Where Served

DRAFT BOARD NO, & LOCATION YOUR ORDER NO. YOUR CLASS

MILITARY SERVICE

YEARS IN SERVICE TYPE & PLACE OF DISCHARGE' RANK & BRANCH OF SERVICE SERVICE NO. U.S.ONLII.
FROM TO

4

.........

NAME OF LAST COMMANDING OFFICER

REFERENCES -- DO NOT INCLUDE RELATIVES OR FELLOW WORKERS -- GIVE NAMES AND ADDRESSES,
Please give date you will be ready to start work with CARVEL HALL:
Are you willing to take a physical examination at the expense of Camel Hall
Filing this application carries no promise of employment. I hereby authorize the company,
Cavvel Hall or its agents to investigate any of the foregoing statements. I agree that any
wilful misrepresentation on this application disqualifies me from employment with, or is V°
sufficient cause for disaissal from CARVEL HALL.

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE:

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
INTERVIEWER'S REPORT

FACTOR POOR PROMISING AVERAGE TGOOD EEC

UeujnibitionDriveatiecisiveness

PERSONALITY'- MANNERS, AWKWARDNESS

JOB KNOWLEDGE - OF POSITION DESIRED

PHYSIQUE - Ilan, PHYSICAL ENERGY
*menden for

Deployment as:

APPLICANT
NOTIFIED ON: BY01.11MIMEMM
Soc. See. Verified by

FILE:

START S

ACTIVE

Date:

S

RATE: DATE:

Writing Interview
BY - Phone Call Back

Citizenship Verified by
Dates

G5 ;)

INACTIVE

V-21
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D. Given an application form for employment, the student will successfully,
report his personal information on the forms.

Directions: Read the application form (next page)
and fill in the appropriate information.

E. Given an employment application)the student will read and answer the

questions about the application with a buddy.

Directions: Read the employment application form
(next page) and answer the questions

below.

Questions

1. If you accept a job with this company, will
you have to work weekends?

2. If you answer "YES" to any questions on "bonding,"

what must you report?

3. If the highest grade you completed was the
9th grade, which item or items would you check
under the column entitled "Education"?

4. If your application for employment was rejected,
where could you write to find out why?

S. If you were in your second year of high school,
which item or items would you check under the

column entitled "Education"?

6. If you worked for a bank two years ago, and found
you were $5.00 short one day, must you include this

information on this application?

7. When you sign this application, what responsibility
are you placing on your wife, husbandland children?

51



FILL IN COMPLETELY APPLICATION FOR STATE EMPLOYMENT MAIL TO:

[1.] T-

SOC AL SECURITY NUMBER

Department of Personnel
State Office Bldg., 301 W. Preston St

Baltimore, Maryland 21201

FILE CLASS NO.

(OFFICE USE ONLY)

Mr .

PRINT NAME Mrs.
Miss Maiden Name

(Middle)(Last)

ADDRESS
(Number and Street or R.F.D

Date of Birth.
YR. MO. DAY

(First)

(City) (County) (State) ZIP CODE I

Place of Birth Phone

Are you a U.S Citizen" Yes No Height Weight

RACE 1. White 2 Black 3 Oriental 4 American Indian

Marital Status 1. Single 2 Married 3 Divorced

Area-Code

Sex Male

1 1 I
NUMBER

Female

5 Spanish Surnamed American

4 Separated 5 Widowed

Do you have any physical or mental disabilities or impairments which would limit your performance of the duties of the position fo

which you are applying" Yes No

Do you have Maryland driver's license" Yes

LIST License No

If yes, attach a sheet and give full particulars

No______

('lass Expiration 1).1h.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING Give complete information for ALL c: your education and training 'Ili, information requested in th'
item will serve as a basis for the rating of your education and training Foreign School College Graduates must attach an official transcri
of all completed work

List any machinery or office equipment you can operate

Can you type" Yes No Can you take dictation? Yes No

If given a typing test, what kind or typewriter would you prefer if a choice it available" Manual Electric

SCHOOLS NAME AND ADDRESS OF SCHOOL
DATES

ATTENDZD
FROM TO

DATE OF
GRADUATION

SEMESTER MAJOR COURSE
HOURS WORK

TYPE OF
DEGREE

>, ------'-<-- - ! % -. ' ''''''-'-
GRADE
SCHOOL

..,...-. .

,.....-

1- . . - -_,.. . - - - - -.. . . -.......,....-- .

.,----:-HIGH
SCHOOL

COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

VOCATIONAL-
BUSINESS-

CIRCLE HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED

GRADE SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

COLLEGE

Cl C2 C3 C4

GRADUATE SCHOOL

G I G2 G3 G4

Please use space below to list any courses completed, or other educational requirements completed, as- Called for in the job
specifications'

If you have received a State High School Equivalency Certificate, write in name of State where certificate was received

MS 100 REV 7/73 STATE OF MARYLAND EQI_11 WPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
V-23



Pilling out the correct information on a Job application form
can be very important. Read through the following application and
then answer the questions provided.

GinsS
215 W CHURCH ROAD
ZING OF PRUSSIA. PA 19406

1. PERSONAL DATA

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

(PLEASE PRINT)

NOME OFFICE
COPY

I mai worn Made IL HAIN Nar ILL ILASI 1 AKA CON II POPO

11111
impMOM AlRaff

on NA, a
aka at sm./ / 11. MAWIAL PAM. COW OM 7 IONS OP PPPPOOP 0111811

' MARRIED FEMALE 0 MARRO MALE
SINGLE FEMALE 0 SINGLE MALEnom SAY .IA.

1110/1011 COPIOMION OP MAI= MIMI

WWI alleart II MOWN NO Of MON TO SI MOMS II CAN CS 6111116111Wf

MANS OS 11117111 IMPIOPID 11, OM COMM*

2. EDUCATION Si MILITARY EDUCATION:

TYPE NAME II LOCATION Of SCHOOL
MRS ATTENDED
MK* TO

DATE

GRADUATED

' CHECK YOUR HIGHEST LEVEL
Of EDUCATION COMPLETED

A
GRAHAM a GRAMMAR SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL
a
HIGH SCHOOL

0114111 (TRADE)

COLLEGE LESS THAN 2 ?LW

c.
ODOR

fa. RADII

COLLEGE MORE THAN 2 YEARS

NOW ATTENDING 0 GRAD

UST DEGREES RECEIVED-*
COLLEGE

l
WARM!

WIT CLAWOKAWON I NAND* as sena I emu Cl NINO VMS 01 0110411C.1

3. PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT List Last Employor First
DATES LNPLOTED

FROM TO
NAME a ADDRESS Of EMADDRESS EARNINGS 1 REASON FOR LEAVING. . ..-- ---. _. ____

-----

I

..--... ....

...

...
KAITKIn YOU Alt APPLTINC. FOR

0 FULL TIME

III PART TIME

louts
AVAILABLE

DAY

NIGHT

M T W T F 1 S S
,

S

I

HAVE YOU EVER WORKED
fl Til WWI aml, VIM WKAT WAS KAMM'S PIAAWn

FOR GINO'S WORE 2
NO III YES

OUIII MANAGES WILL YAK[ IIPPo7
To KEEP room ocomouL.1 Lissot.o
OCCAIONALLY MIK THAT ALL EmPLOvir t A

P/OE AVAILAL1 TO 0111K 04 WEEKINOS
WHEN ncoucrco

HAVE YOU EVER : fil Tn. WWI

INN ARRESTED 2
0 NO II YES

BONDING INFORMATION
Hew you IMP WWI short IA your IKEOunts in your

woad or pod employment

Hu any company vac refused SO nom or wry lend for you'

Have you ever been sitschargeti from any employment?

EXPLAIN ANY "YES" ANSWER

I hereby bend myself my heal. ',tauten end intimshats to endemmly awl leap mclenwithed ember nmburse THE AETNA CASUALTY
111 SURETY COMPANY for any and all loss, costs. end expenses moored or summed by It or ler which, by reason el any act of nun., II may
imam !sale under this bond or any ether bond Issued by

SIGNED THIS DAY Of , I 11Y.

V- 24
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5107: Students will read to report personal information
on application forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Given an application for U.S. Savings Bonds, the student will read
to report personal information and answer a true-false worksheet.

Directions,: Read an application form for buying
U.S. Savings Bonds (next page) and
answer the questions below.

1. The taxpayer may use his Social Security
Number as an identifying number.

a. True
b. False

2. The applicant is asked to both sign and print his
name.

a. True

b. False

3. A bond which is worth $100 at maturity can be
bought for $75.

a. True
b. False

4. The taxpayer can use his Social Security
Number as an identifying number.

a. True
b. False

5. The applicant should send cash to the U.S. Treasurer
in order to purchase the bonds.

a. True

b. False

6. A bond which cost $18.75 to buy is worth $25:00 at maturity.

a. True

b. False

7. More than one person can own a single Savings Bond.

a. True
b. False

V-25



Application for United States Savings Bonds
*************************************************************************

OWNER: (Please Print)

(Date)

(Mr.) (4rs.) (Miss)
(first name)

(middle initial) (last name)

Address
(street)

(city) (state) (zip)

MARK BOND(S) DESIRED
SERIES E

Interest added to cash
value every 6 months
Purchase Maturity

Price Value

$18.75

$37.50

$75.00

$25.00

$50.00

$100.00

CO-OWNER BENEFICIARY (Mark only one, if either is desired,

and print name below)

(Mr.) (Hrs.) (Miss)
(first name)

signature of purchaser)

(address)

V-26

lace application form with check
r money order in an envelope and
ail to:

(middle initial) (last name)

TAXPAYER IDENTIFYING NUMBER

Social Security Account Number
or

Employer Identification Number
Identifying number of the first
named person.

REASURER OF THE UNITED STATES, Washington, D.C. 20220



B. Given an application foxy a\Duplicate Driver's License form the
student will read to understand the form and answer questions on

- a worksheet.

Directions: Read an application for a duplicate
driver's license and fill in the
appropriate information.

Questions

1. What does an Application for a Duplicate License

imply?

2. Of what importance is checking the correct reason
for a duplicate license application?

3. Why would a stolen license cause alarm?

4. Why is it important to correctly mark the type
of license you are applying for?

5. Why is it necessary to know if you have any
physical or mental disabilities that would
affect your driving?

6. What is the importance of each car having a
separate title number, tag number, and serial
number?

7. What ale the conditions that require a
consenter's signature on a license application?

8. If a person lists his full name and address
why is it necessary to list your social security
number?

C. Given an Application for a Change of Address and/or Name Notice, the
student will read to understand the form and answer questions on a

worksheet.

Directions: Read the application form or a change of
name and address (next page), and answer

the questions below.

Questions

1. Whit; is this form used for at the Department of

Motor Vehicles?

2. How much time is allowed for you to report a new

address?

3. What information is needed on the left side of the form?

4. Where can the title number, tag number, and serial number

information be copied from?

2 3
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S. What lines are to be completed on the right
side of the form?

6. If you are showing a name change, what has to
be marked in addition to that name change?

7. How much time is allowed for you to report a
change in your name?

8. When you sign the form, what does this show?

D. Given a U.S. Savings Bond Payroll Savings Application, the student will
read the application form and answer questions on a worksheet.

Directions: Read the Savings Bond Payroll
Savings Application Form and
answer the questions below.

EMPLOYEE
SOC.t. SECtisir,, NUMBER EMPLOYEE NAME

Deduction Acton Req. red Chtrck One

Agency Approprtation If any change in the following,
Cod please dos tiirmm.

Old Amount New Amount
Inoiom Incr.. 0rase Centel

1

Begrarng Pay Paiod
Ending

OWNER
CO-OWNER

Only $25 00 Bond Drton.
aeon Issued
Cost SIB 75

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT

OWNER

Mr

Mrs

Miss
(lint)

Address

(noddle) (last) (social security no

> 4.'0 ( 4.0
im
Oc COOMNEM [_ 1 OR BENEFICIARY r,I1 (Check only one, if either is desired)
Zt Mr

co Mrs 01.0 (morld1 (last) (sm.l security no)
Li Miss

NOTE The Purche.r may, it desired, dstgnt one individ.iol, as ..nt to beneficiary to be nann d on the Bond
but not both Manid women should us given nut. (Mrs Mary L Smith, not Mrs John A Smith,)

This authorisation will coition..., In ifect until I advise you to chemge or tancI If

Pinang., 01 mploypurchesr)

Questions

1. This is an application for what?
2. How much is the cost of a $25.00 bond?
3. Who fills out this form?
4. Who determines the denom tion of the bonds purchased?

S. Can the owner of the bond designate a co-owner and a
beneficiary?

6. How long will this application be in effect?

z 7
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E. Given an application form to purchase stickers, the student will
read the form to answer muitiple-choi.ce questions.

Directions: Read the purchase form and answer
the questions below.

A SPECIAL OFFER FOR ONLY $1.00

A BOX FULL OF SMILES

115 fully smiling faces. Sunny
little SMILE stickers self.- adhere

to anything. Each yellow and
black sticker is 1" in diameter, on
a roll, and packed in a handy
coveredllucite box: Only $1.

Mail 10 days no-risk coupon today!
LAND STUDIOS,.6885 Greenland, Md.

Enclosed is a check or m.o. for

$ Box(es) Smile Stickers
'1 $1.00 (Add 25(t postage per box)

Name

Address

City

State and Zip

SAVE 50. Order 2 Boxes for
only $2.00 and we pay the
postage. Extra box makes
deli htful gift!

Questions

1. To get her stickers, what should Linda send with the coupon?

a. Nothing else
b. A check or money order
c. Cash
U. Stamps

440-
.,5, I
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2. If two boxes of the SMILE stickers are ordered,
will the cost be more than l* each?

a. Yes

b. No

3. The stickers are

a. Mounted on a rectangular piece of papelr

b. Black and white

c. Yellow and black
d. Square

I.
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5108: Students will read to report personal information
on and services forms.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center on joining the armed services, the student will choose
the service he is most interested in, complete the questions on
the chart, and fill in the form.

Directions: Read the form for joining the armed
forces (next page)\, complete the
activity on the chart, and fill in
the form with the appropriate information.

Chart Activity

When you fill in forms the information you give
must be accurate. If you do not know the meaning
of some of the vocabulary words', you will be
unsuccessful in filling out the form correctly.
Read the words below and write/a definition for
them. If you don't know the Meaning of a word,
use the dictionary.

1. statement

2. required

3. data

4. verification

S. confidence

6. status

7. disorders

8. chronic

9. naturalization

10. spouse

11. character reference

12. Fascist

V-32
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B. Given a copy of the Selective Service System
(SSS Form 1 - Mailer), the student will'read

about filling in the card and then complete
accurate personal information (even if he o

17 years, 11 months of age).

Re istration Card
answer questions

e card with
she is under

Directions: 1. Read the information given on the
front and back of this card. (next page)

2. Answer the quest,ons on this sheet.
. Fill in the card accurately.

Questions

1. At what age do you not need to register?

2. Give the month, date and year yod would need

to register personally.

3. If you do not understand the requirements where -----

could you get additional information or hel

4. When filling in the_farmi'l4a6;:t- be written,

not printed, or Typed?

5. What does "NA" indicate to the Local Board?

6. What "caution" is given for filling out dates?

7. What information should be gives, n?ick 16,

excluding names of friends?

8. What blocks of information will be for selective
service use only?

9. Give two reasons why you would not fill out this

card?

463



6

(DETACH THIS PORTION BEFORE MAILING)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Detach and keep this portion of the Registration Card (SSS FORM 1-
MAI LER) for your records. Enter the date you mail the Registration Card
in this space:
You should receive a Status Card (SSS Form 7) which shows your Selective
Service classification within 21 days from the date you mail the Registration
Card. If you do not receive a Status Card and are not otherwise contacted by
a local board within 21 days, you should contact the local board indicated
below.

Selent1172 SOTV100 WW2
Local Board Ito. 50

95 Aquahart Road, R24 218

L__

Glen Burnie, lid.. 21061

Pam App.*,
OMII No 33 A0099 SELECTIVE SEILVICE SYSTEM

REGISTRATION CARD
TO O FY a IN,n,r1.1f3 ballpFpn

II NAME IN FULL r2 DATE Of BIRTH Se, CAUTION

lost lust Middle *milt lobtne. Mot
CAUTION The date shown on Block 2 will determine your lottery number Be sure this date is correct CAUTION
3 PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Siffen and ',lumber nr R f D Rowel Tel. No tirnIfik ofearodel

Coo Town of I. Wog. ( ant, Store lip Code of Conner.__
4 MAILING ADDRESS ll ddirrent Mon ;ten

_

(Venn o w filD Rowe' Tel No Inu,se..1f fete role, - _
ro.,, Of I ,/rare Count, crate lip Code Of (i:,r,

5 PLACE OF

Cll. Vat, OP,C01111(r.

r -I9 COLOR Of MAIMI COLOR OF E YES

FE SOCIAL SECuRIT v ACCT NO I 1 ALIAS OR OTHER NAMEISI USED

TIO NE 1(,., lpgro I i l l WEIGHT lAppfog I

I 1_
12 HAVE vOu SERyED ON ACME DOTI, IN THE ARMED FORCES, 113 ARE VOL' A MEMBER OF A RESERVE COMPONENT OF THE

1

i YES L NO

r--- i ARMED FORCES,

1 1 I I YES [i NO

14 ALIENS ONLY

ALIEN REGISTRATION NUMBER DATE ENTERED US ME SPFC,At. T

SSS FORM 1 MAILER NOV )3 1.,nriee h,th ,del,
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5201: Students will read td4ranslate financial agreements
such as sales slips

Suggested Activities

A. Given a sales slip from a grocery store, the student will read the
sales slip to answer questions on a worksheet.

Directions: Read the sales slip and answer the
questions listed below.

Sales Slip

COLONIAL STORES
Thank You

17 Mar 74

$ 00.00 GRO
$ 01.00 GRO
$ 03.12 TXBL Item
$ 00.99 GRO
$ 02.10 MT
$ 01.99 MT
$ 04.59 MT
$ 01.69 MT
$ 00.49 GRO
$ 00.69 GRO
$ 01.39 MT
$- 00.79 MT

$ 00.31 TXBL Item
$ 00.33 GRO
$ 00.10 GRO
$ 00.15 GRO
$ 00.15 GRO
$ 00.77 GRO
$ 01.23 GRO
$ 00.71 TXBL Item
$ 00.77 TXBL tem
$ 01.19 TXBL Item

$ 00.25 TAX
$ 24.80 TOTL
$ 25.00 Amt Tend

$ 00.20 1008
CHNG
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Questions

1. What was the total bill?

2. What store gave the receipt?

3. On what day were these groceries bought?

4. HOW. much was taxable?

S. How much money did the customer give the clerk?

6. How much change did the customer get back?

7. If you paid this grocery bill with two twenty dollar
bills, how much change would you receive?

8. How much was spent for meat?

9. Name three kinds of meat.

10. What was the price of the last taxable item shown?

B. Given a customer's copy of a sales slipfthe student will read to
translate the sales slip and answer multiple-choice questions.

Direction: Study the sales slip (next page)
and answer the questions below
by encircling the letter of the
correct item.

Questions

1. The plumber should

a. Come in the morning c. Call before coming
b. Come in the afternoon d. Come when not busy

2. M. H. Barnes guarantees

a. All work
b. No work

c. All parts
d. Most work

3. Which job will M. H. Barnes perform for the Muggs?

a. Put in a water heater c. Fix a broken window
b. Install a gas furnace d. Stop a leak

t.) t) V-37
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C. Given a bill for merchandise received, the student will read to
translate the financial agreement and answer questions given.

Directions: Read and study the financial agreement
below, and answer the questions.

=merummommpwommumwmplasmoung
Aura. inn 5

SOLO
TO

TERM, / So DAYS

PLEASE REMIT TO THE ECONOMY COMPANY

P.O. Box 25308

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA

73125

SHIP TO

r OFwICE CODE SALESMAN DATE ROUTING NU BIERNuMEER

2190r54040090036 PYLE 6/14/74 PP 20420
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PIOLACT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE EXTENSION

KICKINGOIRO KIDS 956 1 1.59 1.59
TM KICKINGBIRO KIDS 955 1 1.59 1.39
SCRATCH PAPERS 959 1 1.59 1.59
TM SCRATCH PAPERS 460 1 1.99 1.59

SUS TOTAL 6.36

ABOVE PRICES REFLECT 2541 DISCOUNT TOTAL 6.36

Questions

1. Which woad on the bill means to "send the money to"?

2. What is the closest place to order from?

3. Why do you think the product code is used?
4. How much did ach unit cost?

5. What does sub-total mean?
6. What would the bill have been without the discount?
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5202: Students will read to translate financial agreements
on mail order purchase forms.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a mail order purchase form, the student will read to
elicit the information necessary t- understand the financial agreements

and answer the questions.

Directions: Read the mail order blank (next page)
and answer the questions below.

Questions

1. What are the three methods of payment?

2. What is.the percentage of taxes on purchases in
Maryland?

3. What information is required for each item to be

fiifehased?

4. What other charges are added in addition to the
purchase price?

5. What information is given about C.O.D. orders?

6. Which catalog items are listed as unmailable

Merchandise?

7. To whom can order be shipped?

8. How are refunds handled?

V-40



MON.11(.( MAL F2
IND TO: MONTGOMERY WARD, BALTIMORE. MD. 21232

ORDER BLANK & CHANGE-OF-
ADDRESS NOTICE*

"It Wads dose sot have yogi CORRECT PRESENT addles:, please fain #1 sod #2 below, sod mail to Wards. Date

COMBINE ORDERS, AND SAVE!
You save time and money by combining purchases in a single
order Your postage cost generally will be lower than on these
same purchases, ordered separately You may also save when
you combine your orders for larger, unmailable merchandise.
(Items with catalog numbers ending in "R" or "F" ) Since the
truck and express companies charge for a specific minimum
poundage, even if shipment weighs less, you can order addi-
tional items (up to this minimum) with no increase in your
shipping cost. See opposite page for details.

PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION
(INCLUDING A CHANGE OF ADDRESS)

MY PRESENT NAME, ADDRESS

Name
(first) (middle) (last)

Address

City State

ZIP code Phone

2. MY PREVIOUS ADDRESS
(Min oily if Word. (loos eel have your coifed coma oildroso.)

Address

City

State ZIP code

METHOD OF PAYMENT
rl PLEASE OPEN AN ACCOUNT. I am submitting the completed
I-1 application form on pages 707, 708.

ElADD TO MY CHARG-ALL ACCOUNT
My account number is

Wards store or Catalog House
where my account is carried

CASH (check or money order enclosed)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

This purchase is made at a time sale price consisting of the cash sale price and a time
price differential or finance charge and is subject to the terms and conditions of
my Credit Agreement with you

SIGNATURE (Sign full name as shown on your account)

PACE

SHIP TO ANOTHER ADDRESS

Name

Address

City State

ZIP code Phone

GIVE COMPLETE CATALOG NUMBER.
Do you have a credit account? It's the
convenient way to shop. Check box above.

HOW
MANY ITEM

COLOR
NUMBERNUMBER

SIZE
or other

code
number

PRICE
EACH

TOTAL
PRICE

I

SHIP.
(fill-m

"16 own

WT,
kW
few

OZ.

1

4 :

I

TAX (,6,,I in ,hanyr by ',I,tte
n .ncl of lot II Envernrrnpnt)

except
%; New

olina*.
than

West

FILL IN

FOR CASH

gangs ONLY

TOTAL FOR GOODS Total
lbs.

Total
oz.TAX (see at left) .

Alabama* 4 %, District of Columbia 5%, Florida 4y,
medicines).4eorgia 3^.', Kentucky 5%, MacYland 4
Jersey 5 7, (except clothing other than furs), North Ca
3",, ohm* 47;, Pennsylvania 6% (except clothing other
furs, formal, athletic, and medicines or medical supplies),
South Carolina 4%, Tennessee*, 3W%, Virginia* 4%,
Virginia 3%.
*Add local tax, if applicable in your locality.

POSTAGE (see opposite page) :

ON CREDIT Owed on previous cash orders : Totarott. in lb
ONUS WARDS
FIGURES

CASH PRICE .

MESE

CHARGES.

AMOUNT
ENCLOSED

Check, Money Order . If d fai.
cowl any

femme' es.
--414 half Ili.Wards Refund Draft :

ON C.O.D. We add a see
ORDERS SINVICO charge.

HOW WE Depend on Wards to tam non.madable items the bell

SHIP... tor II you have a preference, please writs it Aefl-

REFUNDS by Montgomery Ward are usually made by draft. It a draft is not presented fot payment within two yeart from the
, date of issue, service charge thereafter of SI per year (but not men than the face value of the draft) will be deducted.

Z \

S.

a nu V-41
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B. Given a mail order form foi a record club, the student will read
to locate answers to the questions on the form by following the
directives below.

Directions: Read the mail order form for joining
the Columbia Record Club, and answer
the questions below.

Columbia Record Tape Club, Terre Haut*, Indiana 47201
Please accept my membership application in the Club under
the terms outlined in this advertisement Send me the 12
selections listed below for only $1 97, plus processing and
postage I agree to buy 9 selections (at regular Club prices)
during the coming two years and may cancel membership
any time liter doing so I am interested In the following type
of recordings:

-Track Cartridges (1H-W) 239
Tape Cassettes (1J-X)
Reol-tO-Reel Tains (1X-1)
12 Stereo Records (K1-Z)

MY MAIN MUSICAL INTEREST IS (cheek one)
(But I am always free to choose horn any category)

0 Easy Listening 2 E.) Teen Hits 7 D Classic o 1 Country 5

Non
eaue rsnt) 1,14Nmw Inds& Last Na,n

Addms

GPI

Ulm
Se You Ness A Te leekene? (Check war) YES NO
APO, FP) add utile 'or special offer 574

Questions

1. What is the initial cost of joining the club?

2. How many selections are you obligated to buy?

3. Are there any restrictions as to the type of
recordings you may purchase?

4. What are the musical categories offered?

5. When may you cancel your membership?

''1



GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5203: Students will read to translate financial agreements
on credit card policies.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a Credit Card Application, the student will read to show his
understanding of the vocabulary and the financial agreement on the

form by completing the exercise.

Directions: Read the credit card application form
(next page), and complete the exercise
by placing the number from the second column
to the correct answer in the first column.

VOCABULARY MATCH

Estimated monthly purchase 1.

Previous address 2.

Credit established with 3.

NO
4.

Nature of 'Business

Spouse 5.

Estimated 6.

Finance charge

Liability 7,

Unauthorized

8.

9.

Nrber

Husband or wife

About how much;
not exact

The kind of work
you do

Where Y'ou lived before

The money you can
figure to spend each

month

Places (businesses,
banks, oil companies)
with whom you have
credit or charge cards

Responsibility

Money charged if account
is past due
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IINC T I KY, SUR RT AIR

O MR
MRS

O MISS AGE SPOUSE
4011 WOO".

STREET ADDRESS
OVOINO 11,1181,

CITY

WAN

STATE

APT. NO

PHONE
NUMBER

{. emu

SOCIAL
SECURITY NO

NO CARDS
DESIRED

HOW LONG THEM

III cal(
ESTIMATED
MONTHLY
PURCHASES S

OWN HOME RENT NO DEPENDENTS
IF ON ACTIVE DUTY
MILITARY SER. NO.

AtotoRESS

OF ST RELATIVE

NAME OF PRESENT EMPLOYER

ADDRESS

PREVIOUS EMPLOYER
5.11

SPOUADOSE'S EMPLOYER
AND RE

YOUR POSITION

HOW LONG THERE

NATU

INC
TIRE WITH

FIRM

YRS WITH MO OILY
FIRM OME

YRS WITH
FIRM

NAME OF
SANK
CARD
USED CAR 0 TRUCK 0 PLANE 0 SOAT
FOR

ADDRESS

CREDIT MAKIN= WITH:

NAME

ADDRESS
ACCOUNT

NO.

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME

ACCOUNT
NO.

ADDRESS
ACCOUNT

NO.

SAVICHECKNG

nell

ACC%INT NO. LOAN

Full payment upon receipt of month) statement of purchase*
Accounts not paid within terms will Inc r monthly Finance Charges
o. itse amounts past due Important In onnation on Tenet) Trmmi
Card terms and conditions seemly' ea delivery of the Travel
Card Texaco provides both a Regular mum Card Account lot all
purchases and a Tune ruses Plan Tue. come Plan may
only be used for purchases of tires, batteries. acceilitorles and
special goods and services which Tee o has authorized retellers
to sell on credit

shall be responsible or all purchases made by anyone through
the use of my Travel Card after I really* It, except Mat my liability
for purchases made by unauthorized persons shah not emceed S50

SIGNATURE

PLEASE SIGN HERE
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B. Uging a credit card, the student will read it and .complete the
true-false exercise to show hic understanding of the financial
agreement on the card.

7'

Directions: ye the BankAmericard Agreement below
7 and then complete the exercise.

BankAmericard

AGREEMEN1: RankAmeric rd is the property of
PIE FIRST \ATIONq. BANk OF MAPUAND(Bank), and use
oF the BankAncricard by, or with the consent of
the holder constitutes agreement as follows: Holder
agrees (1) to assum responsibility ior credit
extended 'by Sank e basis of the authorized
use of the BankAmiricard and to give prompt notice
to Bank of loss or theft of card. Liability
loss or theft of card is only to extent permitted
by Federal law; (2) to pay, at such place as
Bank designates, obligations evidencing such credit;
and FINANCE CHARGE' where applicable, in accordance
with billings and the current Customer Plymcat
Schedule, including a reasonable attorney's fee
in the even* of suit or action; (3) the BankAmericard
lay be cancelled by Bank at any time; (4) to
urrender the BankAmericard upon demand; (5) to waive

and release Bank from all defenses, rights and
claims holder may have against merchant or company
honoring the BankAmericard; (6) any claim of Bank
against holder shall at Bank's option become
immediately due and payable if holder fails to
perform any terms hereof or make any payments as
otherwise agreed; (7) that if holder exceed credit

. limit as set forth on billing, statements, at
Bank's option the excess may be declared due and
paydble at once.

Trie -False

Sample Worksheet

1. Authori:ed users of this card must sign in
the space provided on the front of the card.

2. The bank may not,,cancel the card.

3. The user must pay authorized credit obligations.
4. Service charges need not be paid.
5. The bank will assume liability for the

f!allure of in merchant to extend credit.

Gi;



GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5204: Students will read to translate financial agreements
on bank statements.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a copy of a monthly bank statement, the student will read to
translate the financial agreement on the statement and answer
multiple choice questions.

Directions: Read the bank statement (next page)
and answer the following questions
by encircling the letter of
the correct item.

Question

1.- There were three deposits made during the month
totaling

a. $225.50
b. $298.90

c. $282.41

d. None of the answers

2. $.75 was charged to this account for

a. Overdraft
b.' Insufficient funds
c. MaintenaBce charge
d. Service charge

3. What amount can no be flit from this account?

a. $200.00

b. $282.00
c. $115.75
d. None of the answers
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Sample Bank Statement

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY NEW YORK

Statement of Checking Account Previous Balance $225.30

ACCOUNT NUMBER 12-123-123 FOR THE PERIOD Jan. 19 to Feb. 18

CHECKS AND CHARGES DEP/SITS REI DATE BA NCE

26.40 100.00 Jan. 20 98.90

125.00 Jan. 28 173.90

53.00 Feb. 1 226.90

28.34 Feb. 8 198.56

100.00 Feb. 10 298.56

15.00 Feb. 17 283.56

.40 SC .75 MC Feb. 18 282.41

CC Certified Cheek IF insuffici717-717ds MC Maintenance Charge
CM Credit Memo LA Automatic Loan Advance OD Overdraft

... DM Debit Memo LR Loan Request SC Service Charge

B. Given a worksheet on filling in bank checks to pay a bill, the
student will complete the worksheet correctly.

Directions: Fill out three separate checks to
Sears with the following information:

1. April 5th you made a purchase for $35.86.
2. April 21st you made a purchase for $56.2).
3. May 4th you made a purchase for $15.56.



\

\
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Sample Checks

101

Pay to the

order of

19

Dollars

I
102

19

Pay to the

order of $

Dollars

Pay to the
order of

//
$

103

19

Dollars

414

//



C. Given a copy of a bank statement for a checking account, the student
will read the statement to translate the financial agreements and
follow the directions is a worksheet.

Directions:' Read the bank statement below and
complete the worksheet (next page).

UNION TRUST COMPANY
AND

ACCI
WITH

1214 01
1218 04---
1219 04_
1220 01
1221 04
1224 04
1227 04
1228 04
1231 04
0104 04
0108 04
0108 04
0108 04
0109 04
0114 01
0115 04
0115 08

CHECKING ACCOUNT ACTIVITY
TOTAL DEPOSITS AND CREDITS

HC.)

4 1.702.8

150.00
-12s26
22.23

390.82
33.60
12.50
3.20

50.00
14.00
50.00

263.10
5.00

16.35..

20.00"!

354.09
5.05
4.30

1.217

;21
1219
1220
1221
1226
1227
12126

Cif02

607
r 8
(NO 8
otias
0140
0 ktitt

OLI'S

iL

TOTAL CHECKS AND DENTS stoma c

HD

4 1,760.66 4.65

009
STA11140ff

01/15/74
PAGE NUMMI!

1 6

04
4114

04
0,4

42
40.30
2'6.60
47.89
108.65

1.50
39.65
91.55
25.00
57.60

1218
1218
1219
1220
1224
1226
12g7
1431
0103

10.00 0107
20.040'0148
25.08
7146
1.50

20.00
24.7. ,

... -40

tio rS
V'1

0148
I, 109
P 1:11

115
01.15

04
C4
04
04
04
04
04
01
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
07

524.81

8.10
214.40
77.22
5.

20.8
29.53
10.00

807.94
13.98
20.00
3.00

110.30
24.78
100.00

5.00
.35
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Worksheet

Follow the directions given or fill in the blanks.

1. Underline in red all deposits made.
The first deposit was eaade on

The last deposit was made on

2. Underline in blue all the checks written.
The largest check written was
The smallest check written was

3. The, deposits were

written.

4. The present balance is
balance.

than the checks

than the previous

5. The amount charged by the bank for using their
services was

6. The periou covered by this statement was

D. At a center on Balancing Your Checking Account, the stooent will read

the sheet on balancing a checkbook and use the bank statement given

plus the information on a chart tO see if the accolint_balances.

Directions: 1. Read "Balance Your ChocLing Account"(next page)
2. St .dy the bank stateme, t (Activity C)

3. RfJad the information on the chart belo4.
3alance the checking account.

Chart

Check Book Balance $586.45

Checks Issued but not on
Statement $ 1.50

47.89
12.26



You Can Easily

BALANCE YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT
by Doing These Things

FIL IN BELOW AMOUNTS FHOM VOUF4 Check Book AND Bank Statement

Balance Shown on
BANK STATEMENT

Add Deposits
Not on Statement
aloud nq Supertheck

Loan Adoancest

Total.

Subtract Checks Issued but
Not on Statement

Total

BALANCE

Balance Shown in
Your CHECK BOOK

Add any r)epostts Not
Entered .g Check Book
t Including 5\feetchech
Loan Athanc

Total

Subtract any
Bank Charges Not in Check Book
,Including Supra heck Loan Payment

and Finance Charges,

$

Total

BALANCE

/epre,ont 1,`Otin, n mune, you tut.e r1 the bank and should agree
D . r Inv s,,,,1 '0' ,,q,(01,,, bao 1,.V5 AttP, uhf. rer.P1 Of your statement

SUPERCHECK LOAN INFORMATION

All Activity during the Biding Cycle in your Supercheck Loan Account is stated on the front side of this
statement

FINANCE CHARGES are computed as follows

I The Average Daily Balance is multiplied by the number of days in the Billing Cycle

2 The Daily Periodic Rate is applied to the product to determine amount of FINANCE CHARGE

Average Daily Balance determined by adding each day s ending loan balance and dividing the total by
the number of days in the Billing Cycle Tne ending loan balance on the Closing Date is determined prior to
crediting the monthly cycle payment

Billing Cycle is the period of time in days from the day atter the Closing Date of the last periodic statement
through the Closing Date of this statement

°Prepayment 1131D) and payment reversal ;PRI transactic 's appear on statement on the day entry is
processed but they do nut affect the checking account balance

NOTICE See reverse side for important information

UNION TRUST
M PAN), ti M A 14 ft ANI,

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21201
Personal Loans Automobile Loans Home Improvement 1,cins

Member federal Rose'.. Sy.iem

Saving. Account. Sate Deport Bores

2.8

Member PecloralPepostt Insurance Corporation
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GOA'. V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5205: Students will read to translate agreements on notes
and loans.

Suggested Activities

A. At a center, the student will use a copy of a promissory note,
will locate a number, and draw a line under the words which answer
the questions written on a large chart in the center.

A. Amount of Loan

s

Directions: Reproduce enough copies of the promissory
note for each student to have his own
copy. Write the questions about the
note on a large chart to be kept at the
center.

PROMISSORY NOTE
B Number of E ual

Monthly Pay ents
C. Amount of Each

Monthly Payment

$

The first payment is due 30 days from the date the
loan check is issued Subsequent payments are due
on the same day of each month thereafter.

FOR VALUE RECEIVCD, the undersigned ("maker" or "bor ower") Jointly and severally prom, e to pay GEICO F ncial Services Company ("lend,
or order, at its office in Annapolis, Maryland, or any other place designated by lender, the Amount of Loan stateu oove plus any additions, amou
advanced as requested by borrower from and approved by lender, with charges thereon at the agreed rate, in consecutive monthly payments until paid
full, all as disclosed In the Statements of Loan issued in connection therewith, endorsement of checks for amounts advanced hereunder being evidenCe
acceptance by borrower of the terms stated therein.

Agreed rate of interest Shall not exceed 18% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE on the unpaid balance on the Amount Financed computed on the nu
of days elapsed, a month being any period of time from any date in one month to the corresponding date in the next month, and if there is no correspond)
date, then to the last day of the said month, all in accordance with Section 196 of the Maryland Industrial Finance Law. Every payment Meadehereon
will be applied first to interest and charges, if any, to date of payment and the balance to principal, Prepayment in full or in part of this not may be ma
it any time.

Default in the payment of any installment when due hereunder or tinder any other loan outstanding With lender, time being of the essence, or de at
time in good faith believes the prospect of Such payment to be impaired, or if any statement furnished lender by Or on behalf of Borrower IS in- curate
misleading, shall at the option of the lender, without notice or demand for performance, render all obligations hereunder immediately due an paya

Presentment for payment, notice of dishonor, and protest are hereby waived by maker(s) and endorser(s) and each endorser for himself guarantees aym
of this note according to its terms, and said maker(s) and endorser(s) consent to extension of time of payment belore, at, or after Maturity. If suit is OU
to enforce payment hereof, maker(s) and endorser(s) agree to pay reasonable attorney's fees as permitted by law

The borrowers certify that all statements made in this application are true and complete. are to be relied upon by the lender and are made to mduc
lender to make the requested loan; borrowers further certify that there are no law suits pending or unpaid judgments outstanding against the underil
except as disclosed-anthe application for loan. The undersigned understand that any false or misleading statements Will constitute a breach or warranty
CAL'S* any loan that may result from this application to be in default.

The borrower and the lender agree that the Law of the State of Maryland shall govern the making and performance of the agreements herein contai
and all rights and obligations created Ply or arising therefrom

DATE
(month) (day) (year) Your Signature (Borrower)

V-52

Sample Questions

(Spouse's Signature)
Of married, both husband and wife must sign)

Draw a line under the words which answer the following
questions. Number your answers to correspond with

the question numbers.

1. What do you, as the borrower, agree to pay?

2. Who is the lender of this promissory note?

3. What is the agreed rate of interest?

4. When is the first payment due?
S. When can a prepayment be made in full?



.0'

B. Given a copy of a note and security agreement, the student will read
the section on the Statement of Transaction and fill in the missing
words on the worksheet.

Directions: Read the "Statement of Transaction" of
a note and security agreement and complete
the worksheet.

STATEMENT OF TRANSAL. s is- , :

1. Proceeds of loon
2. Other charges

I. Credit life insurance
II. Property Insurance premium

Non-Filing Insurance
III. Recording and or Releasing charges
IV. Attorney's Fees
V

2A. Total other charges to be financed
3. Amount financed (1 plus 2A)
4. FINANCE CHARGE (total interest)
S. Total of payments (3 pl is 4)
6. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE %

7. A late fee of $2.00 or 5% of any delinquent installment of prin-
cipal and interest, whichever is greater, may be assessed if
delinquency has ytended for at least 15 days.

S. Upon prepayment in full, any unearned Finance Charge will be
refunded based on the ''Rule of 78's...

I.

9 Property Insurance, if written in connection with this loon, may
be obtained by Debtor through any person of his choice reason-
ably acceptable to Bonk. If obtained through the Bonk, the cost
of such Insurance will be as stated in item 2(11).

10. Bank does not require that the Debtor carry Credit Life Insurance.
Such insurance is available under a group policy of Old Republic
Lite Insurance Company; 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60601. If an amount is stated for Item 2 -1. Debtor by signing below
affirms his election for and notice of Credit Life Insurance, and
authorizes the charge opposite 2.1, the insurance to cover the
Debtor as indicated below. TM insurance is available only to a
Debtor under 65 years of age on the date hereof. Extent of coverage
is for unpaid part of Item 5 but limited to $10,000.00 total for this
and all other obligations of insured Debtor to The Citizens National
Bank. The term of the insurance commences on the date this is
executed. Insurance expires on maturity of contract, and is subject
to termination in the event of default in installment payments.

CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE AS ABOVE IS DESIRED ON THE
DEBTOR WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS BELOW.

Dote

Worksheet

Fill in the Blanks

Charges other than the principal of the loan
might includ.!. 1. 2. 3.

4 5.

2. The total of payments will include the
and the .

3. You will be assessed a late fee of or
if your delinquency has extended for at least

4. Yoa may obtain property insurance through an
of your choice to Bank.

5. Bank require that the debtor carry
Life Insurance.

days.

/
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5206: Students will read to translate financial.agreements
on saes and- rent agreements.

Suggested Activity

Given a copy of a retail installment sales agreement from a local
store, the student will read to answer the questions found in
the task folder.

Directions: Read the retail sales agreement
(next page) and answer the questions
below by encircling yes or no.

Sample Questions

Circle Yes or No

Yes No 1. Do not sign this agreement in any spaces
that are left blank.

Yes No 2. You cannot get a refund of the Finance
Charge even if you pay in full ahead of time.

Yes No 3., The store can enter your premises to
repossess the item if you default on your
agreement.

Yes No 4. You may have your own copy of the agreement.

Yes No 5. You can take the seller's word about what
the agreement says and not bother to read
it before you sign it.

Yes No 5. You will have to pay a delinquency charge of
5% if you are more than 15 days late with
your payment.

Yes No 7. If you default, you will have to pay the
attorney's fee for foreclosure.
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1SIIM
MARYLAND

RETAIL INSTALLMENT SALES AGREEMENT SUBJECT TO STATE AND FEDERAL
REGULATION AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

Seller's Name: WESTERN AUTO
(The Seller's name WESTERN AUTO refers to Western Auto Supply Company, a
corporation when this contract is used in a Western Auto Supply Company com-
pany owned store and refers to a Western Auto Associate Store when used by such

operation )

Seller's Address
STREET

CITY STATE ZIP
The undersigned Purchaser, whether one or more, purchases from Seller and
grants to Seller a security interest in all merchandise described below and all
merchandise previously purchased by Purchaser from Seller pursuant to a retail
installment sales agreement which has not been paid in full at the date of the
execution of this agreement until such time as each piece of merchandise is paid
in full. Each payment on this agreement shall be allocated to the purchases made
on thus agreement and to all previous installment purchases not paid for in full as
of this date on the basis that the items first purchased shall be deemed first paid
foe, and in the case of items purchased on the same date, the lowest priced shall
be deemed first paid for. The amount of any down payment on the latest purchase
shall be allocated in its entirety to such purchase The Purchaser will not sell,
remove, or encumber any of said merchandise, the Purchaser shall be responsible
for all loss of or damage to said merchandise, and, if the Purchaser should default
in any payment or payments, Seller may at its option cause all installments re-
maining unpaid tc become immediately due and payable and Seller shall also have
all of the rights and remedies of a Secured Party under the Uniform Commercial
Code. Seller may add subsequent purchases by the: Purchaser to this agreement
and the Total of Payments of this agreement, less payments made, less unearned
FINANCE CHARGE and less unearned Other Charges, if applicable, shall be In-
creased by the total amount of such subsequent purchases including any applicable
FINANCE CHARGES.
If, after default this agreement is referred to an ertorney, not a salaried employee,
of Seller, for collection or foreclosure, Purchaser will pay a reasonable at-
torney's fee not in excess of that permitted by law Upon default of payment of
any installment for 10 days or more, Purchaser agrees to pay a delinquency charge
of Sonlof the amount in default, not to exceed S5 00

lam.
Mt

STOCK
NUMBER DESCRIPTION EACH AMOUNT

OPei

?Zia Itie

ESCRIPTION

Satin Tax

Total

OF
TRADE-IN

Date Account No

131032

PURCHASE '.'S NAME
PLEASE PRINT FIRST INITIAL

PURCHASER'S ADDRESS

LAST

CITY STATE

1. A,eichandise Cash Price

2. Other Charges
2A. Extended Warranty, Delivery,

Installation, Set-Up, Etc.

2B. Sales Tax

2C.

2D. Total Other Charges (2A +28 -3- 2C)

3. Total Cash Price (1+2D)

4. Down Payment
4A. Cash Down Payment
4B. Trade-In

71P

$

$

$

$
$

DESCRIPTION
4C. Total Down Payment (4A+4B)

S. Unpaid Balance of Cash Price (3-4C)

6. Balance Due on Contract ft
6A. Less: Unearned FINANCE CHARGE
6B. Less: Unearned Insurance Charge

6C Less
6D. Total: (6A + 61 + 6C)

7. Net Balance on Prior Contract (6-6D)
B. Consolidated Balance (5+7)
9. Insurance Cost to Purchaser:

Amount of Insurance

Expiration Date

Type of Coverage

Insurance Payable To-
10. Filing Fee

11. Amount Financed. (Unpaid Balance)
(8+9+10) $

12 FINANCE CHARGE
13. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
14. Total of Payments (11 f-12)

15. Deferred Payment Price ( 3+7+9 +10 4-12) $

Purchaser hereby agrees to pay to Seller at its offices shown above the "TOTAL

OF PAYMENTS" shown above in ____ monthly installments of $ until
paid in full The final payment may be more or less than the payment shown.

The first installment payment is due on 19--- , and all subsequent
installment payments are due on the same day of each consecutive month thereafter
until paid in full. The finance charge applies from the date of this agreement

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

or
MONTH

INSURANCE AGREEMENT
DAY

19 whichever date is later.

The purchase of insuranc. coverage is voluntary and not required for cred:t insurance coverage is available and will
procured by Seller at a cost of S for the term of credit.

I desire the above Insurance coverage

Signed

NOTICE TO PURCHASER
1. Do not sign this agreement if any races for agreed terms are left blank.
2. You are entitled to a copy of this agreement at the time you sign it. Keep it to protect your legal rights.
3. You may at any time pay the unpaid balance under this agreement, and, if so, you may receive a partial _refund of the Finance Cha

based on he Rule of 78's and a partial refund of unearned insurance charges. The amount of refund will be furnished upon request.
4. You may under certain circumstances redeem the property if repossessed because of your default, and you may, under certain condition

require a resale of the property if repossessed.
S. The Seller has no right to unlawfully enter your premises or commit any breach of the peace to repossess goods purchased under this agr

ment.
6. The Finance Charge will be cancelled if the tatal of payments is paid in full before the first due date.
7. "CAUTION IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU THOROUGHLY READ THE CONTRACT BEFORE YOU 5.1_Ghl IT."
THE PURCHASER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A
COPY OF THIS CONTRACT SIGNED BY THE SELLER.

Date

"PURCHASER ...

PURCHASER
(S
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5207: Students will read to translate financial agreements
on subscriptions.

Suggested Activities

A. Given a subscription blank for the Literary Guild, the student will
show he understands the financial agreements on the subscription
by answering the questions on the worksheet.

Directions: Read the subscription blank and
answer the questions below.

Save up to 40%
on every best seller

you buy.
And the introductory offer adds

up to even more savings.
(their cost

Dept FR 279. Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Plane accept my application for membership in The Literary
Gild and said mete 4 books or sets whose mambas I have
printed in the boxes blow. BM me only S 1 plus shipping and
hauling.
I agree to the membership pion as described in this ad and
understandlthet I need only buy 4 more boOks, at regular low
dub pnces, whenever I want than

The Literary Guild

(Your choice of 4 books)
in publishers'

editions)
Mr.
Mna

1. Miss

Address

(Please Print)

2.

Cky3.

4. Sate Zip

Total feta value: $

What you pay by joining now

Your savings on this offer $

TIME plus kindling and shopping charge

1.00*

Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canals only. 52-G125
Canadian members will be serviced from Toronto.
Offer slighdy ddfaent in Canada.

Note: Al price quoted are for publishes' editions.
First numbs listed beside each book is the order number.

Questions

1. When can you cancel your membership?

2. Who pays the shipping charge?

3. How many books must you buy?

4. Are you guaranteed a lower price on the books?

5. What is the cost for your first four volumes?

)



B. After reading a copy of a subscription blank from a magazine, the
student will show his understanding of the financial agreement by
answering the questions on a chart.

Directions: Read the magazine subscription and answer
the following questions. Be prepared to
explain your answer.

en in 29weeks
of T and

bill me for 59.97
(29 issues of TIME would cost $17 40 at the newsstand )

I prefer to double my savings Send me 58weeks for $19 94

Nom MIN /Mrs /Mr \
Wand OM)

AO NO
..,

Coty info ) Zip Cods

Signature

It annoy *Wont olooso indwell, undoeg IMAM,
Mints of Collette/University Yaw audios End

1

Rale good only kw U $ lieu subeenbers
T 40739 a-.

Question

1. For $9.97 how long will you

2. If you live in an apartment
must you include when filli

3. If you already subscribe to
renew your subscription with

receive this magazine?

what specific information
g out your address?

4. If you order this magazine f
total be?

5. What additional information i

student?

cro

his magazine, can you
this application? Explain.

r 58 weeks, what will you

s requested from a college



GOAL V: 'UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5208: Students will read to transZ te financial agreements
on long term financial agreements.

Suggested Activities

A._ Given a Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security Agreement, the
student will read the agreement and answeequestions about the contents.

Directions: Read the Searf Agreement (next page)
and answer the questions below.

Questions

1. How many options are available for each monthly
billing period:

2. How are finance,charges determined?

3. What is the minimum4yment for a balance of $434.75?

4. What does this agreement authorize Sears to investigate
and report?

5. What information is given about retaining title to
the merchafidise purchased?

6. Under wh circumstances are financial charges
assessed/?

7. _Under which state law are the credit terms determined?

8. What specific notices are directed to the buyer7
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Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security

Agreement

Sears. Roebuck and Co
I agree to the following regarding all purchases made on my
Sears Revolving Charge Account and Security Agreement

1.1 have the following options each monthly billing period.
(A) I will pay the entire New Balance within 30 days of the

Billing Date shown on the monthly billing statement. er
(B) I will pay the deferred payment price for each pur-

chase consisting of the cash price and a Finance
Charge.

(1)The Finance Charge will be computed upon the
AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE of my account in each
monthly billing period.

(a) The AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE is determined by
dividing the sum of the balances outstanding for
each day of the monthly billing period by the
number of days in the monthly billing period.

(b) The balance outstanding for each day of the
monthly billing period is determined by subtract-
ing payments and credits from the previous
day's balance excluding any purchases added to
the account during the monthly billing period
and excluding any unpaid Finance Charge.

(2) FINANCE CHARGE will be determined by apply-
ing a periodic rate of 1 5% per month (ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE RATE of 18%) to the AVERAGE
DAILY BALANCE.

(3) When the AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE for a monthly
billing period is $33.00 or less, the FINANCE
CHARGE for the billing period, at Sears option, will
be 50c instead of the amount computed above

(4) No FINANCE CHARGE will be assessed-

(a) In a monthly billing period during which there
was no previous balance.

(b) In a monthly billing period during which pay-
ments and/or credits equal or exceed the previ-
ous balance.

(c) On unpaid Finance Charge. or

(d) On purchases during the monthly billing period
in which they are added to the account

(5)1 will pay the def erred payment price forall purchas-
es in monthly payments within 30 days from each
monthly Billing Date according to the following
schedule

II

$

I

tM N.. The MIN=
Noss is: Psysset will Is:

.0110 $10.00 Balance
10.01 to 200.00 $1000

200.01 to 250.00 15.00

250.01 to 300.00 20.00

300 01 to 350.00 25.00

have the option of paying more
each month.

(6)1f I fail to pay any
Sears may declare
sole.

(7) Sears shall retain title
N under this agreement

pent shall be applied
as follows. first to unpaid
to items purchased
purchased shall be
purchased on thesame
be deemed first paid.

(8) I have the right to pay
time without incurring
Charge.

2 I agree that the Finance Charge
be determined by the law
change my State of Residence
Sears will prov.de me with
the Finance Charge and
my new State of Residence

3 Sears is authorized to investigate
report to proper persons
this agreement.

4 Sears waives the right to
arising solely by operation
expected to be used as
provision is not applicable

NOTICE TO BUYER: (1) Do
you reed it or if it contains
a copy of this contract.
rights. (See NOTICE below.)
pay in advance the full amount

It dm lbw Ms Mims
Winos is: Pssessid WI be:

$350.01 to $400.00 $30.00

400.01 to 450.00 35.00

450.01 to 500.00 40.00

Over $500.00 1/10 of
New Bat

than the minimum payment

minimum payment when due.
my entire balance due and pay-

to merchandise purchased
until paid in full. Each pay-

to merchandise and services
Finance Charge; then. as

on different dates. the first
deemed first paid. as to items

date. the lowest priced shall

my entire balance in full at any
a subsequent Finance

and other credit terms will
of my State of Residence. If I

I will inform Sears. and
a new agreement containing

other credit terms applicable to

my credit record and
and bureaus my performance of

retain or to acquire any lien
of law in real property used or
my principal residence. This
to judgement liens.

not sign this contract before
blanks. (2) You are entitled to
Keep it to protect your legal

(3) You have the right to
due.

(CUSTOMER S SIGNATURE)

ACCEPTED SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO

By
(Date)

NOTICE: To open a new Sears Revolving Charge Account, residents of Maine, New Hemp-
shire and Rhode Island should read and sig" t'te above agreement and return it to us together
with the completed credit application on the preceding page When your application is ac-
cepted. we will send you a copy of the agreement for you to keep

Residents of other states should complete and return the credit application on the preceding
page When your application is accepted. we will send you a copy of the agreement to sign
and return to us. together with a copy for you to keen

272 FSeaisip.
4, .0 , 3
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B. Using a charge account agreement from a local department store,
the student will locate the following words on the agreement,
circle them, read them in context, and write a definition for each
words on his own paper.

Directions: 1. Read a charge account agreement.
2. Locate the words listed below on

the agreement.
3. Circle these words.
4. Read them in context.
5. Write a definition of each word on your

paper.

Sample Words

periodic provision allocatt
delinquency credit encumber
option compute dispose
incurring security comply
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GOAL V: UNDERSTANDING FORMS

Objective 5209: Students will read to traYslate financial agreements
on hotel reservations.

Suggested Activities

A. Liven a copy of a hotel reservation confirmation, the student will
answer the questions about the reservation.

Directions: Read the hotel reservation confirmation
below, and answer the questions.

The Cozy Rest Inn
1511 Sleepy Hollow Lane
Pleasant Valley; Maryland
301-963-8765

Received confirmation for for 8-10-74.
At this time notify the management of your plans. Arrangement
will be made to hold the room.

Questions

1. Circle the time the reservation will no longer be held.

2. Underline what you would do if your arrival time is 6:30.
3. In what state is the hotel located?
4. What words indicate you will-have a restful vacation.

B. Given a confirmation from a hotel, the student will read to translate
the financial agreements on it and complete and fill in the blank
worksheet.

Directions: Read the confirmation from the motor hotel
(next page). Fill in the blanks to complete the
sentences below.

1. You will stay at the motor hotel days.

2. Your total bill for three days came to
3 You will owe the hotel
4. The hotel cost approximately per person a day.
S. If you discover a mistake in your bill when you get home,

you should call .

6. If your plans are changed and you cannot keep your
reservation you should notify the hotel in

advance so that your deposit will be refunded.
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minium MOTOR HOTEL

/1.4e..erYt...d S

ROARDIVALK AT 26TH STREIT

OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND

TtL 301-289.71413

Thank you for your thoughtfulness in request-
ing an advance reservation for accommodations at
the Diplomat Motor Hotel.

We are delighted to confirm your request as
designated below. Your deposit guarantees your
room for the arrival day listed below. Upon regis-
tration, the balance for your stay will be due.
In the event your plans are changed please notify
us 72 hours in advance, so that your deposit
may be refunded.

We are looking forward to having you with us
and know that your stay will be pleasant.

Sincere y y'urs,

PAIA
CHECK -IN TIME 2:00 P.M. CHRIC-OUT TIME 11:00 A.M.

ARRIVAL DATE: 36,2

DEPARTURE DATE:%5

ACCOMMODATIONS: /

40. OF GUESTS: 1'

RATE PER DAY:43434'

PEPOSIT RECEIVED:13 3 '

We do not confim reservations for single boys or
single girls or groups of either.

[OPIII TIAll =ID)



APPENDICES

(To be used as a resource for teachers only)

I Appendix A: Sample Lesson Plans

I. Primary Level K-3 (A)

2. Primary - Level K-5 (B)

3. Intermediate Level 4-6 IA)

4. Intermediate Level 4-6 (B)

5. Middle School Level 7-9 (A)

6. Middle School Level 7-9 (B)

7. High School - Level 10-12 (A)

8. High School - Level 10-12 (B)

II. Appendix B: Idea Hodge -Dodge

I. Games to Reinforce Vocabulary

2. Games to Adopt for any Level

III. Appendix C: Classified Vocabular, and Terms for Pilot Schools

I. General

2. Building Signs

3. Road Signs

4. Textbooks, Tests, and Assignments

S. Games and Kits

f5. First Aid

7. 7,-lephone

.)1-ing

°. lEasic Utility end Hr)usQhold Appliant.is

'2)1;
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II. Mass Transportation

12. Medicines

13. Food Labels

14. Metric Symbols

IV. Appendix D: Corlett Wilson's 225 Essential Vocabulary
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APPENDIX A:

SAMPLE LESSON PLANS
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Primary - Level K-3 (A)

Objective 1101: Students will read to interpret basic directional
type vocabulary from road signs.

Teacher Directed Procedures - On overhead, present several colored road
signs. Have students or teacher read and discuss where they would
be found and why.

Follow-up:

Activity

1. Students color ditto shapes, cut them out and paste on paper.

Activity

2. Have pupils take tour of school and nearby area to find actual
signs in or near the school.

Activity

3. Student will match word color card to the sign shape.

Activity

4. Each student will make his own set of word card2, for review.

Materials:

1. Set of road sign shapes in correct colors without specific symbols.

2. Set of word cards or colored paper. Color word on one side, color

meaning on reverse.

3. Ditto of shapes to he colored.

Examples:

Word card samples:

front

yellow

red

hack

caution

i do _riot i

blue

Lblue I I hell) for you]

4;35

front hack

black and whitellgives directions!

1 green 1



Evaluations:

1. Students will demonstrate relationship of color to shape by telling
the teacher the color of each shape.

2. Students will label the signs on a ditto worksheet.

3. Students will use a matching board and match colored shapes to
the meanings printed on the board.
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Primary - Level K-3 (B)

Objective 5101: Students will read to report personal information
on forms for school.

Materials:

Worksheets, paper, pencil, overhead projector, transparency

Teacher Directed Procedures:

1. Using an overhead and transparency of a form, including
name, address, and phone number, tY?, teacher will fill in
each item as it is discussed by the class.

2. Students discuss the importance of being able to relate
this information.

3. StI;Jents discuss situations that tell when and where
they might need to know such information.

4. As a homework assignment the student will learn his correct
addr ss and phone number.

Follow-up:

1. Students will take turns filling out parts of a form
using the overhead projector and a transparency using
information from homework assignment.

2. Students may role-play situations where they would
need to tell this information.

Evaluations:

Students will fill in their own form with personal information
to show their understanding of this concept.

Name:

Sample Form

Address:

Last First Middle

Street

City

Telephone No.:

A-6
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Intermediate - Level 4-6 (A)

Objective 1302: Students will read to interpret labels on packages and
containers to know how to protect themselves from injury
or inconvenience and to care for children and
possessions.

Materials:

1. Prescription labels duplicated on black board

2. Several prescription bottles with labels (one for each
student is ideal).

Teacher Directed Procedures:

1. Have the students examine the prescription label that has
been, written on the board and discuss what information
is given. This should include name of person, dosage,
date, etc.

2. Discuss meaning of dosage.

3. Student will read aloud dosage on his bottle and discuss
its meaning.

Follow-up:

Role-play situation where it is necessary to read a label
before administering any medication.

Evaluations:

1. Students will list what important information is found
on a prescription label and why it is there.

2. Students, when given a dosage direction, will tell how much
of the medicine should be given at a time, and how many
times a day it should be given.
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Middle School - Level 7-9 (A)

,-)1 j,,2-iv f109: Students will read to locate references within a
catalogior use in school, at a job, or at hone
by utilizing the table of contents, index, glossary,
appendix, footnotes, bibliography, and headings
or subheadings.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Students will read from a catalog to locate items from
given descriptions.

2. Students will identify basic components of a catalog
advertisement: illustration, description. and cost of item.

Activities:

1. Teacher-Directed

a. Present students with copies of a catalog._

b. Let children explore the catalog freely for five
minutes.

c. Direct students to an advertisement in the catalog
and help them identify the illustration, the

description, and the cost.

d. Guide children to discover the similarities between
the item advertisements.

e. Present students with a hypothetical situation: You

can choose a present for your.;elf that costs less
than $10.00.

f. Have the students find the item.

g. Identify category of item:

h. Read as much information from the description as possible.

i. Identify cost.

2. Independent Activities

a. {direct students to make a catalog of their own, choosing
different gift items for uifferent members of their
family. Students will include the picture of the item,
its cost, and their own description of it.



b. Given list of items and page number, direct students
to find the item and locate cost.

c. Multiple choice activity asking student which item could
be found on a particular page.
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Intermediate - Level 4-6 (B)

Objective 4303: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for societal purposes from newspaper materials.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Students will identify different types of articles in a
children's newspaper (e.g., news, cartoon, puzzle, recipe)

2. Students will read to identify article supplying information
concerning a specific topic

3. Students will identify vocabulary words relevant to
newspaper construction (e.g., title, caption, article,

date, headline)

Activities:

1. Teacher-Directed

a. Students will explore newspaper followed by
discussion of types of articles and vocabulary.

b. Examine an article with students and identify
the main points of information.

c. Write language experience story in the form of a
news article about the class noting sequential and
important information. Students will supply
appropriate illustration, title and caption.

2. Student-Directed

a. Students match captions with pictures.

b. Students match titles with articles.

c. Students, working in groups, contribute different
types of articles to produce a mini-newspaper.

d. Students make questions from a newspaper article to

ask a friend or teacher.

Assessment:

After exploring a children's newspaper, the students will respond to

questions. (e.g., Are all the articles about things that
really happened? What is written at the beginning of each

article?)



Middle School - Level 7-9 (6)

Objective 4401: Students will read to elicit necessary information
for the home from newspaper ads.

Activity:

Students will contrast and compare food prices in different
supermarkets and/or different areas of the country.

Materials:

Try to collect supermarket ad pages from many different
papers and from different areas of the country. The
ads should reflect approximately the same time period
(April, etc.)

Teacher-Directed Procedure:

Using two ads the teacher will have the class discuss the
ads to compare and contrast food prices. Individual
students will fill in a chart on poster paper or on
the blackboard.

Follow-up:

Consists of four parts students can work in pairs to make
the activities become a race or game.

GROCERY SHOPPING

Part I - Select 5 "cardboard foods." Try to find the following
information about the products. Use the newspaper
advertisements.

Item Size Price Store

A

Part II - Comparison - Find two different prices for the items listed
for each price. Note the size and/or

(Brand names may be different.)
below. List a store
quantity desired.

Item Price #1 - Store Price #2 - Store

A
B

1

1

lb. bologna
lb. margarine
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Part III Coupons Find 5 items advertised with coupons. Complete

the other information.

Item How much off? Store Date(s)

Part IV You are inviting four friends for lunch. You have

$10.00 to spend to feed five people. Plan a meal using

advertisement information. (List foods and prices on the

back of this sheet. Remember that you must buy everything
for the "party.")

Evaluation:

DisLussion of activity, listing price information on the
board, and checking each other for accuracy: Part IV will serve

as qn evaluative device.

Reinforcement:

Folding centers
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Hign School Level 10-12 (A)

Objective 1302: Students wilZ read to interTret Zab=lo on ,),--kaTe:.

and containers to know how to protect
injury or inconvenience and to care for hitb,rn qni

possessions.

Behavioral Objective:

Student will complete a worksheet listing information that is
found on labels of various home cleaning products.

Materials:

Display of actual boxes; cans or bottles of cleaning
products such as detergents, bleach, ammonia, scouring
cleanser, and soaps.

Teacher-Directed Procedures:

1. Teacher introduces the exercise by displaying boxes,
cans, and bottles of cleaning produces - detergents,
scouring cleansers, dishwashing liquids, ammonia,
bleach, etc.

2. Teacher points out: brand names (Spec and Sran),
type of product (cleaner), manufacturer'' address,
weight, size (family size), ingredients, directions for

cautions.

3. Teacher will lead class discussion of information found
on the labels and how this information should he
interpreted.

Follow-up:

Student Activities

1. Student completes the worksheet by li,ttn ,nformatiou

as they find it. (Rulers may be providud so students

can divide the papers in section.)

After completion of the worksheet(s), students discus= each
product and tell whether or not they feel the label teas good

or poor. A good label would tell most of the information 11=4-0,1

on the worksheet.

Name

Sample Worksheet

Section [late

Brand
Name

Type of
Product

Manufacturer's

Name, Address

List of Amount 1!ol4 to

Size Inuredients to Use 11,-;e It t.It
..._
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High School - Level 10-12 (B)

Objective 2302: Students will read to locate references within a
multi-resource center for use in school, at a job,
or at home by utilizing reference books and
materials.

Sub-Goal:

Diagnosis of needs and maintenance of library skills.

Teacher-Directed Procedures:

The teacher or media specialist will direct the class's attention to
the various areas and materials in the media center and discuss
briefly each part.

Follow-up:

Students will complete the assignment on the worksheet.
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READ AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS: In the following situations, decide whether
it would be best and/or fastest to look for a book in the card catalog
a reference book (Atlas, Almanac, Dictionary, Encyclopedia, etc.), or in the
readers' guide to periodical literature. Write down your choice in column #1.
Then go to the media center and try to find the information to answer the
question or to check a given fact. Write the answer or tell whether a fact
is true or false. If a fact is false, write down the correct information in
column #2. Column #3 is for you to indicate any trouble you had or any
additional materials that you used.

1. A friend of the family
returned from a trip
around the world.
He mentioned visiting a
place named Mandalay.
You want to know where
it is but he leaves
before you can ask
him.

2. Mark has become interested
in magic and wants to
learn how to do some
tricks with cards or
coins. Where would he
find such information?

3. You have just read a bio-
graphy of Mozart. You have
to give an oral report about
this book in class, but
you don't know how to
pronounce his name.

4. Maria plans to play the
part of a pioneer woman
in the Junior Class play.
She wants to make a
costume for herself, but
she doesn't know what it

should look like.

5. You think that the 4p
code of Cincinnati, Ohio
is 45303, but you aren't
sure. Check.

6. You and your father had
an argument about baseball.
He says that Ty Cobb began
playing baseball for the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1905.
You disagree.

Column #1 Column #2 Column #3
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Fhe science teacher asks
you to find out where
the pawpaw tree grows.

3. You are playing a
trivia game and someone
asks you to name the
world's longest river.

9. Your friend suggests
that you read an article
about snowmobiling in
the 1972 issue of Outdoor
Life. She can't
remember whether it was
the November or December
issue.

10. Your teacher recommends
the novel, I Am Rosemarie.
lou want to find out the
setting or some background
about the book.

lou enjoy short stories.
Your cousin suggests that
you read some of Robert
Louis Stevenson's works.
You want to find out
which stories are
available in the school
media center.

12. lour history assignment
asks you to list three
'articles written about

the possible impeachment
of President Nixon.
lour teacher suggests
that you find articles
written between January
1971 and the present.

A-lo
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Idea Hodge-Podge

A. Games to Reinforce Vocabulary

1. Mobile of high-frequency.
2. "Pop-It" Student chooses a balloon and pops it. He reads

the words inside and matches them to a displayed picture, sign,
shape, or definition. Then he reads the word orally.

3. Twister 'Ise floor sheet from Twister game and place the words
on a sheet. Use Twister game spinner and follow the rules
for Twister. The student must read the word he lands on.

4. Goodie Jar (Candy Jar - Cookie Jar) Words are on a cookie or
candy shape. The student draws a card, reads the word and
then uses it in a sentence or matches it to shape or fit
into a sentence, etc.

S. Game Boards - many variations can be made. Use any
commercial board to get ideas. Place vocabulary in spaces
on board.

6. Fish - Vocabulary words on fish shapes with paper clip noses.
Student uses a stick with a magnet on a string to catch a fish.
Read word, and then match the word to a definition, etc.

7. Bingo-Wordo - Make bingo card with the vocabulary words in
the spaces. The teacher or leader reads a definition, while
the students cover the words. Five in a row wins the game.

8. Concentration - Prepare two sets of vocabulary cards and then
place then face down. The student will turn over 2 cards;
if they match he reads then and keeps the cards. If they
don't match, the student turns them over again and the next
player takes a turn. The winner has the most word cards
at the end of the game.

9. "Within-these-Walls" - Diagram of a building with sign cards.
From a pile the student draws a card, reads it, and then places
It on the proper place on the diagram. (Variation-use
pictures of different kinds of buildings and place signs
on pictures.)

10. "Hang-Ups" Words are written on cards in the shape of clothes

and placed in a small basket. Student reads words and
places them on a clothesline in alphabetical order.

11. Cross-Word Puzzles
12. Grab Bag - Place word cards in small bags. Students choose

bag and read word to match, define, etc.
13. Relay Race Leader or teacher says the words and the first student

In each team races to find the sign, signifying the word, touches
it, and then returns to the starting line.

14. "Sign-Man" - (Every pupil response idea) Students are given a
set of duplicate signs. The teacher or leader says the words,
and then the students hold up word cards.

13. "Be-It" Student draws a sign, a vocabulary word or a phrase
card. They pantomine it for others to guess. The child that
guesses correctly gets the point.

16. "Match-Ups" - Cut vocabulary word and definitions apart as a
puzzle. Student must match pieces, and then read the complete strip.
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17. "Word Slap" The student takes a card from the pile, reads it, and
then places it face-up in the discard pile. If the word belongs
to the category specified, he slaps the discard pile and gets
to take the entire discard pile. If the word does not belong
to the category specified, the next player takes a turn. The
winner is the student with the most cards.

18. "Reading Throw" Place word cards and phrase cards, and then strip
with a direction to follow 'in a box partitioned into small
sections. The student throws a ball into the box. He then reads
the card in the partition where the ball lands.

B. Games to Adapt for Any Level

1. "Make-a-Cake"
a. Place empty cake boxes in a large container.
b. The students draw out a box and read the recipe on the back

of the box silently.
c. Quantities and ingredients are printed on duplicate cards.

These are clipped to a large cake-shaped poster. Students
then take turns removing one card at a time to arrange them
in a sequential order as found on the recipe;

2. Relay "Fill-a-Form"
a. Each team has a blank personal information form.
b. The first student on the team runs to the dial and spins

It. (Dial has title of each blank of personal information
printed on it.) Thestudentthen reads where the spinner
stops and then returns to the form to fill in that space
with the information.

c. The first team completing the form is the winner.

3. "Wobbly Wheels"

Here it is kids, the first really original game to come
along since they invented Wacky Sti :kers! And this one's
just about as wacky. But don't give up: you really
should try it. First, you'll have to make some cards.
To do this, cut up some old shirt cardboards (or anything
else that your parents say you can cut) into sqaures or rectangles
about the size of playing cards. On each one, write one
of the instructions below. Leave the other side blank.
Here are the instructions:

Go to camping

Move back 4 spaces
Go back to start
Speeding: go to jail,
lose 3 turns

Call home: go to
telephone

Move forward 5 spaces
Move forward 4 spaces

Go again

Move forward 2 spaces
Move forward 3 spaces
Move back 5 spaces
Accident: stay is hospital 3 turns
Bad report card: go back to

school
Go again, 2 times
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DIRECTIONS: Any number can play. Roll dice to see who starts.

High number starts. Roll again, advance one square for
each number on dice. Obey all traffic signs. If you

land on a square marked Pick a Card, take the top card
from the pile and follow its Instruction. First player

to find the end of the game.is the winner.
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a functional reading game
for wacky motorists
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4. 'Scavenger Hunt" (to follow directions)
a. Give student a dittoed list of directions, such as

"What color is the door of the teachers' lounge?"
"Go to the gym. On the left hand set of doors is
a number. Copy it here."

b. Students hunt the building to record answers.
c. The first student to complete the sheet is the winner.

5. "Map Cut Apart" - Give the student a map that has been cut
into puzzle pieces. He assembles the map to answer questions
given on ditto.

6. "Musical Forms"
a. Set up chairs as in musical chairs and place.a blank

personal information form on each chair.
b. The students then move around to music. When the music

stops, they fill in as many of the blanks on the form as they
can before the music starts again (using own personal
informatioa).

c. The winner is the student who completes a form first.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

GENERAL

Adults only
Beware
Beware of dog
Caution
Closed
Colaoustible

Contaminated

Depp water

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

16.

No ._ving
No fires
No fishing
No hunting
No spitting
No Swimming
No Touching
No Trespa sing

9. Do not inhale fumes 37. Open
10. Do not use near heat 38. Out
11. Do not use near open flame 39. Out of Order
12. Dynamite 40. Poison
13. Explosives 41. Poisonous
14. Flammable 42. Posted
15. l'ound 43. Private
16. Fragile 44. Private Property
17. Gasoline 45. Safety First
18. Gate 46. Shallow water
19. Handle With Care 47. Shelter
20. Hands off 48. Thin ice
21. Help 49. This end up
22. High Voltage 50. This side up
23. Inflammable 51. Use in open air
24. Information 52. Violators will be prosecuted
25. Keep Away 53. Wanted
26. Keep Off (the grass) 54. Warning
27. Lost 55. Wet Paint
28. Live Wires 56. Danger

eS :
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BUILDING SIGNS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Bus station
Condemned
Dentist
Do not crowd
Do not push

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

No Admittance
No Checks Cashed
No Credit
Ne Dogs Allowed
No Loitering

6. Do not shove 33. No Minors

7. Doctor 34. No Smoking

8. Down 35. Nurse

9. Elevator 36. Office

10. Escalator 37. Lout

11. Emergency Exit 38. Police (station)

12. Employees Only 39. Post No Bills

13. Entrance 40. Post Office

14. Exit. 41. Private

15. Exit Only 42. Push

16. Fallout Shelter 43. Pull

17. Fire Escape 44. Smoking Prohibited

18. Fire Extinguisher 45. Blacktop

19. First Aid 46. Step Down (Up)

20. Gentlemen 47. Inside

21. In 48. Outside

22. Information 49. Terms cash

23. Keep Closed At All Times 50. Up

24. Keep Out 51. Use Other Door

25. La 52. Watch Your Step

26. Men 53. Ask Attendant for Key

27. Next (window gate) 54. Danger
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1.

2.

3.

ROAD SIGNS

All Cars (Trucks) Stop
Ask Attendant for Key
Beware of Cross Winds

51.

52.

53.

Merging: "traffic

Militar Reservation

Next

4. Bridge Out 54. No Left lam
5. Bus Only 55. No Parking
6. Caution 56. No Passing
7. Construction Zone 57. No Right Turn
8. Curb 58. No Right Turn on Red Light
9. Danger 59. No Smoking Area
10. Dangerous Curb 60. No Stinding
11. Dead End 61. No Turns
12. Deer (Cattle) Crossing 62. No Stopping
13 Detour 63. No "U" Turns
14. Dim Lights 64. Not a Through Street
15. Dip 65. One Way Do Not Enter
16. Do Not Block Walk (Driveway) 66. One Way Street
17. Do Not Enter 67. Pavement Ends
18. Drifting Sand 68. Playground
19. Drive Slow 69. Procees At Your Own Risk
20. Emergency Vehicles Only 70. Private Road
21. End 45 71. Put On Chains
22. End Construction 72. R.R.

23. Entrance 73. Railroad Crossing
24. Exit Only 74. Rest Rooms
25. Exit Speed 30 75. Resume Speed
26. Falling Rocks 76. Right Lane Must Turn Right
27. Flooded 77. Right Turn Only
28. Four Way Stop 78. Road Closed
29. Freeway 79. Road Ends
30. Garage 80. School Stop
31. Gate 81. School Zone
32. Go Slow 82. Slide Area
33. Hospital Zone 83. Slippery When Wet (Frosty)
34. Inspection Station 84. Slow Down

35. Junction 101 A 85. Slower Traffic Keep Right

36. Keep To the Left (Right) 86. Speed Checked by Radar
27. Lane Ends 87. Steep Grade

38. Last Chance For Gas 88. Stop
39. Left Lane Must Turn Left 89. Stop Ahead

40. Left Lane on this Signal Only 90. Stop for Pedestrians
41. Left Turn Only 91. Stop When Occupied
42. Left Turn O.K. 92. Stop Motor
43. Loading Zone 93. This Lane May Turn Left
44. Look 94. This Road Patrolled by Aircraft
45. Look Out For the Cars (Trucks) 95. Three hay Licht
46. Listen 96. Turn Oft 1 ..: II:1 Mile)

47. M.P.H. 97. Turn Off
48. Mechanic on Duty 98. Traffic Circle
49. Men Working 99. Truck Route
50. Merge Left (Right) 100. Unloading :one
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ROAD SIGNS

101. Use Low Gear

102. Watch For Flagman
103. Watch For Low Flying Aircraft
104. Winding Road
105. Yield
106. Yield Right of Way
107. Bus Stop
108. Don't Walk

109. Do Not Cross
110. Information

111. No Road Signs

112. Pedestrians
113. Porhibited
114. Post No Bills
115. Walk
116. Toll Ahead
117. Right Lane
118. Left Lane
119. Closed
120. Do Not Pass
121. Thru Traffic

I
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TEXTBOOKS, TESTS, AND ASSIGNMENTS

1. Directions
2. Instructions
3. Cut

4. Match
5. Paste
6. Draw
7. Color

8. Draw a line under (around) (through) (over)
9. Mark

10. Put a cross (mark) on
11. Write
12. Put in the correct sequence (order)
13. Number your paper
14. Write your name (date)
15. Choose the right word (answer) (meaning)
16. Cross out
17. Draw a circle (ring) arwind
18. Put a check (before) (after)
19. Fill in the blank (missing word)
20. Write a short answer
21. Copy these sentences (words) (phrases)
22. Underline
23. Make two columns
24. Draw a line between
25. Make a list
26. Circle the letters
27. Draw a vertical line
28. Classify
29. Write yes or no (true or false)

30. Write the word after its meaning
31. Write the word that means the same (almost the same)
32. Put in ABC (alphabetical order)
33. Write S if words mean the same; write 0 if they mean the opposite
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GAMES AND KITS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Instructions
Directions

I ach player

Spin

Left right

41.

42.

43.

44.

15.

Pick

Shuffle
Deal

Dealer
Discard

6. starter 46. Chips

In turn 47. Dice

8. Spaces 48. Select
9. Move 49. Bid

10. Playing board 50. Purchase

11. Partner 51. Buy

12. Token 52. Join
13. Path 53. Glue

14. Lands 54. Diagram

15. Follow 55. Paint

16. Forward 56. Cement in place
17. Backward 57. Slide

18. Cards 58. Position

19. Stack 59. Pressing down

20. Pile 60. Pattern

21. Draw (a card) 61. Knot

Penalty 62. Outline

23. Collect 63. Stitch key

24. Pairs 64. Color key
25. Spread 65. Transfer

26. Storing 66. Guide

27. Mix 67. Base

28. Rows 68. Model

29. Picture side up (down) 69. Trace

30. W,ns 70. Trim

31. Moves first 71. Embroidering

32. Highest number 72. Braid

33. Begins the game 73. Yarn

34. Moves back 74. Assemble

35. Jump (over) 75. Mount

36. Blocked 76. Insert

37. Match 77. Push

38. %am, (words) 78. Repeat

39. Choose 79. First - then next

10. Place
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FIR51 IL;

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ammonia
Wood turpentine
Kerosene

Insectiside

21.

2'.

23.

21.

Adhesive
Bandage
Gauze
Dilute

5. Rat poison 25. Tourniquet

6. Lye 26. Milk of Magnesia

7. Drano 27. Scissors

8. Iodine 28. Tweezers

9. Mercurochrome 29. Cotton

10. Antiseptic 3u. Sterile

11. Antidote 31. Alclhol

12. Caution 32. Heating pad

13. Do not inhale fumes 33. Ice bag

14. First Aid 34. Hot water bottle

15. Nurse 35. Solutions

16. Combustible 36. Sling

17. Contaminated 37. Physician

18. Do not use near heat (open flame) 38. Hospital

19. Doctor 39. Thermometer

20. Bandaid 40. Aspirin
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TELEPHONE

1. Directions 15. Telegrams
2. Instructions 16. Collect calls
3. Operator 17. Direct Distance Dialing (
4. Dial 18. Long distance
5. Emergency 19. Person to Person
6. Fire Department 20. Station to station
7. Area Code 21. Rate
8. Police 22. Toll call
9. Ambulance 23. Customer

10. Doctor 24. Credit Card
11. Physician 25. Emergency
12. Director Assistance 26. Call Guide
13. Business Office 27. White pages
14. Repair Service 28. Yellow pages
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COOKING

1.

2.

Instructions
Directions

47.

48.

Waffle iron
Casserole

3. Do not refreeze 49. Electric frypan

4. Recipe 50. Grate

5. Formula 51. Low - med. - high (heat)

6. Ingredients 52 Peel

7. Mix 53. Broil

8. Drain 54. Whip
9. Juice 55. Fry

10. Stir 56. Boil

11. Squeeze 57. Speed (mixer)

12. Pour 58. Saute'

13. Pare 59. Chop

14. Grease 60. Measure
15. Sprinkle 61. Knife

16. Sift 62. Freeze

17. Meld 63. Degree°

18. Oil 64. Roll

19. Scald 65. Sugar
20. Heat 66. Flour

21. Chicken 67. Season

22. Set 68. Package

23. Heat 69. Eggs

24. Fill 70. Baking powder

25. Garnish 71. Baking soda

26. Cake 72. Add

27. Congealed 73. Salt

28. Serve 74. Pepper
29. Ounce 75. Flavoring
30. Melt 76. Vanilla
31. Cook 77. Milk

32. Pounds 78. Margarine

33. Degrees 79. Shortening

34. Oven 80. Mixture

35. Broiler 81. Dissolve

36. Spread 82. Chill

37. Tablespoon (T.) 83. Empty

38. Teaspoon (tsp.) 84. Saucepan

39. Measuring cup (C.) 85. Contents

40. Mixing bowl 86. Teakettle

41. Measuring spoons 87. Altitude

42. Pot holder 88. Thermometer

43. Egg beater 89. Sauce

44. Flour sifter 90. Meringue

45. Waxed paper 91. Blend

46. Pans (cake, tube, bundt, 92. Blender
frying, muffin, baking, loaf) 93. Ounce (oz.)

94. Pound (lb.)
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BASIC UTILITY AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

1. Instructions 48. Low - medium full
Directions 49. Not heat

3. Attachments 50. Timed
1. Patented 51. Delicate
5. Manual control 52. Thermostat
6. Automatic control 53. Locked

Turn 54. Water level
S. Selector 55. Higher
9. Dial 56. Immerse

10. Timer (set) 57. Heating element
11. Knovs 58. Vent

12. High - low- normal 59. Duct
13. Wash 60. Filter
14. Spin 61. Fabrics
15. Rinse 62. Warranty
16. soul. 63. Guarantee
17. Hot 64. Appliance
18. Warm 65. Buzzer
19. Permanent press 66. Refill
20. Light 67. Avoid
21. Press button 68. Lever

Lint screen 69. Higher setting
23. Close door 70. Outlet
24. Remove 71. Dust bag
.5. Caution 72. Empty
26. Spray 73. Disconnect

Switch 74. Socket
Plug 75. Position

29. Cord 76. Racks

30. Fuses 77. Illustrations
SI. Circuit breakers 78. Cycle
32. Automatic 79. Manufacturer
33. Motor 80. Product

31. V)rmal load 81. Furance

-3mall load 82. Fuel oil
Tcmperature 83. Mower

S7. Defrost 84. Gasoline
38. Frost free 85. Blade

39. Quick chill 86. Bracket
40. Meat keeper 87. Sani-cycle
41. Sani-temp 88. Rinse hold
12. Vegetable drawer 89. Light soil
43. Crisper 90. Power wash
44. -;urface 91. Cancel drain
43. Oven 92. Light load
36. Left front (rear) 93. Dry

17. Right front (rear) 94.
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MAPS

1. First - tenth 17. Stationary Front
2. Street 18. Rain
3. Road 19. Showers
4. By Pass 20. Snow
5. Section 21. Flurries
6. Shopping Center 22. Milder
7. Park 23. Daytime
8. Jr. High School 24. Expected
9. Recreation 25. East

10. Forecast 26. West
11. Cold 27. North
12. Warm 28. South
13. Hot 29. Northeast

14. High 30. Southeast
15. Low 31. Northwest
16. Temperatures 32. Southwest
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MASS TRANSPORTATION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Bus Station
Bus stop
Do not stand up
No Dogs Allowed
No Smoking
No Spitting

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Terminal
Thru Bus
Express
Reservations
Discharge
Leave

7. Smoking Prohibited 25. Arrive

8. Step Down (Up) 26. Flights

9. Taxi Stand 27. Airport

10. Watch Your Step 28. Air Freight

11. Temporary Service 29. Stops Frequently

12. Via 30. Timetable

13. SS - Station Stop 31. Fare

14. f - Flat Stop 32. Daily

15. ET - Eastern Time 33. Ramp

16. CT - Central Time 34. Inspection
17. MT - Mountain Time 35. Local

18. PT - Pacific Time

2f)
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MEDICINE

1.

2.

Not for external use
Not for internal use

8.

9.

Adult dosage
Nostril

3. External Use Only 10. Drops
4. Antidote 11. Teaspoon
S. Poison 12. Tablespoon
6. Poisonous 13. Don't use in, near,
7. Keep out of reach of children around eyes or face

14. Laxative

FOOD LABELS

1. Use Before (date) 7. Keep refrigerated
2. Do not refreeze 8. Screw lid on tightly
3. Thawed for convenience 9.' Replace cap
4. Shake well before using 10. Do not freeze
S. No need to refrigerate 11. Do not incinerate
6. Refrigerate

J 2 ()
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METRIC SYMBOLS

Kilometer km Kiloliter kl Metric ton t

Hectometer hm Liter (litre) 1 1 Kilogram kg

Dekameter dam Milliliter mll Gram g

Meter (metre) m Milli8m mg

Decimeter dm Microgram ug

Centimeter cm

Millimeter mm

Degree Celsius °C

Second

Square meter m2 Cubic meter m
3

Square centimeter cm2 Cubic centimeter cm''

Square decimeter dm
2 Cubic decimeter dm3

Systeme International d'Unites (SI)

All small case letters except C for Celsius and SI

No s added to make plural

No period because they are symbols not abbreviations
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CORLETT WI

ADULTS ONLY
ANTIDOTE

BEWARE
BEWARE OF THE DOG

BUS STATION
BUS STOP

CAUTION

CLOSED
COMBUSTIBLE
CONTAMINATED
CONDEMNED

DEF" WATER
DEt\ 'ST

DON'T WALK
DO NOT CROSS, USE TUNNEL
DO NOT CROSS
DO NOT ENTER
DO NOT PUSH
DO NOT INHALE FUMt

DO NOT REFREEZE
DO NOT SHOVE

DO NOT STAND UP
DO NOT USE NEAR HEAT
DO NOT USE NEAR OPEN FLAME
DOCTOR (DR.)

DOWN
DYNAMITE

ELEVATOR
EMERGENCY EXIT
EMPLOYEES ONLY

ENTRANCE
EXIT

EXIT ONLY
EXPLOSIVES
EXTERNAL USE ONLY

FALLOUT SHELTER
FIRE ESCAPE
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRST AID
FLAMMABLE
FOUND
FRAGILE
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LSON'S 225 ESS:NTIAL VOCABULARY

GASOLINE
GATE

GENTLEMEN

HANDLE WITH CARE
HANDS OFF
HELP
HIGH VOLTAGE

IN

INFLAMMABLE
INFORMATION,
INSTRUCTIONS\

KEEP AWAY
KEEP CLOSED AT ALL TIMES
KEEP OFF (THE GRASS)
KEEP OUT

LADIES

LOST

LIVE WIRES

MEN

NEXT (WINDOW) (GATE)
NO ADMITTANCE
NO CHECKS CASHED
NO CREDIT
NO DIVING
NO DOGS ALLOWED
NO DUMPING
NO FIRES
NO LOITERING
NO FISHING

NO HUNTING
NO MINORS
NO SMOKING
NO SPITTING
NO SWIMMING
NO TOUCHING
NO TRESPASSING
NOT FOR EXTERNAL USE
NOXIOUS
NURSE

OFFICE
OPEN
OUT
OUT OF ORDER

PEDESTRIANS PROHIBITED
POISON
POISONOUS
POLICE (STATION)
POST NO BILLS
POST OFFICE
POSTED
PRIVATE

PRIVATE PROPERTY
PULL
PUSH

SAFETY FIRST
SHALLOW WATER
SHELTER
SMOKING PROHIBITED
STEP DOWN (UP)

TAXI STAND
CASH TERMS

THIN ICE
THIS END UP
THIS SIDE UP

USE U:= BEFORE (DATE)

USE IN OPEN AIR
USE OTHER DOOR

VIOLATORS WILL BE
PROSECUTED

WALK
WANTED
WARNING
WATCH YOUR STEP
WET PAINT
WOMEN

ALL CARS (TRUCKS) STOP
ASK ATTENDANT FOR KEY



BEWARE. OF CROSS WINDS

BRIDGE OUT
BUS ONLY
CAUTION

CONSTRUCTION ZONE
CURVE

DANGER

DANGEROUS CUR6
DEAD END
DEER (45ATTLE) CROSSING
DETOUR
DIM LIGHTS M.P.H.
DIP MECHANIC ON DUTY
DO NOT BLOCK WALK (DRIVEWAY)MEN WORKING
DO NOT ENTER MERGE LEFT (RIGHT)
DRIFTING SAND MERGING TRAFFIC
DRIVE SLOW MILITARY RESERVATION

LANE ENDS

LAST CHANCE FOR GAS
LEFT LANE MUST TURN LEFT
LEFT LANE ON THIS SIGNAL ONLY
LEFT TURN ONLY
LEFT TURN O.K.

LOADING ZONE
LOOK

LOOK OUT FOR THE CARS
(TRUCKS)

LISTEN

EMERGENCY VEHICLES ONLY
END 45
END CONSTRUCTION
ENTRANCE

EXIT ONLY
EXIT SPEED 30

FALLING ROCKS
FLOODED
FLOODS WHEN RAINING
FOUR WAY STOP
FREEWAY

GARAGE

GATE
GO SLOW

HOSPITAL ZONE

INSPECTION STATION
JUNCTION 101 A

KEEP THE. THE LEFT RIGHT)

NEXT
NO LEFT TURN
NO PARKING
NO PASSING

NO RIGHT TURN
NO RIGHT TURN ON RED LIGHT

NO SMOKING AREA
NO STANDING

NO STOPPING
NO TURNS
NO "U" TURN

NOT A THROUGH STREET

ONE WAY DO NOT ENTER
ONE WAY STREET

PAVEMENT ENDS
PLAYGROUND

PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK
PRIVATE ROAD
PUT ON CHAINS

o

R.R.

RAILROAD CROSSING
REST ROOMS
RESUME SPEED

RIGHT LANE. MUST TURN RIGHT
RIGHT TURN ONLY
ROAD CLOSED
ROAD ENDS

SCHOOL STOP
SCHOOL ZONE
SLIDE AREA
SLIPPERY WHEN WET (FROST)
SLOW DOWN
SLOW

SPEED CHECKED BY RADAR
STEEP GRADE
STOP

STOP AHEAD
STOP FOR PEDESTRIANS
STOP WHEN OCCUPIED
STOP MOTOR

THIS LANE MAY TURN LEFT
THIS ROAD PATROLLED BY

AIRCRAFT
THREE WAY LIGHT
TURN OFF 1/2 MILE (1/4)
TURN OFF
TRAFFIC CIRCLE
TRUCK ROUTE.

UNLOADING ZONE
USE LOW GEAR

WATCH FOR FLAGMAN
WATCH FOR LOW FLYING

AIRCRAFT
WINDING ROAD

YIFLD
YIELD RIGHT OF WAY
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